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714192 #l HATONN Moreover, this day you are held de&o&’ by geologists and How so for they are totally bank- 
total hostage to “events” of meteorologists. I guess not- rupt? Easy-blackmail. Let 

(Editor’s note: Between this run- technology powerful enough to THEY ARE MANMADE. them in or your planet will sim- 
down of ufrontpage” news and destroy your nation in fifteen Moreover, all the rocket launches ply be a pile of rubble! SO, COY 
the Iittle matter of a few secret minutes without firing a single from your nation this week are as kittens, Bush pushes for G- 
underground buses we outlay “bullet”. Blackmail is being in an attempt to stop what is 8 (to help the Russians get on 
starting on page 2, it might be a used against you from every going on. Interestingly enough, their feet and recognized). The 
good idea for us all to stop and direction -from your President the original plan was to bring Russians, meanwhile, insist on 
think Q bit on just what it is we to foreign nations with more the West into subservience with full permanent status-AND, to 
are celebrating anymore on the “power technologically” than earth upheavals via the “grid” repudiate their DEBT for a mini- 
4th of July.) have you! system established by your Elite mum of TWO YEARS (by the G- 

and prana wave pulses. But, 7 nations). Believe me, it WILL 
INDEPENDENCE DAY? ROCKETS RED GLARE you got “had” and now, one happen. 

blast to the trigger Ybuttonn on 
AS we sit to pen this day I am Well, a better observation would the San Andreas fault system of FOURTH OF JULY- 
appalled at the requests for a be: “Red” rocket’s glare! California will bring the coast UNDERCOVER 
dissertation on “America” and America and other parts of the into rubble. This can be done in 
her freedom and independence. world, but especially America, only mere moments by none What will happen today, the 

for you are efforting to counter other than the Russians. Fourth of July? Watch the ‘big 
HOW can I comment on that the moves, are under total siege How can I surmise such a boys”. It is said that Bush will 
which is NOT? You have NO and CONTROL through what thing? WATCH THE NON- spend his holiday in Florida and 
FREEDOM and you HAVE NO APPEARS to be “NATURAL NEWS IF NOTHING ELSE. North Carolina. Indeed he will 
INDEPENDENCEcYOUARE, IN EVENTS”: earthquakes, UN- WATCH “WHO” THE MAJOR in spite of complaints of his 
FACT, BACK UNDER TOTAL SEASONABLE storms with tor- PLAYERS ARE IN THE GAMES visit-by Black leaders. Then 
RULE OF THE BANKERS-OF nados, volcanic eruptions, etc. AROUND THE WORLD AND he “heads for Germany and the 
ENGLAND!! All are unable ‘to be un- THEPICTUREWILLBEGINTO World Economic Summit (G- 

Or Current Occupant 
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COME INTO FOCUS. 7(8). He is going South to find 
“safety” and to get his march- 

HOW CAN YOU CALL IT ing orders. I suggest you study, 
“RUSSIA”? carefully, documentation of the 

“Bush” involvement in Florida, 
Simply by seeing what is afoot: Zapata and Bushlets who are 
The Russians are demanding placed in those strategic loca- 
and getting included in the con- tions to attend the Bush inter- 
ference of the major seven (G-7) ests. 
financial “greats’ ofyour planet. PLEASE see 4th OFJULK page 36 
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Secret Underground Facilities: 
Your Tax Dollars At Work 

(Editor’s note: The following which will be compared by ev- 
presentation is an assemblage cry “crazy nut” to that which is 
of writings that were scattered already being filtered down into 
over severazpast issues of THE Your ConSciouSneSS by the mis- 
LIBERATOR and concern super information and disinformation 
secretundergroundfaciZities and bearers. You we now such a 
some of th astonishing things controlled society of people that 
that go on therein. ok total the differences will elude the 
picture is one of outrageous de- multitudes and YOU shall be 
ceit, of technology gone craq, given into the perceptions of 
andof the we of tht*chml- insanity from time to time. I 
ogy against we-the-people must write in TRUTH SO that as 
whose tax dollarspay for these. things unfold in the confusion 
facilities. of the Planners’ timing you will 

The recent Qnnatural” not be either surprised nor im- 
storms a& earthquakes across pacted by the blatantsize of the 
t& U.S.A. whisperthat the Elite lies. Always realize that some- 
~nay be gearing up to u&ash- where in the middle of the ex- 
very soon no-something tremes of projections will be 
muchbiggeruponanunsusped- found the truth of the tales 
iwpblic to help bn’ng about the which are now going to be loosed 
New World Order. upon you. We will speak in 

One o+tk most important of specifics in some instances but 
those engineered catastrophes 
has to do with what goes on at 
some of the secret underground 
facilities. Andforthat reason we 
have collected this information 
together for your reading “plea- 
sure”), 

l/1/92 #l HATONN 

NEW YEARS DAY 

Hatonn present in the Holy 
Service of God in and of Light. 
Let us collect our fragments and 
still the currents of confusion. 
You will please keep ever present 
in your minds the impacts of 
these new year moments. This 
is to be a year of most unex- 
pected changes which will boggle 
the minds if you allow it. The 
adversary plans great changes 
to come about in these months 
at hand. 

TRUTH STRANGER THAN 
FICTION 

It is time to write of things 

I will use generalities in ex- 
planation to cover much up- 
front which will later be spoken 
of more leisurely. 

What I have to tell you is 
already breaking forth from 
the more “wild” of the UFO 
community of deceivers but, 
you see, the only thing wrong 
with their conclusions lies in 
the assumptions of “alien” 
beings instead of manufac- 
tured earth-bound beings. 
This is THE MOST IMPOR- 
TANT facet in the wro’ng con- 
clusions but, nonetheless, it 
is time to speak of these “in- 
credible” circumstances be- 
fore the news hits the head- 
lines. 

The point of actions from 
here on in will be to panic and 
paralyze you citizens with the 
sheer magnitude of the technol- 
ogy present upon your place. 
The adversq has been work- 
ing toward his goal of world 
domination by year 2000 for 
thousands upon thousands of 

years and you are now within 
the final decade of the entrap- 
ment so you are going to be 
shocked and terrified by that 
whichwill come into your knowl- 
edge. 

I have gained a reputation of 
doom and gloom-fear monger- 
ing and even being Satanic. No, 
none of those things but what I 
will outlay to you “ordinary” 
unknowing people will be mind- 
boggling and beyond science lic- 
tion of any kind shown to you 
prior to now. 

NO ALIEN THREAT 

Theultimatepunch-line tq 
the advecsary’s plan is to 
align the masses into unity 
through assumption of an 
outer-space alien threat to 
the planet. No, I repeat-you 
have no enemies in space-they 
are all land-locked and the plan 
so well laid and orchestrated 
that the presentations unto you 
will cause you to believe that 
which they will tell you. I must 
tell you the truth prior to the 
“pranks” because only in that 
advance warning will you be 
prepared. ALWAYS as things 
unfold-look unto the PHYSI- 
CAL ASPECT. GOD is a SPIRI- 
TUAL influence and condition 
and thus, that which is manu- 
factured and manifest in the 
physical and breaks ANY BIT 
OF EVEN ONE LAW OF GOD IF 
PRESENTED FROM THE COS- 
MOS, IS NOT OF GOD BUT 
SERVES THE ADVERSARY- 
and you are in for some real 
doozies right away now. 

You will continually harken 
back to the writing of yesterday 
as we write during these coming 
days because you MUST know 
of the separation and sorting 
and if you are still playing games 

with God, I suggest it is now 
time to stop it. GOD is not a 
groveling wimp who will allow 
you to go into infinity with such 
stupid ideas and actions as you 
have been told. HE WILL AL- 
LOW NO EVIL ACTIONS OR IN- 
TENT WITHIN HIS HOLY 
PLACES! That means that it 
will be only through honorable 
service and intent that you will 
make that journey WITH God. 
You may get interim placement 
but you had best look most 
carefully at intent because the 
days shorten into a very pre- 
ciou s few. Each day will be a gift 
of gifts. 

The intent was to pull off a 
planetary testing of the massive 
Woodpecker/Wormwood pulse 
system now fully connected. If 
those tests go wrong you will 
have an ignited radioactive belt 
about the planet. The assump- 
tion is that at worst it will keep 
the Hosts from entering your 
space. It will NOT do so. How- 
ever, your Elite controllers 
now have finished and 
interconnected underground 
survival centers worldwide 
and connected by channels 
with such advanced technol- 
ogy that hundreds of years 
can be spent comfortably in 
shelter while the surface 
recovers-if necessary. This 
will be utilized above or below 
sea level. It is only you-the- 
people that have no shelters 
and will not survive. You still 
have time for action because a 
few things are not complete and 
final function of the “system” 
will be more perfected if the 
“Plan” is more fully complete 
than on this day. However, as of 
day one of January, 1992 the 
system is linked and the Elite 
ARE IN CONTROL, That does 
not mean America, chelas. 
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What you DO have this day 
is a breakdown, however, of the 
Soviet break:aways and the Zi- 
onist elements. The break-away 
nations and the fundamental 
elements of the Russian coali- 
tion will not tolerate either 
Yeltsin or the Zionists, even if a 
full-scale nuclear war must be 
had immediately. When 
Shevardnadze says you should 
be worried mightily about those 
nuclear-weapons in the “wrong” 
hands-he speaks much too 
softly-they are poised and 
ready to fire. But that is not the 
subject of this evening’s writ- 
ing. 

UNDERGROUND BASES 

It is time I confirm and ex- 
plain the presence of massive 
underground systems through- 
out your globe-which are very 
“human” oriented and occu- 
pied. 

i 
You will be told that these 

installations are headed and run 
;as a hostage situation-by 
aliens. Reptilians and Little 

~ Grays. BS! Are there Reptilians 
and Little Grays present? In- 
deed1 There are massive num- 

’ bers of them-all cloned, repli- 
cated and terrifying. You will 
further be told that they hold 
your government hostage. More 
and deeper heaps of lies-they 
are produced by the good-will 
dedication and greedy money 
grubbing governments at the 
control of the Elite Committee 
of 300 who operate out of Swit- 
zerland and headed by the Royal 
Crown of England. These are 
the Satanic British Zionists 
originally known as the Serpent 
People. This is exactly why the 
Reptilians will be presented to 
you as the ones in control. The 
Serpent is the symbol of Satan 
and these ones have never even 
bothered to lie to you about 
their label. 

WHY SO MANY 
UNEMPLOYED 

Sit quietly for a minute and 
consider numbers with me, for 
as these underground facilities 

are coming to finished status 
there are a lot of suddenly avail- 
able unemployed. You are show- 
ing increased numbers of un- 
employed NEW sign-ups of half 
a million a week. You are talk- 
ing now of millions out of work- 
from where? Yes, from all over, 
but WHY? 

How many people, say, in 
the areaof Lancaster/ Palmdale, 
California, might you person- 
ally know who work in the aero- 
space industry wherein groups 
work on items which are iso- 
lated and secret with penalty of 
death as reward for tattling? 
Almost all is done on “need to 
know” basis and ones are going 
to realize they have been work- 
ing on projects which were so 
unworldly as to shock Spielberg. 
Worse than what appears on 
the surface, they are subjected 
to mandatory testings, physi- 
cals, etc., where they are totally 
programmed “to forget” what 

catacomb the mountain at all 
levels as deep as several miles. 
There is only one tunnel open 
for public eyes and it is impres- 
sive enough to stun the eyes 
and minds of hardened engi- 
neers. 

In the Palmdale area beneath 
a “hanger” type building, which 
actually is movable on tracks, is 
a multilayer technology center 
over eight levels in depth and 
the size of a massive city. The 
workers are mostly manufac- 
tured robotoids and synthetics 
made for labor with computer 
intelligence. Human partici- 
pants are of the “Ultra top-se- 
cret clearance” personnel. 

At Edwards launch area in a 
bluff (butte) called Haystack, 
there is an even larger installa- 
tion underground with incred- 
ible beam pulse systems, air- 
craft launchers, stealth equip- 
ment in coalition with the So- 
viet Cosmosphere program with 

they have seen and heard. total capability of destroying the 
I am going to name some planet in some 15 minutes. 

names and places (locations) so Locked into that installation 
that you can check them out as is a massive underground facil- 
to authenticity and then you ity near Tehachapi called The 
will fmd it easier to accept truth Anthill (Northrup). There are 
as it is unfolded to you. open silos wherein light laser 

systems are tested and cosmos- 
LOCAL SECRET PLACES drones sent out like marching 

armies to probe electronically. 
We will start in the local area They are like little basketballs 

of Southern California in the of light running usually to blue 
Edwards Air Force Base area and sometimes golden/orange. 
extending in a large triangular These particular installa- 
shape which includes all the tions are carved out with dig- 
way to Pasadena, Long Beach, ging equipment which melts the 
Palmdale, Lancaster, mind as to possibilitiesas noth- 
Tehachapi, Mojave, Edwards ing stops them-not rock nor 
and China Lake-just for start- metal. They are drills tipped 
ers. with diamond bits and carve a 

We have spoken often al- 40 ft. tunnel in mere hours. 
ready about the areas of “Sl”, Interconnecting these installa- 
“72”, Dulce, etc., in Nevada, tions are high-speed transit rails 
New Mexico and Arizona so-we with %ains” which “fly” on an 
will leave it to suffice that dupli- electromagnetic system off the 
cation is present in those places ground at incredible speed. 
as well. Ones who have had the There has been a lot of “blast- 
“privilege” of tourist rides into ing”, also, but covered by the 
Yucca Mountain to check out stories of aircraft moving 
the.tunnels for planned nuclear through the sound barrier and 
waste sites will not be as after a while it simply became 
shocked as the rest of you un- that no-one paid any attention. 
suspecting ones. At Yucca 
Mountain alone there are over 
35 major tunnels which totally 
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BEINGS INVOLVED 

I don’t even like to speak 
much of the Reptilians because 
they are dramatically for fear 
effect. Some are simply beings 
with leathered type of covering 
for protection purposes and are 
no more than humans in cos- 
tume. The Little Grays fit into a 
different type of category and if 
not selectively handled get com- 
pletely out of control. These are 
both comprised of manufac- 
tured (soul-less) beings without 
compassion or feelings of any 
type. They are very “strong” 
physically and the “Grays” can 
literally infiltrate into the sub- 
stance around them, i.e., they 
can “float” or disperse through 
a wall or door, etc. 

There is a third type of repli- 
cated being made in the form of 
that which is presented to you 
on television as an “Orange”. 
These are computer-bright but 
basically clone laborers. These 
are very human in appearance 
but too synthetic to fit in with 
your citizenry. 

I am going to remind you- 
THESE ARE NOT SPACE 
ALIENS ALTHOUGH PAT- 
TERNED FROM ORIGINAL 
ALIEN ENTRIES OF EONS PAST. 

I hope you are beginning to 
get the picture, chelas. These 
are the adversaries OF GOD 
and of we, the Hosts. They 
neither have the technology to 
traverse the cosmos nor are they 
even allowed into the space be- 
yond the Earth orbiting system 
at best. 

These ones are led and con- 
trolled by the entities who would 
Rule the Earth and they are the 
reflection of hybrid, emotion- 
less beings who serve the World 
Order “Elite”. They are basi- 
cally Satanic tools and act on 
direct orders of the controllers. 

WAR OF THE “GODS” 

We don’t speak of “Gods” as 
such, but the idea fits. It is the 
time of sorting and separation 
of the participants (players) on 
the physical orb called Shr. ‘: 
(Earth). It is the time of retrievki. 
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of God’s children who are expe- 
riencing on the place for all sorts 
of varying, reasons in soul- 
growth progression. Evil in- 
tends to rule the globe and all 
things thereon. But, he has 
already destroyed the bountiful 
wonders of the globe and it can- 
not continue as is. Therefore, 
the plan is to take control 
through whatever means avail- 
able-preferably leaving a rem- 
nant of Godly slave laborers and 
annihilation of’ other souled 
beings. This will be accom- 
plished in two ways. 

1. He will simply convince 
the souled being that God is not 
who and what He claims to be, 
Those unthinking masses will 
simply be led down the gprim- 
rose” paths through the mire of 
lies and disbeliefs of truth. 
These, for the most part, will be 
called Christians (by any other 
label). These ones will be side- 
tracked into a belief system 
which revolves around the hu- 
man physical being of, say, a 
Jesus Christ or Buddha, as 
adequate examples. ‘They will 
set their intent upon denying 
and”proving” the non-presence 
of God, Hosts, Goodly Aliens, 
etc.-anything of the Spiritual 
realms of Light. Their whole 
intent will claim infinite experi- 
ence but will be entrapped in 
total physical and material mat- 
ter. 

between the higher “com- he who acts in greed will be put 
mands”. Our people are not to to last. Know that we can beam 
be harmed. This does not mean you up into safety from Mars if 
that ALL know this even though need be. I can get you aboard 
ones who attempt bodily harm the Phoenix, for instance, which 
are usually taken out a.s.a.p. is faroutsideyour orbiting place. 
by their own group. The adver- 
sarywillnot riskencounterwith OTHER PLACES IN 
my Command. God’s people THE U.S. 
are “off limits”. I suggest you 
be making very, very sure as to There are massive bases in 
whether or not you are one of Canada but some of the more 
God’s people. Don’t ask ME! If important strategic centers are, 
you don’t know then you better of course, around (under) At- 
get awfully worried. lanta and Arkansas. In some of 

Does this mean that God’s those areas there were already 
people will not be caught in an underground “alien” race 
anything nasty or negative? No, and massive tunneling complex. 
many of you will perish and no There are also ancient tunnels 
place, as such, is safer than any under Tehachapi, for instance. 
other. I can assure you that you The military has now tunneled 
will have colds and flu, get cold right to the side of the crystal in 
and get hot, hungry and tired Tehachapi and we have now 
just like everyone and anyone blocked their entry into that 
else. You WILL be allowed to portion of their system. Only a 
fulfill your mission whatever it tiny portion of the crystal in 
might entail and you WILL BE point is allowed the use of 
RECLAIMED AND BROUGHT Earthians. 
INTO SAFETY AT THE APPRO- 
PRIATE TIME. POISON WATER SUPPLY 

There is time left for action in 

is recalled and known at the 
time and again remembered at 
some time later.. 

AM I TELLING YOU “IT IS 
OVER”? 

No indeed. I am simply tell- 
ing you that you must be ready 
for that next assault on your 
beings as we have described it 
in the past. Remember, I told 
you that before you are through, 
the enemy will blame all things 
on aliens to prevent any of you 
being reclaimed by God-THE 
BATTLE IS FORYOUR SOULS- 
ONE DIRECTION GIVES TOTAL 
FREEDOM AND THE OTHER 
ENSLAVEMENT AND YOU 
MUST DECIDE WHICH YOU 
WILL EXPERIENCE. How many 
will see through the facade of 
the physical illusion and into 
the co-creatorship which pro- 
duced that illusion? When you 
understand God then you will 
also understand that it only re- 
quires YOUR decision. It is up 
to YOU to choose the gold or the 
gold-covered lead! Both appear 
the same and often the lead 
covered in gold appears the more 
shiny and desirable to the fleshly 
experience. The lead actually 
has more value in the higher 
experiences. 

2. He will simply enslave 
physically those who stand 
against him and as ones are no 
longer useful, they will be slain 
and/or used for testing, etc. 
Disease will wipe out multitudes 
and then wars will annihilate 
millions, famine and exposure 
will get more and in the interim, 
all dissenters will be interned in 
compounds if they are thought 
to be dangerous to “the cause”. 

Ones who go about their 
business without great confron- 
tation will be basically left alone 
if t,hey are in areas wherein they 
are no bother. 

almost unlimited manner if you Other bad news includes a 
utilize that time well. Things slow and deliberate addition of 
are not in order to the point of herbicides into the water sys- 
desirability on the part of the tems of your cities. Most is by 
Planners so you will simply work accidental seepage from grow- 
within that circumstance in ing fields at very low levels of 
which you find self. There are toxicity but now covering mas- 
still some methods of assisting sive areas. As water supplies 
selves with security in ability to dwindle in the areas stricken by 
barter, etc., if you use intelli- drought there will be more and 
gence. Violence will simply get more actual toxic response to 
all of our workers killed and it that pollution. There will also 
will not be tolerated-if I have to be virus infection via water sys- 
tell you that point then you are tems whereby whole villages and 
going to harm more than serve sections of cities will become ill 
good. You will be sly as the within hours-simultaneously. 
serpent and gentle as the dove- The cover-up is massive and 
dead martyrs serve no one. Your “leakers” or “speakers” are 
job is not to fight the war- dealt with instantly by either 
yours is to bring Truth, put it to absolute negation of “law” or 
press, assist wherein you can injection or by death-mostly 
by example without force or the latter depending on the im- 
undue nagging for each will have portance of the “squealer”. You 
to know for self. We must have have ones in the local group 
a “remnant” and that means who are targets who managed 
that you of my command will to survive all three types of as- 
not act in foolishness or you will sault. I will tell you now, it is 
be put to the side lest you en- very difficult to kill one of my 
danger the entire lift-off pro- people. Usually the journey to 
gram. You will be given to know this side is vaguely remembered 

There is full understanding your taskwhen appropriate and and almost alwavs the trin itself I A - _ 

GOD WILL NOT 
INTERFERE 

A guide to “clues” is also 
available to you who will men- 
tally take a look. The protocols 
and instructions are in place. 
Bridges, passes and area dams 
are now bombed (mined) and 
tracking stations already in 
place-to keep ones in the area 
wherein.you ARE when the cur- 
tain falls. This means a shut- 
down of all international travel, 
and interstate travel as well, as 
time passes. The point is to 
actually lock you into a small 
area of location and one in which 
you can be easily controlled and 
accounted for. Note the closure 
of one airline after another and 
note how many of those airline 
planes are at Mojave! As sur- 
face travel is shut down those 
parts will be utilized for other 
types of vehicles and weapons, 

The plan, of course, is to 
allow things to appear natural 
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in their occurrence-i.e., the 
markets will fall and you will be 
in a depression but always with 
the prattling that “it is getting 
better”--“just a fluctuation”. 
You will be like the Russians- 
into disaster without realizing it 
happened to you. In your con- 
fusion you will get deeper and 
deeper into the pit until the trap 
is closed. Then the government 
will simply pull out all resources 
(welfare) and it will appear most 
spontaneous because, after all, 
a government without money 
cannot maintain anything. The 
ignorant will remain ignorant 
and in denial until it is over and 
some will never know differently, 
much less admit that what we 
gave forth was right and cor- 
rect. 

Will you go down without 
revolution? Probably not, but 
the bigger gun usually wins, 
especially if he has trained him- 
self to be more clever. You, dear 
ones, have been uneducated and 
many ofyour so-called educated 
adults can neither read nor 
write. 

BUT WHAT OF ARMAGED- 
DON? ‘YOU SAID - -n 

Indeed I did and you can 
expect eruption in the Middle 
East momentarily because the 
Zionist impact is into the areas 
of the break-away Republics and 
the military Soviet machine is 
efforting right now to squelch 
any anti-military control. The 
military machine is on the march 
and it will prevail. It has been 
carefully orchestrated to get 
nuclear capability into the 
hands of all the little antagonis- 
tic nations to specifically allow 
for war. Oh indeed, if there 
remains aworld of nations, there 
WILL BE AN ARMAGEDDON. I 
remind you-the plans are fin- 
ished, for all practical purposes, 
to totally leave the surface of the 
planet to destruction while Sa- 
tan and his henchmen move 
into those worm-holes under- 
neath to “ride out” the storms. 

In all of the installations are 
men, women and children syn- 

duction at such time as viable 
life forms can be reintroduced. 

You of the remnant of God’s 
people are for the purpose of 
making sure all of God’s people 
are aboard and into security 
when departure time is at hand. 

Yes indeed, I am talking 
about the total departure and 
separation of God from the 
planet leaving the evil manu- 
factured entities to their de- 
structive and depleting cycles. 

Some who are left and made 
poor choices on the wrong as- 
sumptions will be allowed 
growth at separation from the 
physical as soul separates from 
physical life-form but this will 
only last through a couple of 
generation cycles at most. How- 
ever, the truth will be made 
obvious and there will be oppor- 
tunity to again stand in the 
place of God. It will, however, 
be only briefly and then, finally, 
the planet will be left to cleanse 
and recover as life forms are 
simply cycled away as living 
conditions become too hostile 
for all life forms. 

BUT YOU SAID “WE STILL 
COULD - -“! 

Yes I did and do! But will 
you? You don’t even have many 
who even believe what I just 
wrote to you. “Oh,” you will 
say, L(... that is just stupid but 
unreal science fiction.” Yes, 
that is what they assume you 
will say and how you will react 
to Truth. How comfortable are 
you this moment? How stable 
is the economy? How stable are 
the jobs? How healthy is your 
society physically, emotionally 
and spiritually? HOW do you 
believe it can RECOVER? Where 
have all your industries gone? 
Well, brothers, most of them 
have literally gone under- 
ground-where they don’t need 
YOU any longer. The Plan is to 
bring the population of this 
planet down again to 500 mil- 
lion people and no more-that 
means some 6 billion people 
will be killed-one way or an- 
other. That also means that a 

proper intent of Godness, will 
be watching from a nice safe 
distance in order to begin and 
establish a working system 
within Radiance. 

As I remind Dharma of the 
experience of total treasure 
when the very hand of God 
brought you out of the void of 
mist-so shall that hand lift you 
into eternal radiance-IF YOU 
HOLD UNTO THAT LIGHT OF 
TRUTH FOR THE TIME IS AT 
HAND FOR THESE THINGS TO 
COME FORTH UPON AND 
UNTO MAN OF EARTH PLACE. 

IT MATTERS NOT WHICH 
IT BE IF YE ARE PREPARED. 
I MUST GIVE YOU BOTH EX- 
TREMES AND THE MIDDLE 
PATH-FOR UPON MAN’S 
CHOICES RESTS THE JOUR- 
NEY. IF ONLY ONE MAN 
WOULD RECOGNIZE HIS GOD 
POWER, THE ENTIRE PLAY 
CAN BECHANGED-WILLYOU 
DO IT? YOU HAVE PLAYED 
BY THE EVIL RULES AND 
SCRIPT FOR SO LONG THAT 
YOU HAVE FORGOTTEN TO 
INCLUDE A NEW PLAY- 
WRITE!?!? WHO WILL AP- 
PEND THE ENDING TO THIS 
PLAY? WILL YOU ALLOW 
GOODNESS TO PREVAIL, OR 
EVIL? THE HOUR-GLASS 
LAYS THERE UPON ITS 
SIDE-HOW WILL YOU TURN 
IT? WILL YOU TURN THE 
EMPTY SIDE TO “UP” OR THE 
“FULL”? .GOD WAITS! EVIL 
WILL NOT STAND IN THE 
LIGHT AND TRUTH IS THE 
LIGHT AND THE LIGHT IS THE 
WORD AND THE WORD IS 
GOD! SO BE IT. 

I SHALL LEAVE YOU TO 
YOUR THOUGHTS AS I OF- 
FER THE GIFT OF INFINITE 
LIFE AND LIMITLESS POWER 
TO CHOOSE. ADONAI! 

3/S/92 #l HATONN 

UNDERGROUND FACILITIES 
(Continued1 

Since speaking about the 
underground facilities around 
this California area, I am, as 
expected, deluged with inquir- 
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I will make a point of going 
through the various states and 
giving you some idea where the 
major installations are and. 
where there are missiles. I don’t 
have time to be totally specific 
nor give maps with specific tun- 
nel runs, etc. Please don’t ex- 
pect more for it is dangerous for 
these writers here to present 
such a thing but I will share 
some information so that you 
can be alert and you who do 
have contacts might get the ar- 
eas more specifically defined 
and updated. Revealing the 
secrets is the only defense you 
have. 

Most places are covered with 
rumors and things like, “. . .well, 
I’m working on ‘need to know’ 
basis and I said I wouldn’t tell.” 
This means that number One: 
they are working on something 
they actually know very little 
about. Two: they are working 
underground on installations 
but have no idea of the broad 
picture. Three: They are threat- 
ened on the basis of “national 
security” and threat of punish- 
ment for treason and Four: They 
(with family) have been prom- 
ised the reward of safe place- 
ment IF they keep silent about 
the truth of the installations. 

ELITE GOING 
UNDERGROUND 

Already the “big boys”, as 
industry is shut down, are mov- 
ing into the safe shelters-you 
are that close to probable dan- 
ger. 

You will now find that you 
will get no help from your gov- 
ernment in the building of shel- 
ters so you are on your “own”, 
so to speak. You should con- 
tinue to ask for public funding 
but do not expect it and do not 
base your security on the possi- 
bility. 

In areas of these massive 
underground installations and 
nearby “bedroom” areas, such 
as Tehachapi, you have a situa- 
tion of “vacant census”-which 
means that you have many 
houses which are now partially 

thesized and ready for repro- lot of God’s REAL children, with ies regarding other placements. (occasionally) occupied but 
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which will empty very soon now the average sized home so you Small installation between areas”. 
that the facilitiesareoperational can see how advanced is -the Mesquite and Glendale. Starting at the north end of 
and the major “building” and technology. Large installations between the state: a very large area 
construction are finished. I ask you not to write me Searchlight and Boulder City. including all of the Round Val- 
Places such as Tehachapi will about specifics nor locations-I Border of Nev./Ca. directly ley Indian Res. 
likely end up pretty much a welcomeanyinformation which north of Needles, Ca. in line Area all around Ball Moun- 
ghost town but will be quite any of you wish to share for south from above instahation. tam intersecting area of Red 
ideal for young industry in food- either my private confirmation East of Kingman some 35 Bluff and iucludiug Red BlufX 
growing, dairy farming, etc. This or for sharing but please do not miles east, past junction of 40 Massive area including just 
is because the full underground expect me to give specifics or and 93. Right underandaround south of Alturas, including 
cities will not become effective long dissertations on various I-40 directly in-line south of Likely and Madeline and east 
yet, for the Elite. Ones who are locations for I shall not do so- Peach Springs. Desolate terri- almost to Eagleville. Includes 
not invited within will have to I hesitate to even give this much tory with few landmarks. the entire origin of the South 
move on to find work so much information for I ,will have to Area under I-40 between Fork which eventually makes 
movement will need be back increase the shielding for my (approx midway) Winona and its way to the Pit River. 
into the cities. own crew because of it. I am Winslow. Oroville 

most pleased to handle any pri- West of Phoenix under I- 10, Downieville 
3/S/92 t2 HATONN vate correspondence but it will approx. midway between Win- Y u ba City and overlapping: 

be one-way for a period of time, tersburg and Quartzsite. Nevada City, overlapping 
As I sit to write this portion perhaps. Some of these areas Between Yuma and Casa south to 

regarding missile sites and. will only represent having un- Grande on (under) I-8, approxi- Grass Valley (massive area). 
underground facilities-please derground missiles. mately midway between Lake Tahoe-Tahoma-Emer- 
understand, I simply cannot I will effort to give nearby Mohawk and Sentinel. ald Bay 
take time to do a run-down of sitesasreference, i.e.: Alabama: North of Yuma on H-95 ap- Placerville area from Coloma 
the world. There are other Corn- Maxwell A.F.B. north of Mont- proximately midway from inter- to El Dorado to Kyburz 
manders in other parts of the gomery, south of Rattville. section of H-95 and I-8 and There is a NOTICEABLE ab- 
globe and I, for time reasons, ALABAMA: Quartzsite. sence of major facilities around 
will only handle the United Anniston Army Depot south Fort Huachuca near border San Francisco, but a MAJOR 
States. Keep in mind that what into the Tallegeda National For- with Mexico in general area of dual installation directly east in 
I am going to indicate does not est under Cheah Mtn., drawing Huachuca City. Nevada at Hawthorne and in- 
have to do with simple military water from the Coosu River. ARKANSAS: eluding (under) southern por- 
jnstallations, etc. I am only Maxwell A.F.B, north of In Arkansas there is a differ- tion of Walker Lake. 
going to deal with underground Montgomery, south of ent situation wherein you have Coastal missile facility in- 
missiles and military instal- Rattville-drawing water from a lot of useful natural forma- eluding Pacific Grove Monterey 
lations underground. I will miss the Alabama River. tions which allow for utiliza- to Salinas-including Ft. Or-d. 
some for much is being enlarged Fort Rucker: MAJOR SITE- tion. Most of the facility activity West of King City, including 
daily-but now that most of the very large area. North to Brun- has been focused on the Ft. all of Hunter Liggett Mil. Res. 
major construction is finished didge, east incl. Ariton, south- Smith area taking in the entire south including Nacimiento 
it will suffice for impact to east to Ozark, south almost to Ft. Chaffee military res. Reservoir east to overlap facility 
allow you to recognize how Hartford and west, almost to CALIFORNIA: which takes in a large area in- 
truly anwormed you are as a Elba. Drawing water from the California has so many cludingcamp Robertsand Paso 
nation. You in the other parts Pea River Res., predominantly. installations that it is all but Robles. 
of the globe can consider that ALASKA: impossible to point to them all. Major crucial sites at area of 
you are in equal or worse Massive water tunnels and The ones along the coast are set Camp Nelson northeast of 
shape-especially any “colony” 0 underground facilities and mis- up so as to be open for massive Porterville and entire area of 
of Great Britain. sile sites in an area running underground moving of equip- Tule River Indian Res. and on 

The logical inquiry regarding from Kotzebue to Ruby to and ment in event ofquake or coastal south almost to Woody-in the 
these massive underground including all of Norton Bay. devastation. Underground tun- Sequoia Nat’l Forest. 
installations is “how could they In the Fairbanks area in- nels are structured in order to China Lake-massive. 
do that without having huge eluding all of the Harding Lake move nuclear submarines from China Lake Naval Weapons 
mountains of dirt to move and it Rec. Area. the Long Beach area to inland Dep.-massive. 
would show!” No it would not- Stoney Creek area, in the to tunnels to move ground Fort Irwin-massive. On H- 
they have equipment now that vicinityoftheRedoubtVolcano. equipment by surface to inland. 54 southwest of China Lake, 
will tunnel and melt the earth [H: You should pick up a great We will not focus on any one northeast Tehachapi, approx. 
material into substance which “clue” right here!] area to great extent for as we list 50 mi. northeast Mojave-large 
:an be utilized for the walling ARIZONA: the area, say, of Lancaster, it facility. 
and shoring. This condenses Arizona is so sprinkled with will generally take in Lancaster, Lancaster/ Palmdale and 
the quantity of material into a installations housing missiles Palmdale, Mojave, Edwardsand points east: MASSIVE, taking 
small percentage of that with that it is hard to separate them up to Tehachapi areas of in areas from northwest of 
which the project begins. This from Nevada so I will include Northrop, Lockheed, etc. Re- Barstow to east of Barstow to 
tunneling equipment workswith the southeast corner of Nevada member that in this particular some 30 or so miles east of 
a diameter much larger than also. listing I am giving you “general Barstow on I- 15 (desolate area). 
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This area is in conjunction is actually a place known as Southeast of Boise on H-84 represented themselvesas “Ser- 
with the mammoth area of the Peterson A.F.B. This is a major just northwest of Mountain pent people” and are most 
Nellis bombing and gunnery and important location. Home-perhaps lo- 15 miles. adversarial in intent. They are 
range and the entire Las Vegas CONNECTICUT, MAS- All of Mountain Home mili- now proliferated to scare the 
area. SACHUSETTS, RHODE IS- tar-y facility. daylights out of humanity be- 

In the Palmdale/Lancaster 
areamust be included Edwards 
A.F.B., a facility on H-395 at 
Adalanto and a facility on I- 15 
between Victorville and Barstow 
(about mid-way). These sites 
located on major interstates and 
well traveled roads are to allow 
for checking stations as you 
move further into the controlled 
environment. These a.rs located 
in areas wherein there ,are ma- 
jor connections with interstate 
facilities-some three to five just 
between L.A. and L.V. 

The entire’Iwentynine Palms 
Marine Corps Base and area 
between and including Ludlow 
to Twentynine Palms. 

Facility on I-40 about mid- 
way between Ludlow and 
Needles. 

LAND: Large installation on H-84 at cause the human is now trained 
Chicopee/ Springfield Malta. . to hate and fear the snake. This 
Woodstock (large facility both There is another facility just is most unfortunate indeed. 

Mass. / Conn.) across the border in Montana These beings who create this 
New London about midway between Coeur *species” of controlled entity 
Worchester (Quinugamond) D’Alene and Missoula on H-10 are very much isolated to the 
Fitchburg (Ft. Devans) and one south into Nevada on area of Earth. If you are set-up 
All the Military Reservation H- 193 south of Contact. _’ by the adversary and move with 

and Nat’l Guard Facility east of ILLIIyOIS: - adversarial (physical) intent you 
Buzzard Bay. There are only a couple of may very well be concerned. If 

FLORIDA: important bases in’Illinois be- you -are within God’s circle- 
” Florida is a strange place i’n cause it is expected that with you have nothing to fear and 

certainly not from #space”. 

Long Beach is a massive 
underwater facility with water 
tunnels which connect all the 
way inland past San Bernar- 
dino with connecting travel tun- 
nels to both Lancaster area and 
the Marine Base. 

South to the Salton Sea- 
the entire area including Choco- 
late Mtn. Gunnery Range. 

The entire areajust east (into 
Ariz) of the Colorado River In- 
dian Res. 

Starting at Capistrano and 
south through all of Camp 
Pendelton, including Oceanside. 

Moving on south to south- 
east: Capitan Ind. Res., then on 
I-8, the Manzanita Ind. Res., 
east to Brawley to include the 
Parachute Test Range and Na- 
val Air Facility near El Centro 
and on east-to the entire Yuma 
Indian Res. 

COLORADO: 
Moving west to east on I-70: 

Parachute; Vail (large political 
facility); site of Eisenhower Mem. 
Tunnel. 

On I-25 south from Denver, 
all of the Air Force Academy, 
south to the area southeast of 
Colorado Springs (Ft. Carson). 

All of the area east of I-25 at 
Fountain north of Pueblo; this 

that major underground facili- great earth changes there will 
ties are lacking but missile bases be no Illinois. There i_s an instal- 
abound in clusters. This is be- _lation and missile sites at Chi- 
cause of the high water table 
and expectation that with 
planned earth activities the 
major part of Florida will be 
submerged. This requires that 
the underground b_ases be along 
the shoreline and house sub- 
marine-capable facilities. 

Mafir installation including 
Foley, Ala. and the entire of 
Pensacola Naval Station and 
eastward all the way and in- 
CludingFreeport and De Funiak 
Springs and around north to 
Crestview. 

Panama City: all of Tyndal 
A.F.B. (underwater and offshore) 

Large area on west coast at 
Palmetta. 

Interlocking pods all the way 
on east coast from Miami to the 
tip including Homestead A.F.B. 

GEORGIA: 
Major dual installation at At- 

lanta in an area taking in De- 
catur to Jonesboro. 

Augusta: Total area includ- 
ing Fort Gordon and east to the 
Gov’t area (massive) including 
the Savannah River Plant. This 
is a huge area. 

South to Savannah and in- 
cluding all of the Fort Stewart 
area. 

Ft. Benning at Columbus. 
IDAHO: 
MAJOR INSTALLATIONS AT 

THE U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY 
COMM. RES. north-west of 
Idaho Falls. This is a most 
important facility and an ex- 
tremely dangerous area. 

cage and facilities of both kinds 
at 

Chanute A.F.B. south of 
Rantoul. 

Ft. Massac at the Ky. border 
north of Paducah. 

INDIANA: 
Atterbury Reserve Forces 

Training Ground including 
Brown County State Park. 

Crane Naval Weapons Sup- 
port Center 

Jefferson Proving Grounds 
Vaconia and entire area con- 

nected to include Fort Knox and 
Federal Depository. 

IOWA: 
Iowa can sleep well but don’t 

expect to have an unexpected 
place to run for shelter. You 
have some scattered missile 
sites but no major underground 
facilities or major missile pods. 

3/6/92 Wl HATONN 

REPTOIDS 

To “Robert” in AZ. Thank 
you for information and sug- 
gestion regarding Reptoids. I 
would have to, unfortunately, 
remind you that the reptilian 
appearing humanoids are 
mostly fabrications of gene and 
DNA splicing right on your 
planet by very “human” hands 
and test-tubes with appropri- 
ate hosts. These are unstable, 
fragile and are”manufactured”. 
These beings are created be- 
cause of the Elite hiearchy who 

I am working as fast as the 
scribe’s hands will go to get that 
very information out to you-. 
involving many of the projec- 
tions. We must, however, take 
the most urgent in proper se- 
quence. If you have no society 
left-then it matters little about 
those things. We must give you. 
information first which can al- 

-. low you ability to CHANGE. 
As to those who claim that 

the government and workers are 
hostage to these aliens and little 
“grays”, I have but this to say 
about it: if this be true why do 
those very ones keep the under- 
ground for their own use and 
YOUARENOTEVENALLOWED 
TO KNOW WHERE THEY 
ARE??? If the government and 
military were not the perpetra- 
tors and developers wouldn’t 
they just turn them loose on 
YOU? These pale salamander 
people might well exist but it 
certainly seems that the gov- 
ernment keeps them all to 
selves. For that matter what 
causes you to think that we 
won’t usurp some of those safety 
tunnels for you-the-people? 

You know why you can tell 
who is doing what to whom-by 
the level of “esri2: in every form 
of activitiy! God hides nothing 
in the secret places and HIS 
security is open as the Light of 
which it IS. 
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3/6/92 W2 HATONN or private incarceration facil- Moving downward to Louis- 
ity-so that you are not curious ville and on west, you will find 

TAPE 1 SIDE A: MISSILE about it. I can tell you now that Fort Knox. We’ve spoken ofthat 
SITES , every vacated missile silo is at- before. I won’t go into it. It’s a 

H: Good morning, Dharma. tached to something under- military reservation with 
Thank you for attending my ground. I cannot possibly list installation. 
needs this day. I would prefer all of those places. Moving eastward to Danville 
that we put these military bases You in local areas put out inclusive ofPerryville, there is a 
with installations on them and your grapevine. You’ll find out. large installation. 
sites of missiles and under- It’s like our friend, Mr. Quade, Those are the major points of 
ground facilities onto a tape. It said, “Well, that’s not a con- importance as far as defense or 
is too time consuming the way spiracy and that can’t be a con- research in both Kentucky and 
we were working with it yes- spiracy because everyone Tennessee. 
terday. All we need are general knows.* No, everyone doesn’t KANSAS 
locations but I find that every- know and a conspiracy is two, We will go to the east of the 
one is gettingvery tedious about three or more working together state to Manhattan Military Base 
it, wanting extremely large to secretly plan an illegal act- with installation at Fort Riley 
amounts of information and I’m as a result, these are conspira- Military Reservation that in- 
not going to go into that. So I ties. It’s very hard to keep total eludes Ogden and it runs under 
feel that the best approach to silence but you will note in the Interstate 70. 
this is for you just to sit here area of Tehachapi most of the Then eastward to Leaven- 
and you’re going to have to learn ones who work and live in the worth. There is a Fort Leaven- 
to deal with this situation of areawork in those underground worth, this is an extremely, ex- 
looking. I will effort at giving facilities, or have in the past as tremely important installation 
you the locations and I believe they are ending their con- with large facilities under- 
that spelling these proper names struction phase, so you will find ground. There isafederal prison 
will be your biggest problem so, almost avacated city. There are and there is a massive installa- 
please bear with me if I forget. reasons why ones remain quiet. tion beneath that prison. 
All you’ve got to do is go and For one thing, they don’t know Anywhere where you have 
look upon a road map of some what they’re doing, they just major prison facilities such as 
kind but I will endeavor to spell simply work at one of those you do in Tehachapi, Califor- 
things as we go along and then facilities but that’s neither here nia, you’re going to have instal- 
whether Dharma or someone nor there. Let us move on now. lations beneath that prison and 
else takes it off of the tape to list I believe we’re ready to begin. they use prison labor and espe- 
it, it will save us a great deal of We’re going to start with Ken- cially ones who are put into 
time. tucky. isolation for any period of time 

We have made it to Kentucky KENTUCKY & TENNESSEE and ones that you would recog- 
and as our treasure maps are There is an extremely large nize as being on death row, they 
laid forth, Kentucky and Ten- base and facility that runs north are utilized for labor for these 
nessee are adjacent and also on of Hopkinsville, down south in- underground installations. 
the same pages. Again, 1 am elusive to the we3 of Fort LOUISIANA 
stressing that I am utilizing in- Campbell Military Reservation. Move southward from 
stallations big enough that they This one will receive water from Shreveport to Leesville and you 
were started in construction the great reservoir there, the willfmd Fort PolkMilitaryReser- 
many years past and have been lake to the east, Lake Barkley vation. That is a reservation 
continually in development. and it will also pull from the and an installation. That is the 
There will be one or two that we underground of the only important site in LOUISI- 
will list, as in California in the Cumberland River. This is an ANAeventhough therearemany 
area of facilities, as with Ange- extremely large installation with other bases. 
les Crest National Forest, where silos with a lot of stuff going on You will have to understand 
those missile sites were put in underground. This is the major that areas along the Mississippi 
and since removed, as far as Tennessee installation. It’s dif- River are not utilized for un- 
you know. However, those silos ficult to leave out the instal- derground facilities, there are 
have been utilized and the tear- lations which cross borders, so other plans for that river and it 
ing down of those bases and the well move over to Kentucky and doesn’t protect those under- 
vandalism which ensued was to the north at Madison, Indi- ground facilities. 
all very purposeful and other ana. Just across the border While we are here, however, 
facilities have been built on top close to Carrolton, you will find I feel that we should mention 
of those areas which you would the Jefferson Proving Ground. Mississippi because in con- 
recognize as something else- There is a very large experimen- junction with LOUISIANA, you 
either a youth camp, some sur- tal installation in that area, see, the federal government di- 
face governmental installation mostly on the side of Indiana. vides your nation into districts, 

it does not divide them into 
states and we have a little prob- 
lem for your understanding and 
there’s going to be overlapping 
of states so if I mention them 
twice, please, understand. 

Moving to the east along I- 
10, you will come to Biloxi, pass- 
ing Gulfport, to the Beauvoir 
Jefferson Davis Home which is 
a park setting. Again, pay at- 
tention to where they have these 
parks. That is Keesler Air Force 
Installation. That is a very, very 
important area with a massive 
underwater installation. 

MAINE 
At the very upper part of the 

state, at Caribou, just to the 
north of it including a place 
called Limestone, is a rather 
large inland facility. 

Moving all the way to the 
south of the state to the area of 
Brunswick, you will find the 
entire area under Popham 
Beach is a water facility with 
submarine capability and un- 
derwater missiles. By the way, 
some of the missiles are Rus- 
sian or Soviet missiles and have 
been in the area for a long time 
and this is part of the reason for 
the installation as a defense 
mechanism against those So- 
viet missiles out there offshore. 

MICHIGAN 
Michigan is clean. That is 

not good news. That is because 
there is full expectation when 
the New Madrid Fault goes, it is 
expected to take Michigan with 
it or at least the northern part of 
the state of Michigan. 

MINNESOTA 
Minnesotaisclean. You have 

a lot of area above the ground 
but no major, major sites where 
great research is going on. There 
are some missile sites in and 
around Minnesota but no in- 
stallations or research. 

MIssIssIPPI 
The only one of notable worth 

is the one at Biloxi. 
MISSOURI 
You have two major ex- 

perimental facilities with mis- 
siles. 

Whiteman Air Force Base at 
Knob Noster. It will take in the 
entire area between Knob Nos- 
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ter and south to Windsor. This 
will encircle to the east of 
Sedalia. 

Southeast‘ to Waynesville, 
you will find Leonardwood Mili- 
tary Reservation. This is a very 
large installation. 

MONTANA 

massive underground facilities. portant missile sites. 
Just south of Omaha at Of- 

futt Air Force Base is a major, 
critical, crucial installation. 

NEVADA 

A large areaaround Kalispell, 
south and including Marion and 
it takes in all of the Bitterroot 
Lake Recreation area. 

Moving south to Missoula, 
encircling an area from 
Frenchtown to Milltown includ- 
ing Potomac and including all of 
the area under the Forest Ser- 
vice Fire Department buildings 
and that part of the forest. It’s 
a National Forest. It is the Lo10 
National Forest. A lot of the 
work is performed through the 
University of Montana. Much 
genetic development, DNA rep- ~ 
lication studies have been per- 
formed in that area. 

Great Falls and to the west of 
the city taking in the area of a 
place, not necessarily a military 
reservation, but a place called 
Fort Shaw. 

Nevada district will take 
some doing, so bear with me. 
There are some extremely impor- 
tant major, major facilities. They 
are so important that I hesitate 
to even... I should just take 
Nevada as an entire state and 
call it dangerous. 

South near the western bor- 
der with California near 
Hawthorne is amassive Depart- 
ment of Defense Depot. It actu- 
ally is a disposal site. This is a 
massive, very, very important 
installation and from this area 
comes a lot of the contamina- 
tion that is surfacing in the 
Mono Lake area in California. 

down to Beatty, including 
Lathrop Wells, Indian Springs, 
circling back up in a wide circle 
to Alamo, you will find in that 
area a large underground mis- 
sile base. It’s hard to identify. 
Its HQ is on Hwy 93, just south 
of Alamo. 

Beginning at the north al- 
most mid-section of HWY 95 at 
a place close to, well it would be 
identified as Granite Peak on 
mapping, just north of Orovada, 
is a major missile underground 
site. 

There is massive activity of 
every kind in the Toiyabe Na- 
tional Forest. 

Moving down HWY 95, just 
south of Imlay, is an under- 
ground missile site very close to 
Ryepatch Reservoir. The im- 

Just north of Gabbs on 36 1 
is an underground missile pod. 
These missile pods or sites are 
big enough for underground of- 
fices and living facilities. 

East of Lida, under the in- 
tersection of 266 and 95 is an 
underground missile complex. 

Under 95 at the intersection 
of 374 at a place just northeast 

Moving up through Hiko and 
then making a swinging east- 
erly circle back to Warm Springs, 
that includes all of the Nellis Air 
Force Range. It includes Papas 
Lake which is dry and at that 
point you find the Nevada Test 
Site. You are going to refer to it 
as Yucca Flats, I believe, and 
within that you’re going to find 
Yucca Mountain and you’re go- 
ing to find it interesting to real- 
ize that it is not even attached to 
Nellis Air Force Base except by 
tunnel. 

Moving southward to Las 
portant landmark is Star Pk. of Beatty is a large installation Vegas, you will, of course, find 

Moving back up HWY 95 to of underground missiles. This Nellis Air Force Base just barely 
where.it changes into Interstate is directly connected to the Cali- to the NE of the city. 
80, southeast of Golconda, on I- fornia installation which in- You will find a major missile 
80 is an underground missile eludes an underground missile base midway between the junc- 
site. facility under road 395 attached tion of 168, 3 17 and I- 15 near 

Move on across I-80, when to the U.S. NavalOrdinanceTest Mesquite. 
South of Dillon just north of 

a little place called Dell on I- 15, 
under it, there is an installation 
and there are underground mis- 
siles. 

Please note that in many of 
these descriptions I’m giving 
you, they actually are on or 
under major transportation 
routes. 

Now north and east find 
Glasgow. This is Fort Peck 
Recreational Area. This is a 
very large area. It is just north 
of Fort Peck Lake and uses a lot 
of water from that lake. 

NEBRASKA 
One of the most important of 

installations, Norad, is located 
very near and north of Omaha. 
This runs approximately to 
Blair, west almost to Winslow 
and the Elkhorn River runs di- 
rectly through it. 

you get to HWY 93, gonorth and Station and, of course, is at- Two underground missile 
just north of Wilkins is a small tached to the China Lake Mili- sites, one on I- 15 near the bor- 
installation right under that tary Reservation. This is an der of Calif. just a little west of 
HWY. extremely important, critical Jean and then, moving sout;? to 

Moving on to the east on I-80 facility. Searchlight on Hwy 95, another 
about midway between Oasis In California to the south- just north of the intersection of 
and Wendover with a landmark east you’ll find the China Lake 163. 
of Pilot Peak. By the-way, Pilot Naval Weapons Center and Fort NEW HAMPSHIRE/VER- 
Peak is quite a way from that Irwin Military Reservation and MONT 
road but that is the siting land- then between Yermo, on I- 15, These are only separated by 
mark. There is a pretty good and Baker is a major under- the river. These have to be 
sized underground missile in- ground missile facility. extremely general. They are 
stallation and it probably is re- At the California/Nevada military installations but they 
ferred to in the circles as Silver border is another underground are unmarked and for all prac- 
Zone Pass. missile facility, quite small, but tical purposes would never be 

Go back to the western part these ones on these highways known. 
of the state. North of Reno and are set for surfacing and the In the northwest upper cor- 
Sparks on a road 445, you will installation will be brought ner of New Hampshire, under 
find the Reno Naval Air Station. above ground and these will be the area of the Jay Peak Ski 
That’s an extremely important your waysof stopping interstate Area, then to the Cochran Ski 
one. travel. Most especially, it will be Area, including the Bolton Val- 

Traveling along 1~80, west of important to stop travel from ley Ski Area and south includ- 
Lovelock, you will find two land: California, for many reasons, ing the Mad River Glen Ski Area, 
marks. These are catacombed into Nevada. near Woodstock is the Killington 

Moving southward to a very, with missiles. One is the In Nevada, of course, and Ski Area, then the Magic Moun- 
very important place where a lot Humboldt Sink and the other surrounding the entire area of tain Ski Area and the Mt. Snow 
of the monkeys meet and it Carson Sink. These are both the Nellis Air Force Range, all Ski Area. 
would seem a totally unreason- areas which are closed to the the way from Warm Springs, Now to Vermont: to the east 
able place for them to meet until public. One extends under I- west to Tonopah, circling down of Franconia are large under- 
you consider Norad and then 80. You will find practically no to the facility and Lida, through ground installations with mis- 
you have to realize there are reference to these two most im- and including Scottys Jet., on siles at Cannon Mountain, cir- 
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Covert Northrop facility at the 
base of the Tehachapi Moun- 
tains. (A) 

Lockheed’s covert operations 
center near Helendale-open- 
ing to *an underground facil- 

ity. @I 

Silo opening (sliding door for 
66silo’9x)and crane(o) a1 

McDonnell Douglas cover1 
facility North East of Llano, 

CA. (d (of 

Elevator shaft to an under: 
ground base with an attenda 
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cling down into the area called incredibly huge. 
Old Man of the Mountains. The entire area of White 

West of Conway is Waterville Sands Missile Range around 
Valley Ski Area. Alamogordo, all the way south 

Then Sanbornville Moose into Texas at El Paso, crossing 
Mountain Ski Area and then, of the river and taking in a little bit 
course, you get to Portsmouth, of borderland of Mexico, under- 
all of the area under Rye Har- ground. You’ve got massive fa- 
bor. These are rather sophisti- cilities above the ground. You 
cated living facilities included have incredible, incredible 
along with the missile and ‘de- multi-level underground facili- 
fensive installations. A lot of ties. Beneath the ground, you 
research takes place in these have alien alternates; that will 
areas but, as much as any- be where your shuttles have 
thing, this is a facility for Elite been stored-this is the biggest 
housing with a protection of lie on your planet. 
these sophisticated missile sys- Now, as you consider New 
terns. Mexico, you will find every ma- 

NEW JERSEY jor freeway and- roadway has 
New Jersey is basically a for- multiple, multiple missile and 

feit state with most installa- facility sites for blocking all in- 
tions being quite public. There coming traffic from every direc- 
is a large installation with mis- tion. These will rarely be at 
siles in place at Fort Dix Mili- cities or towns. They will al- 
tary Reservation. That is near ways be out in the open be- 
Wrightstown. tween places so I can only give 

South to Browns Mills and you the general mid-location. 
just south along a little road of We’ll start with the one to 
539, almost including Whiting, farthest west on I-40, that is 
is a large Air Force missile in- also Route 66. 
stallation and facility. There is one very near the 

NEW YORK border east of Lupton, midway 
On HWY 11 from just south to Gallup. 

of Watertown to just north of There is one at a little place 
Pulaski, a very long distance called Blue Water, almost in the 
that includes underneath the little town running under the 
town of Adams, is a large mis- little town. 
sile installation and facility. As you get to Albuquerque, 

Northeast of that area on of course, you have a large mili- 
HWY 11, under HWY 11 at the tary installation with facilities 
intersection which would enter at Kirtland Air Force Base. 
Fort Drum Military Reservation, On I-40 between Clines Cor- 
there is a missile installation ners and Santa Rosa.. 
under that road at that intersec- North on I-25 there is an 
tion attached to Fort Drum. A installation with missiles at 
very large military reservation approximately Pecos. 
with missile and facility. Further north on 25 is a 

West Point is a very criti- regular size installation with 
cal underground facility. missiles at Fort Union National 

I have very little to say about Monument, approximately. 
Long Island Sound, it is forfeit. That is midway between 

New York is forfeit, by that I Watrous and Wagon Mound. 
mean New York City. Up I-25 is a small one mid- 

This is Side 2 regarding mili- way. between Maxwell and 
tary installations with under- Raton. 
ground and major security facili- Then outside Raton at the 
ties and missiles and also mis- border at Raton Pass is another 
sile sites with small facilities. very large one, missiles with 

NEW MEXICO facility. 
You will find only a couple of In Colorado, north of 

underground facilities but, of Trinidad, also on I-25 is an- 
course, they are absolutely, other. 

Let us move now on down 
through the state. 

At Clovis, you have a large 
facility with missiles under Can- 
non Air Force Base and there is 
an oasis there that is just north- 
west of Portales. 

Back to I-25, a missile base 
and large facility to the west of 
White Sands, under I-25. 

On I-10 midway between 
Lordsburg and Deming is a large 
missile underground facility. 

Along the border and over- 
lapping into Texas, I think you 
would call it almost a four cor- 
ners, east of Malaga, is just a 
large facility and there is very 
little in that area. It is well 
hidden. It is almost unknown. 
It is alarge facility underground, 
secret. 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Fort Bragg Military Reser- 

vation. 
In the area of Jacksonville, 

unlisted, but is a military 
installation. 

At the ocean where the New 
River empties, you will find 
Camp LeJune and around 
Cherry Point is another military 
installation with missiles. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Of course, you have the en- 

tire area around the Savannah 
River Plant, which we’ve already 
spoken about, with lap-over or 
underground connections to 
Fort Gordon in Georgia. 

Now realize that is the Sa- 
vannah River Plant I just spoke 
of because there are other ma- 
jor installations at Fort Stewart 
at the city of Savannah. 

OHIO 
A unique state with very lit- 

tle secret underground activity. 
Note that none of these instal- 
lations are for public utilization 
under any circumstances. They 
are for Elite survival only or 
they are major defense and/or 
Elite research facilities, very 
advanced research facilities. 

OKLAHOMA 
There are four major mili- 

tary installations. 
One at Enid, at Vance Air 

Base. 
Then toward the south, Fort 

Sill Military Reservation at 
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Lawton. 
West to Altus. At Altus, you 

have also Altus Air Force Base. 
Then to the south on I-44 

-you will come to Sheppard Air 
Force Base and that is at the 
border or close to the border of 
Texas near Wichita Falls. 

OREGON 
Large installation across the 

border into Washington at 
Richland and Kennewick, in that 
area, not well defined. 

South into Oregon on I-84 
between Boardman and Echo is 
a missile facility. This will be a 
major disposal station for trav- 
ellers. 

There are so many and so 
much going on in the area from, 
approximately, Le Grande, all 
the way to Ontario, at the bor- 
der of Idaho, east into Idaho and 
west to almost HWY 395 that I 
cannot isolate them for you. 
That entire area is catacombed. 

On HWY 84 at Biggs is a 
missile installation, military 
controlled, of course. 

The coastal important one to 
note, and this would include 
great underground water capa- 
bility tunneling is around Coos 
Bay. There is a naval air station 
and this, of course, is controlled 
by Naval Intelligence. 

East across the state to 
Burns, in that general area, 
mostly in the forest area or what 
you would call the Ochoco Na- 
tional Forest, there’s a large 
conglomerate type of installa- 
tion. 

At the intersection of 78 and 
95 there are two, one being at 
that intersection more critical 
than the other and then a regu- 
lar missile silo facility. But at 
that intersection is a major, im- 
portant missile station. 

Now let us move back to the 
west and there are some mili- 
tary underground installations 
in these general areas: Jack- 
sonville, Applegate, around 
Medford all the way to Butte 
Falls and then south of Kla- 
math Falls at Keno, on and un- 
der road 66. 

Around the general area of 
Lakeview there are some winter 
sports areas and some geysers. 
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There would be some ‘thermal demeath I-70. There was a Area of Tacoma, including ons Range. This is an incredibly 
activity utilized by that particu- missile site at Green River; that Olympia, are large underwater importantjointventurewith the 
lar installation. was a diversion. It was a testing experimental facilities. United States and I might add, 

PENNSYLVANIA missile launch site; everybody Between Grand Mound and a little Soviet and, of course, 
At Erie, great underwater knew about it but the important Lacey is a missile installation Great Britain. 

facilities. one was this area in point. on I-5. PUERTO RICO 
On I-79 south of Meadville, East of Green River near the To the east, all of the U.S. In Puerto Rico, all around 

midway to the intersection of I- Colorado border is another ma- Military Reserve at Yakima. It’s the San Juan Naval Air Station. 
80, missile installation. jor missile installation under I- called the Yakima U.S, Military 

On I-80 at regular intervals, 70, including a portion of the Reserve. NOW FOR THE CITY 
midway between intersection I- Colorado River as it runs Further east, of course, most AREAS 
53 and Moshannon, and mid- through that area. In this par- important is Hanford, north of 
way between intersection of 880 titular part of Utah are mas- Richland, and it takes in quite a ATLANTA, GEORGIA 
and intersection of 15, missile sive, massive research, technol- bit of the Columbia River. To the northwest, in the area 
facility. ogy and UFO bases. Some are Set up to guard that place is of Smyma, you will find an Air 

SOUTH DAKOTA legitimate UFO bases. These an installation on I-82. Force Base. 
Major underground facility are not necessarilyyourfriends. Down the Columbia River on . To the east, in the area of 

in the area of Buffalo. I don’t want to get into aliens at I-84, just over into the Oregon North Decatur, you’ll find a 
Missile facility under HWY this time. I’m just telling you side, betweenapproximatelythe Veterans Hospital. A lot of re- 

28 1, south of Aberdeen. where these facilities are and junction of HWY 74 and the search takes place in that Vet- 
To the east of Rapid City, thesearemilitary, United States intersection of 730, under the erans Hospital and in some 

almost at New Underwood on I- of America Military, so don’t Columbia River and I-84 is a underground laboratories lo- 
90, missile facility. confuse it with aliens. In this missile facility. cated there. 

Reminding you that these particular area enough research When I get to the area of In Atlanta, Fort McPherson 
are on heavily traveled thor- has been going on that it has discussionsofspecificcities, I’ll and, of course, the Federal 
oughfares for traffic control. been monitored continually by be a little more specific. Prison. Then south to William 
They would also be targeted by “alien” craft-many, many WISCONSIN Hartsfield International Airport. 
any enemy for destruction of sightings, legitimate sightings- The only one I see of any There are facilities there, mili- 
interstate travel facility or ca- in that area because we’ve re- importance really is the one at tary controlled. 
pability . ally had our eye on what has New Glarus. BOSTON, MASSACHU- 

UTAH been going on there. In this WYOMING SETTS 
I need two or three hours on given area, all around in this Southern border in Wyo- You have the NavyYards that 

Utah but I’m not going to be able area, it’s divided off into dis- ming. I will only give you the are presumed closed. They are 
to have it, obviously. Let’s just tricts and in some ofthose cliffs, major locations of the missile very much open and operable 
start in the upper northwest. buttes, mountainous areas, you sites. with much underwater activity. 

The entire area of Hill Air have a lot of things going on On I-90, southeast of the Very important area at the In- 
Force Base and Hill Air Force includingcattlemutilations, etc. intersection with I-95, midway temational Airport called Gen- 
Range. Theseare near the Great I’m not going to get into all of to Gilette is a missile installa- eral Edward Lawrence Logan 
Salt Lake and include all of thingsand ramifications of that tion underground. International Airport. 
Ogden and Brigham City. statement here, either. Utah is South on I-25, midway be- The U.S. Military Reserva- 

The Wendover Range, Desert a hotbed of advanced tech- tween Buffalo and Casper, just tion at the very opening of Bos- 
Test Center, and Dugway Prov- nology. north of HWY 378 intersection ton Harbor. 
ing Grounds. No (unauthorized) TEXAS is an undergrou’nd missile in- BALTIMORE, llMRvLAlpD 
body is allowed into these areas Texas is another area that I’ll stallation. In the area of the city, South 
under any circumstances. have.10 by-pass. I will mention I-80 is pock-marked with Locust Point Marine Terminal. 

Then the Desert Range Ex- as we go through in some of the these things all the way across Moving around the. lake, 
perirnental Station down west cities. There are so many in your nation. - DundaIk Marine Terminal. 
of Milford on 122. Texas that I cannot, by any Midway between Fort Bridger At Curtis Bay at a point on a 

On I- 15, north of Beaver, is a means, begin to label them all. and Little America is a large north projection, Maryland Port 
missile guard installation. VIRGINIAjWESTVIRGINIA underground missile facility. Administration. 

On HWY 89, between Kanab The same is true of Virginia At the Continental Divide is Then, of course, you have 
and Glen Canyon, is a small and West Virginia but I would alargeundergroundfacilitywith the Baltimore7Washington 
missile installation. tell you to keep your eye on the missiles. International Airport area, a 

Now let us move back up to area of the U.S. Marine Corp. East of Walcott, then past very, very large facility. 
I-70. I don’t know how to ex- Reserve in the area of Triangle McFadden, northwest of East to the GSA Depot across 
plain this area to you. There is and at Port Royal, Camp A. P. Laramie. the water to the U.S. Coast 
at least 180 miles of area in that Hill. ALBERTA, CANADA Guard Depot; 0 
barren desert including what is WASHINGTON STATE I have to tell you about Al- BIRMINGHAM, .- 
called th? San RafaeI Swell. This Large facility at Winthrop. berta, Canada. There is a mas- Very important one at the 
is to the west .of Green River. Another at Snoqualmie Sum- sive underground installation, Birmingham Municipal Airport. 
There is an extremely large, mit Area on I-90. It’s a winter extremely important in the area BUFFALO, NEW YORK 
important missile facility un- sports area. of the Primrose Lake Air Weap- Many military controlled in- 

* .‘ 



The Gr%at Lakes 
poration and taking the Ca- 

DENVER, COLORADO Steel Corporation in 

port Airport. 

is extremely; extremely im- 1 arsenals. _ They are extremely Chrysler Corporation as well as N@ s” 

portant. importarit. the Windsor Airport. Surpris- The& are sd many tb~t I 
Rocky Glen and Signal Hill; * In the samearea :-‘Stapleton ing to find that your motor corn- don’t even know how 

I of that area, International Airport, parries all house milit~ facili- them. I’Il ju 
To the south of that orinier Fi~immo~sA~y dical Cen- ties, 

Institute” -’ . . _ _a ter and Lowry Air Force Base. HOUSTON, TEXAS &.west to east and b 
Str~~ht &cross to the Crest- u Buc~~y Internation~ Guard Northwest: Collier Airport, 

ood Powell Airport near Trin- Base. In almost all of that area South of Collier: Andrau Air- Whitem~,Ai~o~* 
they are shown as separate fa- port, Carnp Sterling. 

LE eilities, They are all inter-con- Wylie P. Hobby Ai~o~ and Wild Wood Lodge. 
_ netted. /_ then of course, Ellington Field, 

This is tape- #“2 of- under- In midtown west of the State that’s the U.S. Air Force field. 
Mint-IMPOR- Pearland Airport at Pear-land. 

. A lot of tun- In Clear Lake City there’s a 
anch of the University of 

o&&on and the Lyndon John- 
son Space Center which is, of 

carpenter.’ course, NASA. 
MLLASjFQRT WOFiTH ~UIS~LL~~ CLUCK 

The U.S. ~~arte~rn~st~~s 
M~ni~~p~ Airport. Depot. 

rswell “Air Force” Base. 
merican Printin 

lind-vex interesting. 

CINCINNATI, OHIO ford Field Airport and 
Dallas, Fort Worth’ Airport- West U.S. Ordinance Plant, * Gardens. 

hich is the Cincinnati Mu- large; large area, z. KM4SAS CITY, MISSOURI ‘* ~~t~~~ I~ter~~tio~ 
-Dallas” Love sField-+arge* Fairfax Munici~ Airport. port. */ 
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L.A. International Airport. that interesting? The point called Fort Totten tion. It was inactive-it has 
Hawthorne Municipal Air- U.S. Veteran’s Hospital at which is supposedly closed. now been reactivated for these 

port. Riverside Park. Ellis Island Pass. massive underground research 
Compton Airport. Benjamin Harrison Home- Fort Jay. facilities. 
Fullerton Municipal Airport. which is a landmark. The Military Ocean Terminal An area overlapping that into 
Then there is an area at the The American Legion Na- Bayonne. the U.S. Forest Service Heli- 

San Bernadino County Line. tional Headquarters World War Fort Hamilton. port. That goes almost to the 
Southeast of Diamond Bar Memorial. Fort Wadsworth and the area of Westminister College. 

is an area called Battle of Chino. U.S. Naval Avionics Center- Veteran’s Administration Hos- The Salt Lake Municipal Air- 
It is a large military controlled EXTREMELY IMPORTANT. pital. port Number 2 and Alta Air- 
underground facility with mis- Indianapolis International The Coast Guard Heliport park. 
siles. Airport and including, once and the U.S.N. Reserve at Ja- SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 

The Chino Airport. again, stockyards. maica Bay. All along the coast many tun- 
Corona Laboratories Naval The Indianapolis stock- PHILADELPHIA, PENN- nels, manywater facilities, many 

Reservation. yards-you see, a very good SYLVANIA incarceration facilities where 
South CoronaMunicipal Air- place to get supplies. The Melrose Academy. you are going to have military 

port. MINNEAPOLIS, MIN- The North Philadelphia Air- personnel doing some pretty 
Prado Dam. NESOTA port. good labor jobs. 
Coast Botanic Gardens. Crystal Airport. The Navy Aviation Supply Of course the Miramar Naval 
The Long Beach Naval Ship- Twin Cities Arsenal. Office. Station-that entire area, a huge 

yards-a biggy, biggy, and you St. Paul Downtown Airport U.S. Mint area including an area. 
will find that those tunnels with which is Holman Field. area called Independence Na- Montgomery Field. 
water, submarine capable, will Fort Snelling Military Re- tional Historic Park and Olym- Gillespie Field at Santee. 
pass under the Veterans Ad- serve. pia. The Naval Radio Station that 
ministration Hospitalwhich will Minneapolis/ St. Paul Inter- Philadelphia Naval Hospital. is near Vista La Mesa. 
have a facility underground national Airport-it’s called Philadelphia International U.S. Marine Corp Base. 
through Los Alamitos Naval Air Wold Chamberlain Field. Airport. Lindbergh Field Airport. 
Station. Fort Snelling National Cem- Kennedy Stadium, Philadel- The Fort Rosecrans Military 

One branch will go north etery-it overlaps into the Met- phia Naval Shipyard. Reservation-all of this area is 
under the Fullerton Airport ropolitan Stadium at the south- PITTSBURGH, PENNSYL- inter-locked. It’s hard for me to 
heading inland toward San ern border. VANIA separate it. 
Bernadino and branching South St. Paul Municipal Large one at Greater Pitts- The entire peninsula that has 
northward to Edwards Air Force Airport which is the Richard E. burgh International Airport. the U.S. Naval Reserve. 
Base. Fleming Field. V.A. Medical Center and V.A. The North Island Naval Air 

In the Seal Beach area you NEW ORLEANS, LOUISI- Veteran’s Hospital-these are Station. 
have the U.S. Naval Weapons ANA pretty self-explanatory. You will The Coronado Naval Am- 
Station and the Golden West New Orleans has a couple or find many of these in very, very phibious Base. 
College Meadowlark Airport. three very interesting ones lo- well-secured secret .facilities at The San Diego Naval Sta- 

A whole complex near Santa cated (these are military instal- placeswhere the Elite can travel tion. 
Ana: the U.S.N. Helicopter lations underground) at: by air to these facilities. The Imperial Beach Naval 
Field-a lot of helicopter activ- The V.A. Hospital at the Loui- PHOENIX, ARIZONA Radio Station. 
ity from the Navy and the Santa siana Superdome. The Phoenix Military Re- Inland to Brown Airport is a 
Ana Marine Corp. Air Base (El The U.S. Federal Court build- serve. linking underground facility. 
Toro) near Tustin off I-S. ing. Phoenix Sky Harbor Inter- SAN FRANc1sc0AnlD OAK- 

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN The Customs House. national Airport. LAND, CALIFORNIA 
The Lawrence J. Tirnmerman New Orleans Lake Front Air-’ PORTLAND, OREGON Fort Riley U.S. Military Re- 

Airport. port. _ Fort Vancouver National His- serve. 
The Lowell Damon State His- U.S. Naval Station. .’ toric Site. The Veterans Medical Cen- 

toric Site at Hoyt Park. U.S. Coast Guard Reserva- Pearson Airport. ter. 
Installation at National Sol- tion. Portland Air Base at the Port- The Presidio Military ‘and 

dier’s Home. NEW YORK CITY, NEW land International Airport. The NationaI Cemetery-huge area 
To Lake Michigan Coast: at YORK facility is under the Portland Air underground. 

the Milwaukee War Memorial Secret military facilities: Base. The French Hospital. 
and Art Museum. Teaneck Armory. The U.S. Veterans Hospital The U.S. Mint-they have 

U.S. Navy Reserve Armory. Teterboro Airport. at Sam Jackson Park. facilities under all of the U.S. 
General Mitchell Field. Hall State Historic Site. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH Mints. 
The Air Training Center. LaGuardia Airport. The Salt Lake City Intema- Down by San Bruno: the 

Those are overlapping, very large Flushing Airport. tional Airport, Golden Gate National Cemetery 
installations. The U.S. Merchant Marine The newly active (approxi- area taking in the entire 12th 

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA Academy. mately 1986) University of Utah U.S. Naval District Headquar- 
Fort Benjamin Harrison and The S.U.N.Y. Maritime Col- area and north. It’s all in the ters. 

the Army Finance Center-isn’t lege. Fort Douglas Military Reserva- Treasure Island Naval Air 
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Station, all of Treasure Island. 
- The Oakland Army Base. 
9 The U.S. Naval Supply De- 
pot and the Alameda Naval Air 
Station. 

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 
The major facilities (all inter- 

connecting, by the way): 
San Antonio International 

Airport. 
South West Research Insti- 

tute. 

a more select group removed at 
that time, but there are facili- 
ties under Washington, D.C. for 
your honorable Congressmen- 
some of them. There are not 
facilities enough for all to sur- 
vive for a very long period of 
time. There will be the facilities 
where you can get, for instance, 
underground to places like 
Andrews Air Force Base for your 
royal family, the Bushes. 

Lackland Air Force Base. 
Kelly Air Force Base. 
Stinson Field. 

area of Washington, D.C. will 
not be worth even experiencing. 
It is, of course, made for interim 
facilities for workers in and 
around the Capital who have 
their free tickets to security. 
That will only be ones attached 
to the Elite guard and the politi- 
cal hierarchy who are left in 
Washington, D.C. for unex- 
pected raids. The major luxuri- 
ous facilities for the high Elite, 
depending on the state of war 
that is occurring, will be shift- 

I believe that concludes suf- 
ficiently a breakdown of where 

information or wants the infor- 
mation. If ,you don’t already 
have your ticket, I can assure 
you that you are not included. 
You are not going to be welcome 
into any of these facilities. These 
are not general facilities. Some 
families of workers and sci- 
entists who have been guaran- 
teed security will be allowed in, 
but they will only allow these 
people in with credentials. I 
don’t suggest that you stop 
building your own underground 

Brooks Aero Medical Center. 
North to Fort Sam Houston 

and Joe Freeman Coliseum. 
San Antonio has a little bit 

different type of underground 
connecting network because of 
the massive militaq location 
that. San Antonio represents. 

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
Sand Point Naval Support 

Activity area. 

ing to Australiaand other places these underground facilities are shelter. Salu. 
for longer-term survival depend- that were started some years 
ing on the type of encounter ago against this day and are 
that you have. If it is nuclear, now in full operation and basi- 

The world is moving so fast these 

the moment that it is realized tally finished in construction. 
days thtthemn who says it can’t 

that it will be nuclear, ones will I’m sorry that it has taken so bedoneisgenerally interruptedby 

be taken out of the Northern long. I hope you can brief it up. Someone doing it* - 
Hemisphere. There will be even I think everybody needs the - E. G. Hubbard 

I 
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Boeing Field International, 
King County Airport. 

Renton Municipal Airport. 
Seattle-Tacoma In terna- 

tional Airport. 

“GOTCHA” 
TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. I 

$lO.OO... By Hatonn 

LOOSEN THE KNOTS AND TANGLES 
TANGLED WEBS - - VOLUME IV 

$IO.OO...By Hatonn 

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
The entire area of basically 

Bellefontaine Neighbors. 
Bear St. Louis International. 
SIDE B OF TAPE #2. 
This is a continuation to Side 

A-Underground facilities with 
missile capability in the cities 
within the United States. 

We are continuing with St. 
Louis. 

Hatonn reveals the tangled webs of deceit woven 
throughout all religions. Topics include: The 
Holy War - Origins of the Christian doctrine - 
Desecration of Judaism - The role of British 
Freemasonry - New Age Deception and what is 
meant by the ONE WORLD CHURCH. Also 
included are updates on current world events. 

Hatonn exposes the history of worldwide CIA 
covert operations, referred to as “Clandestine Ser- 
vices”, beginning in the early 1950’s through the 
1970’s as presented by two former insiders. Other 
Topics: CIA involvement with Cuban exile groups 
and Bay of Pigs veterans - Some ofthe CIA “Propri- 
etary” Organizations and Corporations. Plus cur- 
rent events. 

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
Granite City Engineering 

Depot-U.S. Army. 
Weiss Airport. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
Absolutely all of Washing- 

“GOTCHA” - - AGAIN 

TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. II 
$10.00. ..By Hatonn 

Hatonn presents the history and operations of the 
CIA, also called the “Cult of Intelligence”, since 
1952, as presened by two former insiders (IMAand 
A) who remain anonymous for their protection. 
Related Topics: Oliver Stone and JFK - Psycho- 
logical warfare - Espionage and Counterespionage 
- Bush and CIAconnection -National Security Act. 

FORCES OF THE ENEMY WITHIN 

TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. V 

$lO.OO...By Hatonn/Aton 
Hatonn unveils our enemies upon the planet. This 
volume continues with the exposure of CIA evil 
deeds and HOW the leaders of this elite organiza- 
tion have controlled and manipulated the internal 
socioeconomic and political afiirs of the U.S.A. 
and many other countries. Plus Other Topics. 

ton, D.C. in the downtown area 
is one gigantic facility. All 
around that area every airport 
from little ones like Bower Air- 
port to Andrews Air Force Base 
which, of course, is a large facil- 
ity, to the Goddard Space Flight 
Center which is NASA-all of 
these areas have facilities un- 
derneath. They are rather large 
facilities, as a matter of fact, 
and everything under Washing- 
ton, D.C. is catacombed with 
tunnels and, of course, there is 
missile capabilty. There are 
defensive missile silos that will 
open up and the surface of the 

THE MOTHER OF ALL WEBS, 
TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. III 

$lO.OO...By Hatonn 

SILENT BLOOD SUCKERS OF THE 
TANGLED WEBS - - VOL. VI 

$10.00 By Hatonn/Aton 

H&OM - outlines the history of worldwide CIA 
operations, including the “ideals” adopted and en- 
forced by CIA leaders and operatives, their methods 
of influence in world affairs and how they escape 
scrutiny by the American people. Some Topics: 
CIA operatives McCone, McNamara, Helms and 
Dulles - The Eaton Study - Successes and Failures 
of CIA operations - Presidential interest in CL4 - 
Henry Kissinger - George Bush, Zapata Offshore 
Oil Company and the CIA - Tavistock Institute. 

Hatonn winds up the exposure of the tangled webs 
of evil power and deceit perpetrated by the CIA as 
unfolded by two former “insiders”. Some Topics: 
National Security Intelligence Directives (NSCID) 
codified in 1959 and since expanded - How CIA 
hides budget from Congress - The 40 Committee’s 
role in the CRAFT OF INTELLIGENCE - Na- 
tional Security Council head Hemy Kissinger - 
Presidential approval of CIA operations: NEVER 
on paper. 
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San. Luis 
To The 

(Editor’s note: This is a con- 
tinuing series linking Bush, 
Reagan, the Nazis and other as- 
sorted New World O&e+ pup- 
pets through a common activity 
base in the small, south central 
California coastal town of San 
Luis Obispo. The series began 
on page 7 of last week’s LIB- 
ERATOR. We are here including 
Commander Hatonn’s introduc- 
tion from last week before con- 
tinuing with the story.) 

6/18/92 #l HATONN 

The following series of 
informative reprints are from 
a well-known personage 
among groups who have in- 
vestigated and researched for 
truth and who has published 
much information. He has 
published information which 
has jeopardized his Iife on 
many occasions which indi- 
cates that ALL OF YOU NEED 
THE INFORMATION. He has 
sent a packet of information 
which needs to be brought to 
your attention-AGAIN. His 
outlay is a bit different in 
both presentation and in some 
details. I honor this person 
and respect his research. 
He has given permission that 
we may utilize any and all of 
the documents in any way we 
find fit and suitable. I thank 
him for his gracious willing- 
ness to share. I do not yet, 
however, have permission to 
call attention to this person 
by name so will only refer to 
him at this time as R.R. I, 
forther, use the term “him” 
as generic reference. 

I offer the reprinted infor- 
mation as given-without 
more than cursory input. I 
have no wish nor intent to 
slash and cut another’s work 
8a-as is our practictior- 
mation is given as nearly in 
full as possible and with NO 

Obispo Connection 
Global Conspiracy 
CHANGES IN CONTENT. IF I 
COMMENT AS WE MOVE 
ALONG THEN I INDICATE AS 
MUCH. Therefore, I requite 
that YOU be in the balancing 
of the information with that 
which you already have and 
then I suggest you get your 
hands on “back” JOURNALS 
such as SPACEGATE, SKEL- 
ETONS IN THE CLOSET, 
BLOOD AND ASHES, END OF 
THE MASOUERADE, THE 
DARK CHARAD E and in addi- 
tion, all of the TANGLED WEB 
SERIES. If you don’t have the 
information, backup and con- 
furnation-you aren’t going 
to know what hit you, beloved 
friends. 

You must understand, fur- 
ther that there is massive con- 
frontation among and between 
factions of this “New Global 
Conspiracy” which only vies 
for top position-the GOALS 
are the same. 

SAN LUIS OBISPO 
CONNECHON 
(CONTINUED) 

6/29/92 #2 HATONN 

AGAIN QUOTING: 

SLO COUNTY. HISTORY 

1930 
Atascadero was the center 

Ronald Reagan elected Gov- 

for Nazi Bund activity in Cali- 
fornia. It is still the center for 
right-wing activity in the county. 

1952 
Colonel Diefenderfer, sta- 

tioned at Camp San Luis Obispo, 
married a member of the King 
(Reyes) family from the Carizzo 
Plains. 

Robert Nimmo, Atascadero, 
was Colonel Diefenderfer’s aide. 

Richard Neck was Robert 
Nimmo’s aide. 

Circa 1960 

ernor ofthe State. He appointed 
William Clark of Shandon to be 
Superior Court Judge in SLO 
co. 

Circa 1970 
Robert Nimmo appointed by 

Ronald Reagan to be Director, 
United States Veterans 
Administration. Nimmo came 
home in disgrace after four 
months. Returned to selling 
Real Estate. 

Jerry Diefenderfer elected to 
the SLO Co. Board of Supervi- 
sors. He spent $47,000 on his 
first campaign for a job that 
paid $25,000 per year. The Los 
Angeles Realty PAC donated to 
his campaign. 

A PSA Flight Magazine 
named San Luis Obispo County 
the next ‘hot-spot’ in the state 
for real estate development. 
(How did they know that? We 
have lost the copy, but believe it 
was the May edition.) 

William Clark appointed 
Deputy Secretary of State by 
Ronald Reagan. 

1981 -- 
John Scripps Publishing 

purchased The Cambrian, thus 
giving Scripps ownership of the 
three coastal papers, also in- 
cluding The Morro-Bau Sun Bul- 
letinand the county’s only daily, 
The San Luis Obispo Teleqram- 
Tribune. Scripps is based in La 
Jolla, Calif., and is interested 
primarily in selling newspapers 
for advertising purposes rather 
than the news. In fact, the 
papers, by their own projection, 
do not do investigative report- 
ing. [H: Please note that you 
will find E&&n Meese is from 
La Jolla.] 

man’ behind the corporation is 

Richard Neck, part-owner of 
Phelan Land and Cattle, pushed 
for sale of 5,000 acre ranch for 
$5,000,000. Ranch sold to Ca- 
nadian based development cor- 

,poration and is now known as 
Cambria Ranch. The ‘money- 

Eng Ti, Shanghai. 
Eric Seastrand, California 

Assemblyman from this area, 
was Vice-President in charge of 
sales for Coldwell-Banker at the 
time Coldwell-Realty negotiated 
the sale of Cambria Ranch. 

1982 
George Deukmejian elected 

Governor of the State of Califor- 
nia. He promised to do away 
with the CaliforniaCoastal Com- 
mission. 

Carl Negranti, whose son 
married William Clark’s daugh- 
ter, began bulldozing 23 miles 
of roads on Cambria Ranch in 
direct violation of the County 
permit process. The operation 
was spotted, reported, and red- 
tagged. Later, the road was 
covered with tailings from an 
abandoned mercury mine. Af- 
ter years nothing has been done 
to enforce toxic regulations. (The 
son was killed in an accident, 
but the relationship between 
the families still exists.) 

I983 
James Watt resigned as Sec- 

retary of the Interior, and is 
renlaced by William Clark. 

Carol Hallett, former State 
Assemblywoman, appointed by 
Ronald Reagan to be William 
Clark’s liaison officer for the 
Western states between Inte- 
rior and the business commu- 
nity. Hallett, at the time, was a 
County resident. Hallett then 
became Ambassador to the Ba- 
hamas. 

1984 and 5 
William Clark resigns from 

Interior and returns to Shandon 
and/or California to pursue 
family interests, (Real estate 
development) 

1986 
Joan Bmuner Clark, wife of 

William Clark, appointed by Ro- 
nald Reagan to be an alternate 
United States representative to 
the United Nations General As- 
sembly. (This merely to indi- 
cate close relationship still ex- 
ists between Clark and Reagan.) 

About two-three years ago, 
the father of one of Cambria 
contractors, Wayne Gracey, was 
sitting in his living room in 
Malibu. Someone walked in 
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and shot him. His wife was 
sitting there also but was ig- 
nored. Another contractor in 
Cambria, 0.. G. Sansone, has 
the same name as a Las Vegas 
gambler and casino owner. May 
be just coincidence?? 

Real estate development and 
construction is a classic way of 
laundering drug money. 

Clark was terrified that if 
North and Poindexter went to 
trial that the whole KAL 007 
thing would come out! 

POSTSCRIPTS: 

requirements. This was rela- Californians are named in this 
tivetoGunterRussbacherwho suit. William P. Clark of San 
is incarcerated at present, by Luis Obispo is mentioned in 
the government-and is the this suit. 
pilot who flew Bush home from 
Paris in the SR-71 in “OCTO- RELATED MISCELLANEOUS 
BER SURPRISE”! This is the 
same Paris wherein Mr. Bush The U.S. Army 44th CIC De- 
said he was NOT!. The point tachment negotiated the sur- 
herein, however, is to give render of the German Army in 
YOU connections with northern Italy and Austria 
“names” and relationships.] ‘(called “Operation Sunrise”). In 

return for surrender, Army CIC 
PROJECT PAPERCLIP and the Vatican provided es- 

POSTSCRIPT cape and exfiltration for thou- 
sands of NAZI SS and Gestapo 

when William Greer tired the 
final, fatal bullet into the head 
of President John F. Kennedy in 
Dallas, Texas (ref-video named 
“Dallas Revisited” plus much 
supporting evidence). [H: As a 
matter of fact, we speak of 
this in several of the JOUR- 
NALS but specifically name 
this man in at least three- 
the fast being SPACEGATE, 
THE VEIL REMOVED.] 

Anticipating the outbreak 

Many of -the “Project 
Paperclip” Germans and Nazis 
came to California, the Central 
Coast and San Luis Obispo. 
Hellene von Damm, who was 
once a secretary for the German 
High Command, became Gov- 
ernor Ronald Reagan’s appoint- 
ments .secretary. Heide 
Kingsbury, who was one of three 
daughters of a “Paperclip” Ger- 
man General, became a secre- 
tary and court transcriber for 
Judge William Clark, a San Luis 
superior court judge and 
Reagan’s Secretary of the Inte- 
rior. An exclusive resort or re- 
treat, which was to be built in 
North County, was to be called 
“Eagles Nest”. Look up the 
name of Adolph Hitler’s retreat 
at Berchtesgarden in the Ba- 
varian Alps. 

“During this time I 
also found out that my 
husband was an Austrian 
citizen and a member of 
the Royal family. He was 
born Gunter Karl, Baron 
von Russbach. After 
World War II the royal 
family of Austria was 
forced to give up the ton 
and attach ‘er’ to the end 
of their names.n 
The above quote from a letter 

was acknowledged by an Aus- 
trian professor at Cal-Poly to be 
correct. According to this rule 
then, the name of Werner von 
Braun should have become 
Werner Brauner. 

[H: You who keep up with 
the information flow will re- 
member the person who made 
the statement above-in 
noint. reeardinpr the name 

From 1945 until the 1950’s officers, mostly to South 
negotiations continued between America (Also 970th CIC). 
the U.S. Government and high William P. Clark was with 
ranking German officials. Army CIC in Austria until the 
Reinhart Gehlen of Nazi intelli- mid 1950’s. 
gence (Abwehr) and rocket sci- Lt. Col. W. Clark was or is a 
entists Werner von Braun and member of the Council on For- 
Walter Dornberger made plans eign Relations. 
with J. Edgar Hoover, of the Theodore Shackley was 
FBI, and Allen Dulles and Wil- present at the “Paperclip” ne- 
liam Donovan of the OSS and gotiations. 
CIA, to bring hundreds of Nazi Walter Domberger was a fre- 
scientists, doctors, military of- quent visitor to San Luis Obispo 
ficers, and intelligence agents County, specifically to Pismo 
to the United States. Also Beach and Shandon. 
present at these negotiations Heide Kingsbury is the 
were U.S. Army Counter-intelli- daughter of a “Paperclip” Ger- 
gence Officer William P. Clark of man General. It was most prob- 
San Luis Obispo and a U.S. ably General Galland, the de- 
Army private, an Austrian, signer of the Messerschmidt ME 
named Henry Kissinger. Wil- 262. 
liam Clark married Werner von Ronald Reagan is a very fre- 
Braun’s niece, Joan von Braun quent visitor at the Clark ranch 
(Brauner) Clark. They reside in in Shandon. 
San Luis Obispo, California. The (Read “SHOOTDOWN” by R. 
location of these meetings was W. Johnson to learn about Wil- 
Austria and southern Germany liam Clark’s role in the 
where Clark was stationed. “Shootdown” of Korean Air 

Researchers Mae Brussell of Lines Flight 007. Also read 
Santa Cruz, William Torbitt of EXPLO 007 by R.B. Cutler to 
Texas, District Attorney Jim learn how it was accomplished.) 
Garrison of Louisiana, and oth- [H: Excellent readingbut “off” 
ers have concluded that FBI a bit here and there-how- 
Director J. Edgar Hoover, Presi- everdemely interesting 
de,nt Lyndon Johnson, NASA and well-done.] 
rocket scientist Werner von , 
Braun, Bell Aerospace Director ADDENDA TO “PROJECT 
Walter Dornberger, and Gover- PAPERCLIP” 
nor John Connally were prime THE GEHLEN 
movers in the assassination ORGANIZATION ’ 
of John F. Kennedy. 

of war, all the commanders of 
the Strategic Air Command’s 
nuclear airborne squadrons 
rushed to their onboard safes 
for the code books to obtain the 
combinations for arming their 
atomic bombs. Not one code 
book was present in the safes! 
No Mafia goon, or Cuban dicta- 
tor, or KGB agent, or Lone Gun 
Nut had the power to remove 
those code books. On& OILY 
entity had that kind of 
power-The Joint chiefs of 
Staffl (Ref: Kennedy assassi- 
nation researchers.) [H: I do, 
however, confirm it.] 

Of all the organizations 

A lawsuit has been‘ filed in On November 22,1963, a 
Southern California examining coup d’etat occurred that was 
new evidence in the murders of the beginning of the end of the 
Robert F. Kennedy and John F. great nation called The United 

which were part of the coup, 
and which included the FBI, the 
CIA, the Trilateral Commission, 
the Council on Foreign Rela- 
tions, Majestic 12, the Secret 
Service, the Rockefeller bank- 
ing consortium, the Office of 
Naval Intelligence,-ne was to 
emerge at the top of the heap- 
THE GEHLEN ORGANIZA- 
TION! (REF: The”Phoenix Jour- 
nals”, “Project Paperclip” by 
Clarence Lasby, “Reinhart 
Gehlen-Master Spy” (author’s 
name missing), “The Nazi Con- 
nection ToThe John F. Kennedy 
Assassination” by Mae Brus- 
sel, “Project Paperclip” by Ray 
Renick, “The Torbitt Document” 
by WilliamTorbitt-although its 
information is excellent, the 
Torbitt Document is a clever bit 
of disinformation in that the 
reader is suckered into assum- 
ing that since the .“principals 
involved; Lyndon Johnson, J. 
Edgar Hoover, Werner von 
Braun, Reinhart Gehlen,-are 
all dead-that justice has been 
served and everything is going 

1 . - w ~ Kennedy. Several prominent States of America. It happened to be all right. Don’t believe it!) 
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The Gehlen Organization 
got its start in 1945 when the 
warwas windingdown. Gehlen, 
Werner von Braun, Walter 
Dornberger, and others ap- 
proached U.S. intelligence of- 
ficers William “Wild Bill” 
Donovan, Allen Dulles, J. Edgar 
Hoover and William P. Clark of 
the U.S. Counterintelligence 
Corps-with offers to provide 
vast amounts of information on 
the Russians, technical infor- 
mation on rockets, lasers, or- 
biting gases, mind-control, 
etc. -in exchange for asylum 
and jobs in the United States. 
(Where do you think Mala- 
thion, LSD and AIDS came 
from?] (Ref: Excerpts from 
WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPE- 
m, Year Books 1962-1966 
about this technology and 
AIDS-THE DOCTORS OF 
DEATH by Alan Cantwell) [H: 
Also several of the PHOENIX 
JOURNALS but most specifl- 
tally, AIDS, THELAST GREAT 
PLAGUE.] 

Moreover, their primary 
goal was the achievement of 
Germany as the ruling nation of 
the world. One has only to look 
at the economic decline of the 
United States and the economic 
rise of Germany to see that they 
have just about reached their 
goal. 

In all, about 1600 Ger- 
man/Nazi scientists, doctors, 
military intelligence, etc., were 
brought to the United States. 
They were placed in. key posi- 
tions in NASA, aerospace, mili- 
tary intelligence, military indus- 
tries, medical science i banking, 
psychiatry, etc. They have 
American names and are thor- 
oughly Americanized. They play 
a large role in drug trafllcking 
and banking failures. 

P. Czark and ddm. cfarn CZurk were a sick joke on the people of is. These facilities are for the 
(nee uon BVTXZUZ, Bmunerj are the world and were fabricated %lite” in case of nuclear war 
the executives behind the to keep you working hard and or asteroid collision. Since 
Gehlen Organization, “Eagles paying high taxes to finance the the threat of nuclear war is 
Nest” and the Zapata Cattle “New World Order”. The Rus- magically disappearing, that 
Company’s drug trafficking in- Sian “War Machine” has been just leaves asteroid collision. 
terest. Ronald Reagan is a financed and subsidized by the [H: Now, would you not expect 
silent partner in the San Luis American taxpayer since 19 17 that it would be an odds game 
Obispo cattle/drug business. through such organizations as here? Even if you have aster- 
Remember, Clark was one of “The American International oids striking around the na- 
the original architects of”Project Corporation” on whose board tions, would you not expect it 
Paperclip”! The Zapata Cattle of directors sat George Herbert to be hard to pin-point only 
Company is affiliated with Walker, the grandfather of Elitebunkers? Well, the Elite 
George Bush’s Zapata Oil Com- George Herbert Walker Bush! are giving up for sale, remem- 
panyofHouston,Texas. (REF: (Ref: Author Eustace Mullins ber, the old bunkers as they 
“TheSLO Connection”, Barrens on THE AMERICAN INTERNA- are not udeep enough” for 
article “The Mexican Connec- TIONALCORPORATION and the total protection. So, it is 
tion”-Sept. 19, 1988) financing of Communism, and obvious that they KNOW those 

NASA has recently an- the PHOENIX JOURNALS.) Uasteroids” are guided by pre- . 
nounced in the major news There are at least 50 cision computer mecha- 
media and in several scientific MORE underground facilities in nisms!] 
journals that there is a possibil- the United States. [H: This The Gehlen Organiza- 
ity of large meteors or asteroids reference is directed at me, tion’s unit in San Luis Obispo is 
striking the Earth with calarni- Hatonn, for I gave you a list- called “Eagles Nest” (ref: Cali- 
tous results. They have even ing of major facilities around fomia Specialized Training In- 
suggested some possible dates your nation which are top stitute files). Its chief executive 
of impact. (REF: ScientificAmeri- secret and some taking areas officers are Judge William P. 
can, Sky and Telescope) [H: I at depths of 40 “stories” and Clark and Mrs. Clark (von 
havewritten greatly about this miles in diameter along with Braun, Brauner). If you are 
subject in all of the TANGLED prime missile launching interested in reservations, you 
WEBS series of JOURNALS and sites-en along your free- might try calling the ;aw firm of 
the JOURNALS under pub& way network. I suggest you Sinsheimer, Schiebelhut, and 
cation presently on the DI- get that document which, I Baggett and ask Bill Clark to 

VINE PLAN.] NASA said that it suppose, was put in one of the send you a brochure. After all, 
was a good thing that Ronald recent PHOENIX JOURNALS in case of nuclear war or aster- 
Reagan had the perception and but also, was placed in a re- oid collisions you wouldn’t want 
foresight to build up the Strate- cent LIBERATOR. to get caught with your pants 
gic Defense Initiative-“Star M--Perhaps it is time down, now would you? (Ref: 
Wars” because now SD1 can be t&e-run that article, I leave THE BOOK OF REVELATIONS 
used to destroy these asteroids it to you Editors--either that by Saint John.) 
before they strike the Earth. or make available copies of Additional significant ref- 
This is partly BS-SD1 was never the paper in point. Thank erences: THE LAST FLIGHT OF 
intended to be an anti-missile you.] (Seefeature stoppage KALO07 byRayRenick,“Gunter 
defense, but an anti-asteroid 2.) They include storage de- Russbacher Breaks His Cover” 
defense (or alien defense sys- pots, military bases, offices and audio tape by Russbacher avail- 
tern) (ref: BarbaraHoneggerAND on up to luxurious condo- able from New Discoveries, P.O. 
THE PHOENIX JOURNALS). The minium complexes. Some of Box 3078, Carmel, CA 9392 1. 
Hubble and the Galileo space the better known are Cheyenne Russbacher is the pilot who flew 
telescopes that “don’t worK are Mountain in Colorado, Weather Bush back from Paris in “Octo- 
working perfectly. This is our MountaininVirginia,SAChead- ber Surprise*, ‘The Earth 
government’s way of not telling quarters in Nebraska p: Now Chronicles” ‘by Zecharia 
us what they are doing. [H: As being turned into a Soviet Sitchin, “rhe Gods of Eden” by 
a matter of fact you will recall exchange training base.], Area William Bramley. 
that I told you the Hubble was 5 1 in the Mojave Desert and the, 
not even launched at the time “Rabbit Warren” under Wash- THE GEHLEN ORGANIZA- 
you were told of same. It ington D.C. One well known TION 
resided at White Sands until one in San Luis Obispo Countv BITS AND PIECES 
such time as it could be put istheAT&TPacificLongLines 
into an orbit theastronomers Facilitv on Los 0100 Vallev From 1945 until the 50’s, 
would not note.] What is not generally Judge William P. Clark was with Road. 

TheYommunistThreat” known is just how large and U.S. Army Counter-intelligence 

The American headquar- 
ters of the Gehlen Organization 
is in San Luis Obispo County. 
The main office is called %agles 
Nest”. Many public officials, 
judges, supervisors, law enforce- 
ment personnel are personal 
friends and business associates 
(in drug trafficking, no less) with 
the Gehlen Organization and 
‘Eagles Nest”. age William and the “Soviet Nuclear Attack” self-contained this unity really Corps in Austria and Switzer- 
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land. Clark was working with 
Nazis Reinhart Gehlen (Foreign 
Armies East), Wemervon Barun 
(German rocket scientist), 
Walter Domberger (convicted of 
war crimes and atrocities), 
Arthur Rudolph, et al. They (J. 
Edgar Hoover, Allen Dulles, 
William Donovan, and Clark) 
made plans to bring hundreds 
of Germans/Nazi scientists, 
doctors, agents to America ( 1600 
eventually). These Germans 
possessed much research on 
rockets, orbiting space stations, 
lasers, and satellites with re- 
flecting mirrors, etc. Clark’s 
good friend, Rcnald Reagan, 
‘!ater saw that these ideas be- 
:ame reality in the Strategic 
Defense Initiative (Star Wars). 
w: Believe m-that term is 
EXACTLY ON TARGET-for 
there never was a “defense” 
anything-it has always been 
intended as a u~arn in space. 
Mr. Reagan even made a very 
big blander which almost cost 
him his neck when he said on 
TV that you in the U.S. needed 
to team with the Soviets (the 
evil empire) against what was 
coming from space!! That, 
dear ones, is what they are 
planning to dump now on you 
unsuspecting innocents. 
They plan to tell you that 
aliens are now here and going 
to Ugetchan. THEY may have 
a problem-YOU-THE- 
PEOPLE HAVE NO ENEMIES 
IN SPACE!] 

While there, Clark mar- 
ried Werner von Braun’s niece, 
Joan von Braun. Werner’s 
brother (Joan’s father) was an 
official at the underground V-2 
rocket assembly plant. They 
used concentration camp slave 
labor. To enforce discipline the 
slaves (Jews) were hung from 
the ceiling of the factory and 
their bodies left as examples. 
(Ref: Linda Hunt, Author on 
“Paperclip”, plus previous refs. 
and”SECRETAGENDA”, Linda 
Hunt: CNN.) 

gas), LSD, etc. [H: Forgive my 

Besides the weapons of 
war, they also brought research 
on mind control (which became 
M/KULTRA), Malathion (anerve 

interruptions but PLEASE get 
the volumes of PHOENIX 
JOURNALS which cover mind- 
control both in the Protocols 
and Manifesto in the Soviet 
Union and in the United 
States. I don’t know how to 
isolate these JOURNALS for 
you-perhaps you could call 
or write and obtain a acata- 
log” and information. We have 
moved so rapidly over so in- 
credibly many subjects that I 
must defer to the staff. You 
ones continue to plead for 
confirmation of uwho we are” 
and that, perhaps is the best 
of all-almost 60 JOURNALS 
in less than 36 months-most 
of over 200 pages each, along 
with weekly papers and some- 
times b&weekly. I can’t item- 
ize for you, and we can’t re- 
print constantly because of 
new information which limits 
us.] Dr. Wolf Smuzness later 
developed AIDS at the Army 
Germ Warfare Center at Fort 
Detrick, Maryland. p: Which 
was then perfected in East 
Germany and made potent and 
useable in the “field”.] (Ref: 
also, Dr. Robert Strecker, 
AIDS--and THE DOCTORS OF 
DEATH by Dr. Alan Cantwell. 
Smuzness’ friend was a chem- 
ist who sold cyanide gas to the 
Nazis at Auschwitz, named Karol 
Woityla.) (Better look this up 
yourself-you’ll never believe 
me.) 

Around 1955 the Clarks 
returned from Europe to the 
ranch in Shandon, where they 
went back to the ranching busi- 
ness (ref: see “the SLO Connec- 
tion” about the Zapata Cattle 
Company). The Gehlen Organi- 
zation continued the work on 
“rhe New World Order” that 
was promoted by a little dicta- 
tor in Germany from the 1920’s 
to 1945. America should have 
gotten the message on Novem- 
ber 22, 1963. (Dallas, Texas!) 

Around 1969 or 70, Clark 
and his friends, Governor Ro- 

1980 they all went to Washing- 

nald Reagan, Ed Meese and 
Louis 0. Giuffrida started an 
American concentration camp 
system at Camp San Luis. In 

ton DC (ref: OCTOBER SUR- 
PRISE by Barbara Honegger and 
book by same name by Gary 
Sick) where the California Spe- 
cialized Training Institute be- 
Carrie the FEDERAL EMER- 
GENCY MANAGEMENT 
AGENCY (FEMA) (ref: King 
Alfred Plan, Cable Splicer, Gar- 
den Plot, Rex 84-in CSTI files). 
This is the plan for martial law 
that congressman Jack Brooks 
questioned Oliver North about 
at the Iran-Contra Hearings. p: 
I’m sorry, but those FEMA 
papers and volumes of JOUR- 
NALS which cover Sam-e 
mandatory reading if you re- 
allywanttoknowWHEREYOU 
ARE TODAY!] 

In San Luis Obispo 
County, The Gehlen Organiza- 
tion is in complete control of the 
courts, board of supervisors, 
sheriffsdepartment, etc. Judge 
Warren Conklin and Judge 
Harry Woolpert are longtime 
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friends and business associates 
of Judge William P. Clark. Judge 
Conklin violated the Iirst rule of 
drug trafficking: “Don’t get high 
on your own supply.” Judge 
Woolpert protects Judge 
Clark and the Ghelen Otyani- 
zationbgdenyingdefendants 
their tight to legal counsel in 
his %t~~r chambe?’ (ref:;DR 
17093 Nov. 21, 1991-don’t be 
surprised if the transcript is 
“lost”). A close member of the 
petitioners family is a part of 
the Gehlen Organization--Lt. 
Cal. Richard Peas&y (from 
Paso Robles, Ca.) along with tt. 
CoL OLIVER NORTHand &dm 
William CZark, all working in 
the National Security Agency in 
the White House, planned and 
executed the destruction of Ko- 
rean Air Lines Flight 007 and 
blamed it on the Russians! 

END QUOTE 
Hatonn to clear, please. 

>More On Our Changes 
In Operations 

7/l/92 #l HATONN DR. ‘ED YOUNG 

We would like to briefly 
catch you readers up with 
changes in the LIBERATOR. 
We are able, now, to move into 
the next phase of our work 
and presentation with a bit 
more maturity and security 
for some of our hardest hit 
participants. 

Greens are now departed 
from this location in all man- 
ners save the publication of 
the JOURNALS and the repre- 
sentation as a publisher to 
the public. Attacks on per- 
sonnelfinally became too dan- 
gerous to longer keep them 
local. Further, we have given 
you abundant information on 
how to acquire privacy and 
safety and they have listened 
and acted. You will be kept 
apprised of how and where 
you can always be in touch 
but it was time for great 
changes. 

We are indeed blessed as Dr. 
Young has left Digital Equip- 
ment Corporation in the San 
Francisco Bay area’s Silicon 
Valley to join our publication 
team here. He is instrumental 
in the formation, also, ofa teach- 
ing program through the Phoe- 
nix Institute. However, he has 
accepted the load of Editorship 
of the LIBERATOR and Dr. 
Overholt and crew do the plan- 
ning, computer layout and set- 
up. Brent and Theresa, from 
Florida, have now also changed 
location and are getting our sys- 
tems into some kind of order 
from the chaos. You might en- 
joy noting that Brent and 
Theresa are recording musi- 
cians, among other talents- 
such as computer logistics. Dr. 
Overholt was a dentist and Ed 
Young has a couple of PhDs in 
various OTHER areas of activ- 
ity-BUT ALL ARE DOING 
WHAT NEEDS DOING WHILE 
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AWAITING “PURPOSE”. As Hatonn), you can call the office 
soon as we have room in the at 805-822-9655 as already 
LB,?%AToR for other than ur- mentioned above. 
gent notice of current happen- I do ask your indulgence 
ings I ask that Dr. Young’s pre- QS wegetsitzuzted andevery- 
sentation on “Education” be one stretches even thinner 
run in the paper. The article with new tasks and added 
has great perception and depth overload. 
and, as you might guess, got 
him into abundant trouble. TAPES: PATIENCE PLEASE 

ADDRESSES AND PHONES I am asked to petition you 
tape receivers to be patient with 

Since the Greens are no our machinery. Whoever can, 
longer at this location but will helps Dalene to get out tapes 
continue to have the same and it is a mammoth task to 
“800” number, you will not note sort and keep track of such a 
much difference, save in infor- myriad of recordings and nota- 
mationexchange. You who have tions. Also, there seems to be 
been contacting George for such one of the “slave” copiers which 
exchange can now contact Ed, doesn’t always copy. An effort 
Brent, Rick, Karen or our gra- has been made to monitor and 
cious volunteer staff helping locate the erring equipment but 
with the phone calls. Through as with the gremlined car-noth- 
July, the phone numbers will ing is wrong when checked. 
remain the same to assure cov- Tapes are copied some seven at 
erage but, after that, ifyou wish a time and not by the same 
to share with Hatonn you can operator each time-so again- 
write Box 986, Tehachapi, CA PLEASE be patient with our ef- 
93581 or call 805 822-9655. forts for we prefer to allow you 
(For PHOENIXLmE&4TORbusi- to have all the information you 
ness, please see the address can get at the least expense and 
listed in the article &Our New that meanswe cannot have pro- 
Look” on page 39. fessional services. DO, HOW- 

Dalene will continue to EVER, LET DALENE KNOW (at 
handle all audio tapes of meet- the address or phone number 
ings, radio talk shows and spe- for THE WORD) SO THE TAPE 
cial tapes at the address and CAN BE REPLACED FOR WE 
phone number listed for THE DO NOT WISH YOU TO MISS 
WORD and that remains un- ANY INFORMATION. 
changed. The offices, etc., re- I feel a bit like the neglectful 
main unchanged in Tehachapi. father at any rate; Dalene and 
The America West office in Jack are having a wedding on 
Carson City, NV is at 3656 Re- August 1 and I leave no time for 
search Way #32 (Zip 89706)) the wonderful fun things of such 
telephone 702 782-0700. Our celebration for Dharma is Da- 
basic relationship remains un- lene’s mother and I guess all 
changed except for division of mothers know what Ijust said- 
work-load and now, capability for it is time of celebration and 
of “building” in both locations sharing of a Bar-B-Q along with 
as projects unfold in the con- the typical accompaniments of 
struction and project areas. posie pots and decorations 
Already there is coverage for which, by the way, is the love of 
incorporation of ones who wish Dharma’s hobby-time and that, 
to work in our manner of in- too, hasbeen leftwanting. There 
struction with basic informa- are, however, so many loving 
tion, through Cort and Jen hands that care,-1 think we will 
Christie who now have full fa- not inconvenience any of you 
cilities in Las Vegas, Nevada. readers or listeners. This, after 

Again, if you wish to contact all, is what “life” is about and 
E.J., Kathy and/or get urgent these traditional thingsarewhat 
messages to Dharma (for make the difference between 
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existing and living. This, in ing more and nothing less, so if 
fact, is simply the formal ccl- you conjureany other thing from 
ebration of that which has al- this contact-please, readjust 
ready been committed else- same. We do not work to “overl 
where, in the past-but ones throw” anything or anyone as 
here were not able to attend such. WhatYOU do with infor- 
that small service in Nevada. mationisforYOU. WeareHosts 
Chelas: If you cannot take time come to serve--not further”con- 
to smell those roses-then why trol” nor affront. We will bring 
have them? Enjoy each mo- the Truth wherein it lays but we 
ment and allow for these things do not interfere nor even inter- 
for man truly does not live by vene unless asked. God prom- 
“bread alone”. Neither is Man ised you lastly, TRUTH and THE 
“an island” -so know that each WORD-so shall it be given as 
of you is loved and remembered directed and then, He promised 
for even the sparrow is most security for His people and pre- 
attended and loved in our Fa- pared a placement for same. So 
ther’s heart. But, I think-per- be it. 
haps-Mother has to hang bells I thank you for time to share 
and do-dads to be fulfilled in some personal points and offer 
some male-unrecognized ritual some insight to changing 
of passage. circumstances. I hope we can 

It is, in addition, a time of make these adjustments with 
appreciation from myself to no undue hardship and no in- 
these children for they are also terruptions in information flow. 
including “Andy* within the I do have one last notation of 
triune of the ceremony with full information regarding publica- 
acknowledgement that his name tions. 
is Andrew Colton Atowrny re- 
quested name for this child-he OBTAIN CENSORED 
bears no other, legally or other- JOURNALS NOW 
wise. A load for a child? He 
doesn’t seem to think so. At any The~isnowayIcanwylc 
rate, to these young people who w m@y enough to ob- 
have accepted this task-1 give bin copies of the nine JKXJR- 
my love, appreciation and bless- NALS which will be tied up in 

ings. court&u&--dami 
banned publication on the 

STEADY AT THE TASK 27th of July. Amedxx West 
has sold (given away) at a 

Are ones herein abundantly loss, the pub&&ion of these 
“good”? Yes. Are they abun- vo&unesandthesuppZiesarre 
dantly “religious”? NO! Each indeed limited for distribu- 
and all effort very diligently to tion. Them is, however, a 
be “right”, live in moderation, pohtof d istdbdbnfor those 
allow and work very hard at rwnuitting wtumes through 
responsibility-bigots or Tehachapi D-tiny, Inc. 
“bossesn do not “last” in this P. 0. Box 1912 #122, 
place, for we are about our Tehachapi, CA 93581, Tek 
Father’s work and pious insipid phone 805 822-9545. THZSE 
regulations set forth by man are ARE THE MOST IWPORTANT 
unacceptable herein as above BOOKS ON POUR PLANET 
God’s laws-but, all work solely AND, THEREFORE, IBELIEVE 
within the laws of the land in YOU WI&L SEE WHY THE AD- 
every respect. If ones break VERSARP DESTROYS AND 
even the speed law-it is NOT BANS THEM. THEY ARE 

sanctioned by me unless cir- “SPIRITUAL” TR UTH AND 
cumstancesarecriticalto speed. TXMT, DEAR ONES, Is THAT 
This is WHY you will find no WHICH THE ADVERSARP DE- 
“cult” here-we are “about” SIRES TO KEEP FROX YOU. 
work and service: information WILL WE WIN THE LEGAL 
and nassage of remnant. Noth- CONFRONTATION? Y’ES, BUT 
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IT SnLL TAKE A LONG 
TW-YOUDONOTHVE 
A %ONG” TIME. 

(These nine JOURNALS are: 
#8, #22, #31 thru #37; please 
see back page for titles, but 
order from Tehachapi Distrib- 
u ting above.) 

COMING: VITAL NEW BOOK 

Next: We are pushing 
through publication with all due 
haste, IMMACULATE DECEP- 
TION, by L. Grant McEwan 
which is a book filled with re- 
searched confirmation of poli- 
tics as we have shared them 
with you. It is the compilation 
of verifications as was the 
‘COMMITTEE OF 300” by John 
Coleman. This is even more 
urgently important because it 
is domestic to the U.S. for it 
deals with the Administration 
connections which we have re- 
cently been outlaying, alongwith 
other notable and daring au- 
thors. Please begin to get on the 
list for obtaining when released 
for I cannot push it hard enough 
for your reading confirmation. 
Time is running out for you are 
actually in the time of chaos 
and the hour-glass rests upon 
its side as you move into a new 
era. Will you be fortified for the 
passage with KNOWING or will 
you be dangled and bashed 
about through ignorance? It is 
only up to you! 

Today’s News Watch 

7/l/92 #2 HATONN 

To you who ask for updates 
and input-especially verifica- 
tions wherein they are found- 
here are a couple or three you 
will find interesting. 

HELMSLEY 

The Constitutional Law Cen- 
ter has been working on the 
Hclmsley matter so you will find 
the following news-blurb inter- 
esting+as sent to us from the 
CLC: 

Here Comes the 
Judge: 

. 

Ever since Alan 
Dershowitz struck out, 
Leona Helmsley has been 
pining away in Danbury 
Federal Prison. Not for 
long, if ROBERT BORK 
has anything to say about 
it. Judge Bork, a Su- 
preme Court nominee 
who was spurned in 1987 
[H: And I think you can 
now see WHY.], will ar- 
gue her tax-fraud case 
before the Second Circuit 
Court of Appeals in New 
York City at the end of the 
summer. As Solicitor 
General for Presidents 
Nixon and Ford, he spent 
four years arguing cases 
before the Supreme 
Court. But why would a 
distinguished legal 
scholar and jurist want 
to take an assignment like 
the Helmsley case? Ex- 
plains the Judge: “In the 
law, it’s where the rubber 
meets the road.” 

AND WHAT OF IMELDA? 

You’ll find this next simply 
“interesting” as to relevance of 
=truth”, “goodness” and/or 
political shenanigans. 

Good News for Shoe 
Shops: 

What a difference a 
year makes. Imelda 
Marcos will be among the 
guests at the inau- 
guration of new Philip- 
pine President Fidel 
Ramos this week. 
Marcos, who wasn’t wel- 
come at home ayear ago, 
won a very respectable 2 
million votes in the re- 
cent presidential election 
(to Ramos’ 5.3 million). 
Ramos, who is inheriting 
a more stable situation 
than Cory Aquino did six 
years ago, 8etem8 eager 
to heal old wounds. He 
is expected to offer 
amnesty to Communist, 
Muslim and militar : 
rebels. And he is ru- 
mored to be planning to 
end the g-ernment’s 

campaign to seize the 
XCuvos’ billions. Last 
week the official 
chatgedwithtieving 
the uhidden wealthn 
recommended a com- 
pmmise with Imelda to 
split the proceeds, if 
tvcouered, of a fortune 
in gold bullion said to 
be stashed in Switzer- 
land. 

AND NOW, ROSS PEROT! 

You have nagged and ragged 
at me about u . ..howcanyou say 
that Perot is somehow con- 
nected to Rockefeller and the 
‘Established Elite’ and even 
George Bush?” Please just note 
the following portion from the 
front page of a 1992 WaZZ Street 
Journal: 

FRIEND IN NEED: 
Perot’s candidacu .for 

presti_qtous Council 
on Foreign Relations 
several years ago was 
secondedbg-GEORGE 
BUSH’! A Perot aide says 
Bush’s seconding letter 
was “lovely”, but that 
there aren^t any PLANS 
TO RELEASE the text. 
No, I am quite sure it 

wouldn’t be destable+from 
theBushstandpoint-ORTHE 

THE. PHOENIX UBERA TOR 

AROUND YOUR NATION, vol- 
cano eruption in Alaska- 
America-you are on the altar! 
Even the Queen of England just 
got a nice new “Royal” title 
yesterday-which should tell 
you everything you need to 
know. 

No,IamNOTgoingoutofmy 
way to tell the ones along the 
Western Coast--or anywhere 
else-to do anything or go any- 
where-ifyou have not HEARD, 
then Z -ar 10 longer help you for 
disaste*- 1j at your dooryard. I 
will, however, give you some 
reports which you MUST attend 
if nothing else: 

Ones in Yucca Valley report 
a series of “regularly spacedn 
blasts and light bursts hours 
prior to the actual earthshaking. 
This was also reported at the 
second site. It was, further, 
reported in San Francisco area 
where there were also shak- 
ers-as well as in Salt Lake, 
Phoenix, Denver and Las Ve- 
gas-even Cedar City, Utah. 
WHAT DOES ITTAKE FORYOU 
READERS TO HEAR AND SEE 
THAT SOMETHING IS AFOOT? 

The original blasts were 
timed exactly to the orbit of the 
Shuttle and the mechanisms 
launched by the subsequent 
rocket launch. More Hatonn 
hogwash? So be it. 

PEROT SIDE. Woolies in the 
woodwork??? THOUSANDS OF COFFINS 

ORDERED 
iMRTHOU.AEES AND 

DISASTERS One who works for the “gov- 
ernment” reported in with total 

Indeed, indeed! If you can’t panic-“...we have had to order 
see what they are doing and still coffins, 8,000 from one resource 
have to ask me-then you are and as many as other sources 
NOT paying attention and you could supply” in anticipation of 
are blind to the NEWS AS GIVEN “possibility of need” over the 
TO YOU . Everything points to Fourth of July holiday period- 
probable ‘blowing” of the San in Southern California alone. 
Andreas Fault on the Fourth of Other places are reportedly do- 
July-EVERYTHING!-espe- ing likewise where ‘natural di- 
ciaily the fact that national hap- sasters” are “probable”. 
penings are KEPT FROM YOU. Note that all TV stations are 
You have to realize that what is now reporting “probability of 
goingon isnotl- to West- the Big One” within days or 
em California-but it is to dis- hours is sifting out-especially 
tract you. Floods in Louisiana, from THE news conduit by ma- 
tomados of deadly power and nipulation, CNN-stating that 
multiplicity in Texas, earth- the most prominent geologic 
quakes EVERYWHERE experts are predicting the 
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“Mother” of all quakes. 
Am “I” going to evacuate 

anything or anyone? NO, NO 
AND NO! IF Y OU ARE WAITING 
FOR “RAPTURE”, I SUGGEST 
YOU DO SO WITH WATER- 
WINGSAND EMERGENCY SUP- 
PLIES AND I CERTAINLY 
WOUtDllPT c‘WAIIv, IN ANY 
“CRYSTAL” CATHEDRAL 
LEST YOU GET MORE THAN 
POUR EYELASHES 
‘cTRIMMEDn. 

CAN QTHEY” DO THIS? 
YES, YES AND YES- 
I’EEDY! 

I realize that this is only 
Wednesday but there is no way 
to get a paper released for one 
last warning-but I suggest all 
who get this writing, at least 
warn your loved ones on the 
coast. You don’t even have to 
mention space cadets or God- 
just tell them to listen to the 
reports coming through on “tim- 
ing” of the BIG ONE. 

The hope will be not to pull 
down Japan yet and preferably 
restrict the slippage and shock 
to Southern California, but this 
may not be possible. Ones are 
reporting, all over the map, land 
feeling “fluid” like a “water 
bed”. This, chelas, comes ONLY 
from prana (scalar) beams which 
“liquefy” through frequency vi- 
brations. 

WHICH ARE PRESENT ONLY GulfWar-aswell as which were YOU? You think it can’t happen 
BECAUSE YOU REFUSE TO used by your own forces and in “MY STATE” or in “MY 
SEE THE FACTS. I AND MINE did, in fact, cause such confu- TOWN”? Let me give you some- 
ARE NOT YOUR GUARDIAN sion as to identification as to thing out of “small-town Utah, 
CONSCIENCE-WE ARE HERE create total inability to know up U.S.A.“, for your pondering: 
TO SHARE INFORMATION- from down. I am not going to County adopted law to 
YOU WILL DO WITH IT WHAT look up model numbers-that limit release of “embarrass- 
YOU WILL. is for YOUR OWN TASKING IF ing” information. Times 

YOU ARE INTERESTED. Independent, Moab, Utah6/18/ 
WHAT ABOUT MILITARY 3. What other cities have 1992 -* 

MOVEMENT? them that can be verified? RESP: The Grand County Com- 
Dozens, but I have no intention mission voted Monday to pass 

I have a list of questions re- of spending time at naming them an ordinance on access to pub- 
garding statements I have made for I AM NOT INTERESTED IN lit records that allows oMcials 
regarding tanks, etc. I am ap- VERIFICATION-FOR MY PART to KEEP FROM RESIDENTS 
palled that they come from the OR YOURS. documents and notes that 
source which has written for he 4. Who confirmed Russian could embarrass ELECTED 
should know better than I what armor driving into San Antonio OFFICIALS and others. 
is what, but nonetheless, I shall last December 53 The ordinance, part of 
share that which I feel is suit- RESP: I would NEVER give the state of Utah’s efforts to 
able in light of security of ones you such information but suf- codify just what records are 
who discuss these things. YOU fice it to say it was written up in open to the public and under 
NEVER ASK FOR IDENTIFICA- at least three publicationswhich what conditions the county 
TION OF ONES IN SUCH TE- most of you ‘who keep up” must comply with public ac- 
DIOUS CIRCUMSTANCE AND throughjournals such as”North cess, states, ‘County records 
ALL OF YOU SHOULD KNOW Point”, etc., access. I had a regarding named or readily 
BETTER THAN TO DO SO. couple of people make the as- identifiable individuals which 

However, I shall take these sessment in order to verify, at deal with matters of a deli- 

It appears that the intent is 
to simply break away the por- 
tion around San Diego and shift 
it a bit “off shore”, figuratively 
speaking, and other places will 
stand or fall according to the 
“mass” proximity. Further, the 
hope for “this” one is to limit 
destruction for maximum im- 
pact. Governor Wilson has AL- 
READY put “emergency regula- 
tions” into effect!! I can only 
suggest that each of you attend 
supplies and cash for sustain- 
ing for a while in ensuing emer- 
gency time. 

I am not going to tell you 
‘outcome” of this for I don’t 
want you to depend on me for 
such. LOOK TO WHAT YOUR 
PEOPLE ARE TELLING YOU 
AND STOP BLAMING GOD FOR 
YOURINABILITYTO COPE WITH 
YOUR CIRCUMSTANCES 

up at the next meeting and that time, and then came all the cate nature which could en- 
briefly cover them herein: distance to meet in California to gender shame, humiliation or 

1. Who has verified verify and warn, again, because embarrassment in the subject 
unmarked tanks unloaded in of the validity. I shall not in any of that record, in accordance 
Las Vegas from railroad cars mannerjeopardize their persons with accepted standards of 
and stored in a park? by giving identity. You are on social propriety, or if release 

RESP: How many do you your own-1 need remind you- may constitute clearly unwar- 
want? It happened while a meet- if all you want is verification in ranted invasion of privacy 

ing was taking place in Las Ve- efforting to test Hatonn-you shall generally not be classi- 
gas wherein Col. Bo Grilz, Don are missing the point in any of fied as public records.....” 
McAlvany, Lyndsey Williams, this. I will share where feasible The chief records officer 
George Green and hundreds of but I shall not have cause to of the county will be the clerk, 
attendees were present-along “verify” anything. So be it. who will leave decisions of what 
with some 90,000 groupies to material is humiliating or em- 
the “GRATEFUL DEAD” were TROOPS-YOURS barrassing up to department 
gathered. heads. 

The tanks were then in- And just when you might be According to County At- 
spected by ones “returning” a needingyour own troops to help torney Lyle Anderson, the lan- 
week or so later. The attending cover your domestic assets- guage of that particular section 
“soldiers” in guard allowed where &e they? Going with the of the ordinance comes from a 
some looking within where in- United Nations bandwagon in draft of the Salt Lake County 
struction labels were changed blue hats, to the area of Yu- ordinance, distributed by the 
(but not yet all of them) from goslavia-to “insure humani- Utah Association of Counties. 
Chinese into English. tarian aidarrival”. Don~tththfnk He said concern that the provi- 

2. How did the Chinese tanks it could be to get rid of them sion will allow elected offidials 
get into this country? Which so there arwz’t cony em+s in tocensor information regarding 
model tanks are there? tating oper America?? If you their own embarrassing actions 

RESP: Mostly the Chinese answer “... that is total absur- was overblown, and that the 
tanks came in through d&y=“3 hope you’re right! aim is not to hide government 
unmarked ports of entry and action [H: Of course not!!l. but 
down from the Canadian side of STILL, DON’T BELIEVE IN rather to protect the privacy of 
the continent. Most of the tanks POLLTICAL COVER-UPS? county residents in general. 
are of the same model which the . . . I “My intention is that it 

- Iraqis used as decoys in the You think it can’t happen to would not apply to public offL 
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cials, it would apply to other struction to under $2.8 mil- ancientknowledge,astro-phys- God-afterhavingbeentheones 
people, the subjects of govern- lion.. , . . . . . . ..” its and cosmology-and the crop to make the invitation for a spe- 
ment records,” he said Monday And so on it goes-while you circle enigma. cial visit to that group. I suggest 
evening. forget to watch and listen! The resultant offering, as you find out for yourselves if 

But spokespeople for the Dharma, canwe please have expected, on videotape for yourcuriosityregardingTRUTH 
Utah Press Association and the a lunch break so we can resume $35.00 each, is self-explana- is lacking fulfillment. I will say, 
Society of Professional Journal- our subjects in point otherwise. tory for it deals with ‘transition however, that as stated, “As- 
ists expressed dismay at the May God have mercy on the of humans to the Fifth Dimen- tended MasterKuthumihastold 
Grand County action, saying little ones of the LIE, because sionA )H: uHUIUANSn asmeant us that this structure (a “great 
the ordinance passed is too the rumblings of chaos and herein DO NOT TRANSITION structure, in the form of a pyra- 
broad and open to abuse. tribulation are come. upon you TO THE FIFTH DIMENSION.], mid, that must be built to assist 

A similar provision be- and the “action” is going to “Transition of planet Earth to planet Earth in moving into the 
came a controversial issue in begin very, very soon. Salu. the Fifth Dimension” [H: Planet Fifth Dimension.. . .“) will be the 
Kane County, when that com- Earth will not transition to rebuilt Solomon’sTemple. We 
mission attempted to pass the 7/l/92 #3 HATONN the FifthDimension EITHER.], believe it is called the Templar 
same section of a records law. (Today’s News Watch “Introduction to the Ascended after the Knights Templar, 
But Kane commissioners with- continued) Masters and Celestial Realms”, who, in the days of the Cru- 
drew the proposal after objec- TODAY’S CHUCKLE “Guidance from The Arctusi- sades, guided and protected 
tions fromjournalists and other ans” [H: If you really want a pilgrimrintheHoly Land. [H: 
media representatives. In the mail this afternoon song and dance version of No they did not-they were 

And according to Carl comesaletterfrom GeorgeBush confusi.on-hop on the responsible for the myriad 
,Hendricks of the Salt Lake asking if we will support his Arcturianbandwagonandyou deaths under the guise of 
County Attorney’s office, corn- campaign in order to u... deter- will get the ride of your life goodness more than any other 
missioners up there have also mine the economic and political I promise it, but it won’t be to one group.] In this age, the 
decided to drop the controver- direction of our country for the where you THINK YOU ARE Templar will serve as a guide to 
sial “embarrassment” clause, balance of the decade.” Do you GOING.], “Explanation of the all of humanity on the journey 
following objections to it. think perhaps there is more to unified field of intelligence” [H: to the Fifth Dimension.” 
Hendricks added that in his the blindness of the right hand There is NO unified field of Good luck-the Knights 
opinion the clause is not a vio- vs. the left than meets the eye? “INTELLIGENCE”, there is Templar is an order of the Free- 
lation of other Utah law, but is I will note that there was no only&cationwithinKNOW- masons and the Masonic Order 
not necessary in a records man- recognition other than “corpo- ING!], “Information on the crop will not appreciate this usurpa- 
agement ordinance. ration” by which to “sort”-so circles” and “Energy, vibration, tion of their corner on the term. 

Commission Chairman I guess all is working pretty and frequencies-their mean- I repeat: no HUMAN or PLANET 
David Knutson defended the well. ing in relationship to human moves into the Fifth Dimension 
law, saying there is information While on the subject of spiritual evolution.” [H: Well, I as presented. Arcturas is a 
contained in public files that “mail”, I would respond to three can’t say about this one-ar e stopping off place for travelers, 
the public should not have ac- packets received also within the they banning, impounding mostly from Orion and other 
cess to. week. This seems to stem from and prohibiting publication of Luciferian places, and then trav- 

“Information that is not a mailing from Albuquerque, the information? If not, I elers simply call themselves 
public necessity to know, that NM. , suggest you be wary!). Arcturians following an experi- 
is embarrassing to a person, Now, as to THE TEMPLAR IN ence thereon. I would, however, 
whether elected or not, can be ARCTURIANS, AND THE 5m THE SEVENTH GOLDEN AGE, note thatTHEREIS such athing 
withheld from the public”, said “DIMENSION” by Dr. Milanovich, I would share as the United Nations Parapsy- 
Knutson. the comments of the one who chology Society and that, in it- 

Officials of the Society of I have and continue to ask sent me the information: “This self, should scare the livingday- 
Professional Journalists say you ones to discern for selves looks like covert Satanic stuff. lights out of you. 
they will look into the Grand that which is presented to you. Is it?-signed AFS.” The ones in point had origi- 
County ordinance before deter- As a matter of fact, -each one “AFS=Anonymous For Safety.” nally asked George Green to 
mining if they will take any ac- who sent the advertising mate- For $60.00 you can get THE publish their works and when 
tion against the county. rial had already done so and TEMPLAR IN THE’ SEVENTH they found out of our relation- 

In other business, the only wanted to share. GOLDEN AGE and Master ship, would not allow George to 
commission voted to authorize The material presents ones Kuthumi’smessqgetothe United even review the material- 
the chairman to enter into a Dr. Norma Milanovich and Jean Nations Pampsychology Society coincidence?? 
contract with Knight Brothers Meltesen. In point was a lecture from the source in Albuquerque, 
Construction of Salt Lake City given by Dr. Milanovich to the NM. Write or call 
as construction manager for the ‘Unifying Hunch Conference” Chelas, I don’t wish to com- for a free catalog of 
jail and courthouse expansion in Marion, Massachusetts, ment on these things. Dr. books and tapes 

project. which dealt with metaphysical/ Milanovich and crew had some America West 

According to Commis- spiritual knowledge and phe- working interchange with 
a Nevada corporation 

sioner Manuel Torres, the plan nomena, such as near-death or America West but refused to 
P, 0. Box 2208 

is to hire the firm ‘if they can other dimensional experience, even listen to Greens on the 
Carson City, NV 89702 

keep costs for the actual con- expanded inter’pretations of subject of Hosts, Hatonn or 
l-800-729-4131 
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The New World Order- 
-Friend Or Foe? 

711192 #3 HATONN 

I would like to honor a group 
of patriots who not only work 
endlessly for Constitutional re- 
covery but as dedicated “patri- 
ots”. They publish a journal by 
the label of he Enterprise 
Society, 300 W. Shaw #205, 
Clovis, Ca. 93612. 

An article has been sent to 
me from that paper and I would 
herein share it with you for it is 
tilled with excellent observa- 
tions. 

QUOTE: 

THE NEW WORLD ORDER 
FRIEND OR FOE? 

As many knowledgeable 
Americans have known, the 
banking system in the United 
States is going into the toilet. 
The evidence of this fact is that 
the House Banking Financial 
Institutions Subcommittee had 
voted to support the FDIC with 
$25 million in new taxpayer- 
protected borrowing. It was re- 
ported that the FDIC would be 
out of funds before the end of 
1991 because of the failure of 
over 1000 banks in recent years. 
The Bush administration pro- 
posed an overhaul of the sys- 
tem that would remove many 
of the regulations and would 
probably aid in the formation 
of mega-banks that would as- 
sume the position that they 
are %oo important to failn. 
These actions mean that tax- 
payers will guarantee the op- 
eration of the mega-banks and 
assure that the Federal Re- 
serve will takk an even tighter 
strangle-hold onthe economic 
future of every American. 
Whenwillwerealizethatwho- 
ever controls our money rys- 

tern---controls our country? 
In a move that graphically de- 
picts the state of political cor- 
ruption in the State of Califor- 
nia, Governor Wilson has 
“rammed” his new State bud- 

get through the approval pro- 
cess. In the opinion of this 
writer the governor used 
“threats, intimidation and po- 
litical blackmail” to accomplish 
his goal of raising new taxes to 
‘balance the State budget”. In 
response to any of the legisla- 
tors that dared to oppose him 
the governor replied, “It is the 
easiest thing in the world sim- 
ply to hunker down and chant 
‘no new taxes’.” He went on to 
say that he has no respect for 
lawmakers that would not par- 
ticipate in his plan. The new 
increases will affect the income 
tax, state vehicle fees and ‘other 
taxes”. Apparently the’legisla- 
tors failed to be impressed by 
the additional need for state 
funding as shortly after allow- 
ing the governor his budget 
settlement they voted them- 
selves a lavish $23,200 pay raise 
(unlawfully). The %alonsn re- 
ported that this raise will help 
close the gap between what the 
senators received per year 
($101,900) and the salary that 
the members of the House of 
Representatives voted them- 
selves a couple of years ago 
($125,100). [H: How many of 
you think you might be able 
to scrape by on these meagre 
incomes?] The legislation came 
as somewhat of a surprise to 
many and was attached to an 
appropriations bill and ap- 
proved very late at night so as to 
avoid the publicity on the late 
news programs, it was reported. 
So, while the rest of us tighten 
our belts and prepare to fund 
the “budget gap” by paying 
more of our hard-earned dol- 
lars in taxes, our elected offi- 
cials will not participate in this 
effort. (Government hogs feed- 
ing at the government trough.) 
Awash in red ink, betrayed by 
self-serving bureaucrats and 
under attack by the Federal 
Government in Washington 
D.C., State Governments are 
now faced wqth extinction and a 

, 

massive federal power structure 
will replace them. The CpZan” 
is in keeping with the objec- 
tives of the uNew World Or- 
&P. ConsoMationofpower 
will make it much easier to 
effect the ntetyer into the One 
World Gouemment Unknow- 
ing and seemingly uncaring 
Americans crre paging the 
fdght and assisting in the 
impending collapse by al&w- 
ing the fedemal govemment 
(undertheguidanceof W-&i 
Bankersn) all the power, by 
way of income taxes, to ac- 
complishthistuke- David 
Brinkley stated in a speech, 
more than a quarter of a cen- 
tury ago, “The decline and fall 
of the 50 state governments will 
be completed in our lifetime. 
The movement of political 
power from state capitals to 
Washington D.C. is inevitable 
and unstoppable whether we 
like.it or not.” Yes, the New 
World Order is approaching and 
the only hope that is left for 
US that care to retain our free- 
dom is to alert, conscript and 
enjoin the majori- of Ameri- 
cans to repair the treasonous 
acts committed by the bu- 
reaucrats. We must remove 
them from office and restore 
our Republic! We are not help- 
less and the cause is not hope- 
less but we as a people had 
better awaken and get busy! 

END OF QUOTE 

VISION OF GEORGE 
WASHINGTON-- 

“OUR AMERICAN 
HERITAGE” 

I am going to share another 
much offered story of excep- 
tional extraterrestrial vision to 
which I can verify validity-FOR 
I WAS THERE! 

QUOTE from the same jour- 
nal in point above. 

The story of George 
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“This afternoon, as I was 
sitting at this table engaged in 
preparing adispatch, something 
seemed to disturb me. Looking 
up, I beheld standing opposite 
me a singularly beautiful fe- 
male. So astonished was I, for I 
had given strict orders not to be 
disturbed, that it was some 
moments before I found lan- 
guage to ‘inquire the cause of 
her presence. A second, a third 
and even a fourth time did I 
repeat my question, but received 
no answer from my mysterious 
visitor except a slight raising of 
her eyes. 

“By this time I felt 
strange sensations spreading 
through me. I would have 
risen but the riveted gaze of 
the being before merendered 
volition impossible. I assayed 
once more to address her, but 
my tongue had become use- 
less, as though it had become 
paralyzed. 

“A new influence, myste- 
rious, potent, irresistible, took 
possession of me. All I could do 
was to gaze steadily, vacantly at 
my unknown visitor. Gradually 
the surrounding atmosphere 
seemed filled with sensations, 
and luminous. Everything 
about me seemed to rarify, the 
mysterious visitor herself be- 
coming more airy and yet more 
distinct to my sight than before. 
I now began to feel as one dying, 
or rather to experience the sen- 
sations which I have sometimes 
imagined accompany dissolu- 
tion. I did not think, I did not 
reason, I did not move; all were 
alike impossible. I was only 
conscious of gazing fiiedly, va- 
cantly at my companion. 

“Presently I heard a 
voice saying, ‘Son of the Re- 
public, look and learn,’ while 
at the same time my visitor 
extended her arm eastwardly. 
I now beheld a heavy white 
vapor at -m-e distance rising 

Washington’s vision has been fold upon fold. This gradually 
related by many others down dissl;, &ted, and I looked upon a 
through history and has been strange scene. Before me 1 *y 
recorded in the Library of spread out in one vast plain Al 
‘tipgreu. We w it to you the countries of the world-Eu- 
now for your edification and rope, Asia, Africa and America. 
discernment, in his words: I saw rolling and tossing be- 
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tween Europe and America the 
billows of the Atlantic, and be- 
tween Asia and America lay the 
Pacific. 

“‘Son of the Republic,’ 
said the same mysterious voice 
as before, look and learn.’ At 
that moment I beheld a dark, 
shadowy being, like an angel, 
standing, or rather floating in 
mid-air, between Europe and 
America. Dipping water out of 
the ocean in the hollow of each 
hand,. he sprinkled some upon 
America with his right hand, 
while with his left hand he cast 
some on Europe. Immediately a 
cloud raised from these coun- 
tries, and joined in mid-ocean. 
For a while it remained station- 
ary, and then moved slowly 
westward, until it enveloped 
America in its murky folds. 
Sharp flashes of lightning 
gleamed through it at intervals, 
and I heard the smothered 
groans and cries of the Ameri- 
can people. 

“A second time the angel 
dipped water from the ocean, 
and sprinkled it out as before. 
The dark cloud was then drawn 
back to the ocean, in whose 
heaving billows it sank from 
view. A third time I heard the 
mysterious voice saying, ‘Son of 
the Republic, look and learn.’ I 
cast my eyes upon America and 
beheld villages and towns and 
cities springing up one after 
another until the whole land 
from the Atlantic to the Pacific 
was dotted with them. 

END OF A CENTURY 
COME’I’H 

“Again I heard the mys- 
terious voice say, ‘Son of the 
Republic, the end of the cen- 
tury cometh, look and learn.’ 
At this the dark shadowy angel 
turned his face southward, and 
from Africa I saw an i.ll-omened 
specter approach our land. It 
flitted slowly over every town 
and city of the latter. ‘The in- 
habitants presently set them- 
seives in battle array against 
each other. As I continued look- 
ing I saw a. bright angel, on 
whose brow rested a crown of 

light, on which was traced the 

ceived were well nigh over- 

word ‘Union’, bearing the 

come, but who immediately 

American flag which he placed 
between the divided nation, 
and said, ‘Remember ye are 
brethren.” 

taking courage again, closed 

Instantly, the in- 
habitants, casting from them 
their weapons, became friends 
once more, and united around 
the National Standard. 

“And again I heard the 
mysterious voice saying, ‘Son of 
the Republic, look and learn.” 
At this the dark, shadowy angel 
placed a trumpet to his mouth, 
and blew three distinct blasts; 
and taking water from the ocean, 
he sprinkled it upon Europe, 
Asia and Africa. Then my eyes 
beheld a fearful scene: from each 
of these continents arose thick, 
black clouds that were soon 
joined into one. Throughout 
this mass there gleamed a dark 
red light by which I saw hordes 
ofarmed men, who, movingwith 
the cloud, marched by land and 
sailed by sea to America. Our 
country was enveloped in this 
volume of cloud, and I saw these 
vast armies devastate the whole 
country and burn the villages, 
towns and cities that I beheld 
springing up. As my ears lis- 
tened to the thundering of the 
cannon, clashing of swords, and 
the shouts and cries of millions 
in mortal combat, I heard again 
the mysterious voice saying ‘Son 
of the Republic, look and learn.’ 
When the voice had ceased, the 
dark shadowy angel placed his 
trumpet once more to his mouth, 
and blew along and fearful blast. 

Instantly a light as of a 
thousand suns shown down 
from above me, and pierced 
and broke into fragments the 
dark cloud which enveloped 
America. At the same mo- 
ment the angel upon whose 
head still shown the word 
Union, and who bore our na- 
tional fIag in one hand .lnd a 
sword in the other, descended 
from the heaven6 attended by 
legions of white spirits. These 
immediatelyjoinedtheinhab- 
itants of America, who 1 per- 

up their broken ranks and 
renewed the battle. 

“Again, amid the fearful 
noise of the conflict, I heard the 
mysterious voice saying, ‘Son of 
the Republic, look and learn.’ 
As the voice ceased, the shad- 
owy angel for the last time dipped 
water from the ocean and 
sprinkled it upon America. In- 
stantly the dark cloud rolled 
back, together with the armies 
it had brought, leaving the in- 
habitants of the land victori- 
ous.! 

“Then once more I beheld 
the villages, towns and cities 
springing up where I had seen 
them before, while the bright 
angel, planting the azure stan- 
dard he had brought in the midst 
of them, cried with a loud voice: 
‘While the stars remain, and 
the heavens send down dew 
upon the earth, so long shall 
the Union last.’ And taking 
from his brow the crown on 
which blazoned the word 
‘Union’, he placed it upon the 
Standard while the people, 
kneeling down, said, ‘Amen’. 

“The scene instantly be- 
gan to fade and dissolve, and I 
at last saw nothing but the ris- 
ing, curling vapor I at first be- 
held. This also disappearing, I 
found myself once more gazing 
upon the mysterious visitor, 
who, in the same voice I had 
heard before, said, ‘Son of the 
Republic, what you have seen 
is thus interpreted: Three 
great perils wilI come upon 
the RepubIic. The mart fear- 
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fd is the third, but in this 
greatest conflict the whole 
world united shall not prevail 
against her. Let every child of 
the Republic learn to live for 
his God, his land and the 
Union. With these words the 
vision vani6hed, and I started 
from my seat and felt that I 
had seen avision wherein had 
been shown to me the birth, 
progress, and destiny of the 
United States.” 

Thus ended. General 
George Washington’s vision 
and prophecy for the United 
States of America. 

George Washington was 
a man of great faith, courage 
and dedication. Many times 
before important battles, it was 
reported by his troops, that they 
would find him kneeling in 
prayer before the Almighty. 

Perhaps it is time for you 
to prepare for “the final 
battle” also? 

Go Dharma, for it is pre- 
‘dieted a major earthquake in 
the area of San Bernardino 
about 6:00 thiseveningand it is 
now 5:59. These predictions 
are coming now from your “sci- 
entific community” who placed 
the local hospital in Yucaipa 
and in San Bernardino on RED 
ALERT FOR THIS EVENING. 
Chelas, I don’t think they are 
going to change their plans THIS 
TIME. God walks with you. 
Take this from the machine in 
case . the power fails and the 
writing is lost. 

Salu, Hatonn to clear. 
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= To download the PHOENIX LIBERA TOR from your computer or to i 
: leave a public message, simply dial (by modem) (805) 822-1309 for the n 

: free Patriot Information/PHOENIX LIBERA TOR Bulletin Board. Set : 
8 
n your computer for 2400 or 9600 baud N-8- 1. The board uses Procom+ : 
: and most of the files are in zipped (or compressed) format using the : 
: program PKZIP. Information contained on this BBS concerns indi- ; 
n vidual rights, legal briefs of all kinds, constitutional and related matters, l 

: rare treatises on freedom, some of the PHOENIX JOURNALS, and : 
: much more. If you try to enter the BBS through Windows, it won’t work. : 
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More News And Non-News 
7/2/92 Wl HATONN Chelas, this is NOT OFF, 

EARTHOUAKES? 

What happened to the earth- 
quakes in California?4idn’t 
even make honorable mention 
on CNN this early morning! 
Could it be connected to the 
move-in on Yugoslavia? Could 
it be to lull you to sleep for the 
Fourth of July? Ho- 
hummmmm. It turns out the 
warning for San Bernardino was 
intended for the full week-end 
and not just yesterday after- 
noon. But, for some reason the 
predictors are coming OFF a 
“sure” thing into a maybe or 
possibly. Ask the people in the 
“hit” areas how steady the 
ground is right now-it has 
never stopped shaking. No, it 
is not OFF. 

Further, they are pulling 
your attention back to the mid- 
East U.S. for expected torna- 
dos, floods ..and ‘incredible” 
storms. No one even mentions 
the OTHER quakes from one 
side of the U.S. to the other. 
Why would that be? 

m 

7/2/92 #2 HATONN ’ 

***ADDENDUM TO 
‘EARTHQUAKE” DIS- 
CUSSION: - 

I neglected to answer 
the biggest question of all 
regarding the controlled 
earthquake activity so 
please add this portion to 
the prior writing. 

The reason for utiliz- 
ing the faults which were 
‘struck” was to make 
sure THE SAN ANDREAS 
WOULD-’ -NOT BE TRIG- 
GERED. Both of the ma- 
jor quakes were noconly 
on long inactive faultsbut 
were not even interceptive 
of the San Andreas. Had 
they moved on to the 
Garlock it would* likely 
have triggered the- “Big- 
One” without striking the 
entire coastal area. 

just waiting proceeding 
events. The earth is still 
shaking like mush in the 
stricken areas but you will 
note a tremendous less- 
ening of pulse and tonal 
assault today so local 
nerves will be much more 
“at rest” until they start 
bombardment again. You 
will not be out of these 
“woods” until some time 
next week-after’they tell 
you the shuttle has 
landed for it was the “de- 
coy” for first strike capa- 
bility and your enemy told 
the whole world as much! 
Space-cadets won’t be 
able to bear the burden 
either because the Rus- 
sians were a lot more 
clever than you THIS 
TIME. 

Now, for longevity of 
peace and quiet? There 
won’t be any for the game 
is in full blossom so enjoy 
the respite even if it be for 
only a brief few hours. 
You will note that local 
epicenter “victimsR note 
no lessening of the Vuid” 
motion underfoot. You 
have been toyed with just 
as the proverbial cat and 
mouse. 

Who is YOUR enemy? 
Think again!! Your gov- 
ernment, and political 
nation has enemies in 
action-&es that mean 
that these ones are 
YOUR enemies? They 
donotseemtobeJl!¶mE! 
The %agM am still 
in flight-they most 
certainly have NOT 
landedl gyou are of 
~perhapsyous~~ 
be readjusting- your 
tho&ghtpattemsintoa 
morresuitabledirection 
hst who IS- youf en-. 
emy? I seel, A little lie 
here and a ljttle lie 
there-and soon, no- 

J-dlp=~~-~ 

when it smacks them in 
thefaceheadon Ithink 
youjustmayhaveYom 
enemies mixed up a 
bit-and it ain’t space 
aliens EITIIERl Better 
take a long hard look 
atyourgovemmentand 
Elite with that HPlan 
2000”-I note the Rus- 
si&swiththose- 
spheres want no part of 
your New World Order 
OR your One World Goz~ 
emment UNLESS, OF 
COURSE, IT’S THEIRS! 
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planes intoYugoslaviaand U.N. the whole thing anyway and no 
troops to insure receiving of one would lie to you-would 
“humanitarian aid”? Seems to they? Your government surely 
me you are still murdering Iraqi wouldn’t do that, would they? 
babies by the thousands for lack 
of humanitarian aid. Also, in BCCI BANKING 
Africa, the planes can’t get 
through to the starving and no What a relief, Mr. Clark and 
onegivesatinker’sdamn. What Mr. Altman were NOT indicted 
about them? along with the “foreignA ban- 

COMMUNIST BLACKMAIL? 
dits of BCCI. Further, they can’t 
even be tried on their own little 
banking schemes-because 

. -Yugoslavia wants you? aid -those nasty Abu Dhabi politi- 
so badly that the Serbs say if, cians have the local banksters 
you come-on-in, U.S., you will under “House Arrest” and the 
be stink into another war that U.S. can’t kidnap them like the 
will be worse than Vietnam! did the doctor in Mexico. Would 
Humanitarian aid? Oh, I don’t this appear handy or what? 
think so. ‘Puppets on a String” 
under blackmail by Soviet Com- SPELL “RELIEF”--“NO 
munists is the REAL name of OCTOBER SURPRISE” 
the game underway. 

Back to Bushes and poison 
CALIFORNIA-NO BUDGET, aphids on the branches: Mr. 

NO MONEY, NO JOBS! Bush’s people have declared 
e that Mr. Bush is’“clear” of all 

- .The state of California is charges in the October Surprise 
bankrupt; you must know- incident-“He did not go to 
.along with just about all the Paris” as accused! Oh? What 
other states and the nation. The of the very pilots who flew him 
state is issuing only “I Owe there and back? What of the 
You’s” toemployeesand makes ones who met WITH HIM 
a big dealof whether or not they THERE? Is Mr. Bush a simple 
will be honored by the banks- illusion-here today and gone 
well, I ask you: What are Fed- tomorrow? And what of CIA% 

the big lie and thrust that Iran 
is printing billions of $100 Fed- 
eral Reserve notes (yours) to 
balance their budgets and pay 
the debts-this aided and abet- 
ted by Syria. [Or so they say!] 

Funny thing about all this, 
they also say the “money” is 
printed on U.S. Government 
printing presses. How do you 
suppose Iran got U.S. Govern- 
ment printing presses?? Could 
this be the opportunity to 
change currency on youse-the- 
sleeple? Surely you don’t want 
Iran and Syria-and especially 
Israel-using YOUR money do 
you? Nobody said anything YUGOSLAVIA, IRAO, 

AFRICA .when Japan and the U.S. did it . 
and still do it. But golly, geeze- 

What ofacouple ofU.S. cargo not Iran! Oh well, Iran denies 

w eral Reserve notes? They are Mr. Casey and that nice, Mr. 
NOT government currency- Grey? What of Kissinger and 

-they are pieces of paper which Shultz? Flitterbirds all, I guess. 
-&-e not worth the paper printed Funny thing about political 
on either. In fact, chelas, note years of election-even MR. : L 
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PEROT has decided not to tes- that “Bo,” is not one of the thought,” they say today. Cali- quicker than the eyes as they 
tidy regarding any POW/MIAs %P group. This says about fornia says it is so bad that deceive you. 
for f...fear of making a political as xmch “good” about a man there is no way to m&e up the Well, Dharrna, we shall sim- 
circus of the matter”. as rpyf&ing I have yet heard. billionsofdollarsdeficit because ply have to continue to unfold 

AMERICA: ARE YOU AS TO- there are so many unemployed the stories as best we c& and 
TALLY BONKERS AS IT WOULD THE OUEEN OF THE with (I+. . no jobs to em to=. hope some will be seeing confir- 
AT FIRST GLANCE APPEAR WORLD mation of the truth of it and 
THIS DAY? SO BE IT AND GOOD YELTSW raise their eyes above the 
LUCK BECAUSE YOU SURELY “As Queen of Canada I....” flatland table-top and at least 
DO NEED A LOT OF IT. said Lizzie yesterday as she sur- I Tad 3(lou to bgwarre of check their “divine plan” for 

veyed her Canadian Kingdom 1.. . enemies bearing Nti” future reference. You are going 
BO GRIT2 and said OAmeri-, ER-R, a& yau didn’t H&en! FphtLrr to find that the LIES involved 

Canada will never be divided!” the Elite Gorbachev made with your “divinity”, ‘sourCeA 
Hummmn, speaking of Oops of the year? Or....?? deuls +r -2, Yeltsi[n was and “future” are FAR AND BE- 

POW/MIA and lies. What ever blackmailing tlua U.S. I totd YOND WORSE THAN THAT OF 
happened to good old Colonel NO INTEREST RATE w a lot of m own ‘%q+ POLITICS! So be it. 

I m cerMuly she ployed in the U.S. than 

James *Bo” Gritz? Is he dead, INCREASE? peningsn would revolve 
alive, apt to win an election- YES ON INTEREST RATES! anoundwhatgouwoulddoto 
ever heard the name? I thought saveassetswithRussh You 
not. I think this next notation. Mr. Bush asked the Fed to madeaswinpzt~strik&~ 
from a friend in Arizona sums it again tinker with the interest and the RussiruLs expected 

UP- rates in his behalf by lowering it=thegalsoexpecttheNEXT 
A COMMENT: “The only time rates. The Feds agreed in- ATTEMPT. AMRRZCANS- 

1’vq heard BO GHlZ’name ever stantly-HOWEVER, just p;ES- WELCOllduc TO COXMUNlST 
mentioned on National Network TERDAY he said CL . . ..interest USSR! How do you like it so 
News was on an ABC Zxpose” rates ‘and lending will HOLD far? Well,goldr&sedinpr&e 
on the MU-POW issue which BT~YWITHOUTCHANGBS, by $4.00 this morning-but 
blasted Bo, condemning him the economy is in good recov- who has the .crold? 
cis a ‘liar, deceiver, fraud’ on eq?. Hatonn confusing? Chelas, you have only “just 
his AU&POW statements, begun”! I find my own self 
b&ing him as a ‘hoaxter’ UNEMPLOYMENT? wishing we (me] had been lying 
l#ngtotheAmedcanpeople. to you as accused for I see a 
Th4PWMVW-0nCemtn- The announcement has bleak future in perception for 
M hw ums a PresMsntial come forth that the unemploy- the next* years-if you have 
ccuadtda&I Thts su~le i&u+- ment figures have been wrongly years. Fearmonger Hatonn? Oh 

~lli~c= 2 a&nod had ape- projected through computer er- God, I wish it had turned out 
rors-“There are more unem- that way and not this way. 

A CALL TO SERVE FOR ALL 

m. 

CALLED TO SERVE COL. JAMES “BO” GRITZ 
By James *‘Bo*’ Gritz PALO ALTO, CA. 7l91 

$24.95...Book S20.00...2 Hour...Vk?eo Tape 
In his book, Gritz lifts the veil of Bo tells the story behind the co- 
National Security to reveal how vert CIAoperationsofViet Nam. 
U. S. Forcesbavebeen usedas tools 

‘. . 
He names those key indrvrduals 

by international elitists who are involved in the Golden Triangle 
g&y of drug traffi&ng, prevent- heroin trade. His is a message of 
ing American POW% from coming conrage and he delivers a “final 
home, and more. call to serve” to all who will 
To Order Callz America West awaken to the evil behind the 

a Nevada corporation 
l-800-729-4131 

“New World Order!‘. 

UPDATE ON NULL-TIME 
_ ANlCi PHOTONS 

This capitulation to serve 
Ruti may have just bought 
you a Iittle Wmen on the 
photonringofd. Itw#lS 
de$&nd op how the next few 
day8 udbld. We mod more 
t&me, dear ones, so let us re- 
joiceftwecangainwenatiny 
bit for our awn use. Do mot 
put aside preparations-stay 
right on top of ALL prepara- 

. tions foryotlue at the door of 
dis&ster and it is still wide- 
open-pIease, do not be fool- 
ish. This is still the most 

- unstable time in the history 
of the world and w-ning 
minute by minute. There are 

e. so m~y~distr&tions as to 
adaeyour minds-don’t &se 
your eyes for the hands ARE 

HATONN: “You ones must be 
prepared to recognize the names, 
labels and places from whence 
comes your so-called %ealth’ care. 
I refer to the practice of medicine 
as the ‘CUT, SLASH, BURN AND 
POISON’ insutt against a living 
life-form. I call this JOURNAL, 
HIGH PRIESTS AND RABBIS 
IN THE TEMPLE because that is 
what ‘health care’ has come to rep- 
resent. The hospital (and research 
lab) is the ‘temple’, the practitio- 
nersarethepriests andrabbis. ‘Trust 
me with your life but ask me for no 
explanations,’ is the byiine..‘for I 
am God of your being’.” 

TO ORDER CONTACT 
AMERICA WEST 

a Nevada corporation 

l-800-729-4131 

By Hatonn...SlO.OO 
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Limo Driver Delivers 

‘7/2/92 #2 HATONN 

I realize that this is about as 
old and tired a subject as I can 
choose this day but nonethe- 
less-we are going to present it 
again. I apologize for the lack of 
ability to present colored pho- 
tos to you but it is not worth the 
confusion and expense just to 
prove a “hand” in the firing 

3 

Fatal JFK Shot 
position. (Editor’s note: rf you 
could see the hand in wlor-as 
in the original wlor wpy photos 
we have-you would note the 
unmistakable flesh coloration of 
a hand.) 

I have told you that the driver 
of Kennedy’s limo also shot the 
President. This has been dis- 
counted, actually by one I fully 
respect, Col. Gritz. However, he 

is incorrect; the driver, William 
Greer, was one of the shooters 
and actually blasted him with 
the final fatal shot-he had al- 
ready been hit fatally -by E. 
Howard Hunt from the “grassy 
knoll”. At any rate let us look at 
the scenario as presented to us 
in the San Luis Obispo material 
from R.R. 

Page 29 

Final 

QUOTE: 

WILLIAM GREER 

At 12:30 PM, on Nov. 22, 
1963, AbrahamZapruder stood 
on the concrete platform in 
Dealey Plaza in Dallas, Texas 
with his Bell & Howell Super 8 
movie camera hoping to get a 

fa 
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good film clip of the presidential the TV station. The film was service agent! Over the next 25 ernment lied. (Yeah, it does 
motorcade as it drove through given to the photography lab years, I met and talked with that sometimes.) 
the, plaza, What he filmed technician, who proceeded to several persons who SAW the Between 12:30 PM and 
should have been the most im- develop the film. The film clip silver .45 caliber Colt automatic that first showingthere wasonly 
portant photography in the his- was aired, probably only once, pistol in the hand of secret time to develop the film. There 
tory oftheworld. What he filmed about 10 to 15 hours after it service agent Willlam Greer! wasn’t time to alter the film. 
was not only the assassination was exposed. The FBI and the Secret The FBI, CIA, and the Secret 
of the President of the United Anyone who saw THAT Service immediately descended Service didn’t even know the TV 
States, but one of the assassins clip (and there were many) could upon the TV station. The lab station had it until they saw it 
as well. see that the president was shot technician showed the film for on the air. The personnel at the 

Zapruder and his secre- from the front and not from the them and it was confiscated and TV station didn’t even know that 
tar-y hurried to the CBS-TV af- rear as the Warren Commission ordered not to be aired. The Greer was on that film clip1 
filiate with the camera and film, stated. I concluded that the government insisted that the Except for one! A re- 

where a price was agreed upon shot came from the front seat of Zapruder film was never shown porter for the station was “on 
and the film was turned over to the limousine and the secret publicly until 1972. The gov- the Scene” at the assassination 

site. He knew exactly what 
happened and so did several 
innocent bystanders. The in- 
nocent bystanders had incred- 
ibly short lives after that day. 
The reporter used his knowl- 
edge to bribe his way into an 
executive position and anchor- 
man spot with CBS at a na- 
tional level. His name was DAN 
RATHER! 

25 years later on CNN- 
~TV, Larry Kingwas doing a 25th 
Anniversary special call-in pro- 
gram on the President Kennedy 

It .45 pistol -of the t; pe usd b;T wit.1 
e bulk of the pistol is well forward 

s is what appears in illiam Grew? ' 8 
ruder film except it i in his left fia 

as ~~~~ur~~ here. The pistol is in a ‘“re 

Greer, You can 
hand of the 

“What is your most v 

lL963?” The caller ~de~ti~ 

Although the pistol pictured above is not the same model as the Colt, 
its operation is identical. Its operation is of a “delayed blowbacl@ 
operation which means that the top part of the pistol, called the 
slide , travels rapidly to the rear to eject the spent cartridge and 
feed a fresh one into the firing chamber. This is what you are looking 
at in frame 313. At approxiiuately the same instant that the bullet 
struck President Kennedy, the pistol slide,reached its rearward travel* 
You can see the pistol slide extending back over the shooters hand. Due 
to the extremely rapid motion of the slide, the slide is more blurred * 
than in frame 312. 

and the Secret Service came to 
the station that night and asked 
to see the film clip. On CNN, he 
said, “I will never forget the 
look of ghastly horror on their 
faces when they saw the 
president’s head explode.” 
B-hit! They were there and 
saw it in personl The look of 
‘ghastly horror” was because 
they saw that their own William 
Greer was caught in the act of 
murdering the president. 
Greer’s action is not really obvi- 
ousand requires that theviewer 
concentrate on Greer and not 
on Kennedy. Even the lab tech- 
nician missed it1 

Also 25 years later-No- 
vember 1988-Life magazine 
did an anniversary special on 
the Kennedy assassination. In 
the magazine were many clear, 
large photos from that day 25 
years earlier. They obviously 
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came from a perfect unboogered 
Zapruder film.. n’me-Life owns 
the rights to the Zapruder film. 

One of the photos shows 
the presidential limousine com- 
ing down Elm Street in Dealey 
Plaza. The limo has just come 
from behind the Stemmons 
Freeway sign. President 
Kennedy has been wounded in 
the throat by a bullet fired from 
the grassy knoll. The bullet 
allegedly passed through the 
sign. The sign was removed the 
next day! 

about did everyone in the Clint Hill, who was on the run- Dr,. Robert McClellan’s 
“plan” into a state of pure ning board of the Cadillac was report stated, “The bullet en- 
panic while trybg to get it thrown off and fell on his butt tered the left temple and blew 
away from her through any behind the limo. He later testi- out a three inch chunk oi the 
hook or crook method they tied at the Warren Commission, lower right occipital bone.” If 
could-fmally they physically “Sounded like a .45 went off you draw a line through 
extracted it from her.] inside the limo.” As he Kennedy’s head from the lower 

A famous ex-race-car scrambled up on the trunk of right occipital through the left 

There is something terri- 
bly wrong in that photo. In that 
clear, good-quality photo, the 
windshield of the limo is all 
blacked out! Whoever did that 
sure did a sloppy job because 
the blackened area does not 
even follow the edge of the glass 
very well. What does that black- 
ened windshield hide? 

If you refer to the 
Zapruder tape “Dallas Revis- 
ited” on “The Walter Cronkite 
Nova Special”, you will see down 
against the driver’s door, in his 

driver operates a driving school the limo, he met Jackie trying to temple (in frame 3 13 of the 
for aspiring race-car drivers in exit the car- escaping from Zapruder film) the line goes di- 
Southern California. As a side- Greer. He pushed her back into rectly to the AS inGreer’s left 
line, he also teaches defensive the seat as Greer accelerated hand. 
driving for chauffeurs whose the car and rode spread-eagle, The “official” au topsy 
employers lives might be in dan- on the trunk, clinging to the states that the backof Kennedy’s 
ger. The basic rule to follow handholds to Parkland Hospi- head was intact and no bones 
when someone is shooting at tal. were missing. McClellan said, 
your car, is the same as the It wasnever intended that aH~~ can that be? I had the 
normal logical reaction- stepon President Kennedy’s body go to piece of occipital bone right in 
the gas and get the hell out of Parkland Hospital. His dead my hand.” A young boy had 
there! body was supposed to go di- found the piece of Kennedy’s 

In Dealey Plaza, on No- rectly to the presidential air- head in Dealey Plaza and 
vember 22, 1963, the Number plane and directly to Washing- brought it in to the hospital. [H: 
One, Top Gun Chauffeur of the ton. Governor Connally, sitting Hum-m-n-n,theRnt DNArep- 
United States of America did directly in front of Kennedy was lica was shown on Salt Lake 
just the opposite. He braked wounded by two of the rifle bul- TV when? In the 50’s? Could 

the car to an almost complete lets. He yelled out “Oh! My it be that the Kennedy always 
stop! This alone is proof of God! THEY are going to kill us %ubsequently” featured as a 
complicity in the murder. all!” Since Connally was only part of the assassination was 
Since the rij7emen sum&- wounded it was decided to drop already waiting-with an 
&tg the caraZiscrmued up, he him off at Parkland. At the empty skull Erom which the 

left hand, the silver .45 pistol of wanted them to haut? a set- Warren Commission, he started “brain” was rntuw and for- 
William Greer! ondchame. When they tiLL to testify, “I saw”- then ever lost--never found!!?? Is 

didn’t w thejob done, C;rreer, changed his statement to “I felt” it more ridiculous than all the 
JACKIE WAS FLEEING QS back-up mrm, did his own the blast from the bullets. Of other lies of zig-zag bullets 

PISTOL thing with the .45pisto& course he %aw” and “felt”. He and one shooter? Please, 
Several researchers be- was lying across the middle cheIa- your heads for you 

Jacqueline Kennedy’s re- lieve that another bullet from jump seat in the limo and his should be better sleuths by 
action to the shooting was the the grassy knoll struck Kennedy face was only inches below the this time in your studies! 
exact, normal, logical reaction at exactly the same instant as .45 in Greer’s hand. Actually, duplicates had been 
of a person who was looking the -45 bullet. This is a reason- around for a long time by the 
down the barrel of a .45 pistol. able, logical possibility. CONNALLY/HUNT SCHEME time Kenuedy was executed 
A pistol that had just gone off Within a few days, the (murdered).] 
and splattered her. husband’s limousine was dismantled and There is speculation that After seeing the Zapruder 
blood and brains all over her. scrapped. What evidence was Connally was also an intended film, which was shown on TV 
She moved out in the opposite destroyed by that act? What victim of the assassination plot. shortly after the assassination, 
direction-out across the trunk story would an autopsy on the He allegedly was involved in a I told a friend that Kennedy was 
of the car. Ask any combat bullet holes in the car disclose? financial plan with the Huut shot from the front, not from 
veteran. if she was trying to pH: Would this be classified as brothers that would have de- the rear. The next day (Sun- 
avoid rifle bullets from the sur- obstruction or destruction of stroyed “The New World Or- day), she talked on the phone 
rounding buildings, she would justice and evidence if YOU de?. (Butthat’sanother story- with her brother in Washing- 
have dived to the floor. She was did such a thing?] “rhe Story of Jonathan May”.) ton, D.C. He worked at the 
not trying to retrieve a part of William Greer braked the Since Parkland Hospital Office of NAVALINTELLIGENCE. 
her husband’s brain as some Lincoln limousine so abruptly was not a scheduled stop in the She told him what I had told 
idiot hassuggested. [H: No,she that the Cadillac carrying the plan, the doctors and medical her-about. the shot coming 
was not “trying” to grab a Secret Service men almost ran personnel in the emergency from the front. Afterapause, he 
part of the brain but when she into the Lincoln. So many room were taken completely by said this, “Sis, I can’t tell you 
got out on the trunk of the frames were removed from the surprise. Their preliminary what really happened, but if 
vehicle, there lay a part of the public version of the Zapruder examination of the president’s the American people knew 
skull with brain still attached fti that there is an illusion of wounds were quite different than what was going on, they’d be 
and she sure as heck grabbed continuous motion. However, the “official” version. . Several panickingiathestreets.” This 
it and retained it with her for the Nix film clearly shows the doctors had very short lives af- confirmed my first conclusion 
the next several hours-which limo almost completely stoppd ter that day. about the front shot. 
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Some time during that 
first day or two, a local law 
officer and a reporter named 
Buddy Walters watched an FBI 
agent pick up a spent .45 cali- 
ber bullet from the grass in 
Dealey Plaza. A photograph 
was taken of this act. A .45 
bullet is distinctly different than 
the alleged 6.5 mm Carcano 
bullet. (Oswald’s alleged weapon 
was supposed to be a 6.5 mm 
Italian Mannlicher Carcano riile. 
This is such a poor excuse for a 
weapon that the Italian soldiers 
called it “The gun that never 
hurt anybody.“) A .45 bullet is 
short and fat while a 6.5 bullet 
is long and thin. There is no 
chance of mistaking one for the 
other. One more proof of a .45 
as the murder weapon. 

Several years later on the 
Mort Sahl TV talk show, Mort 
showed the Zapruder film. 
When the picture stopped on 
frame 313 and zeroed in on 
driver William Greer, Mort’s 
guest said, “I can’t believe what 
I’m seeing.” The TV show was 
cancelled and Mort never 
worked in TV again. 

In “The Torbitt Docu- 
ment” the author states that 
one of the assassins-code 
named “Zed”-used a .45 cali- 
ber pistol. 

Around Christmastime 
1988, a friend was visiting rela- 
tives in our area. We gave him 
a copy of our Zapruder tape 
“Dallas Revisited”. He was quite 
excited about it and couldn’t 
wait to get back to Houston, 
Texas to show the tape to his 
neighbor. His neighbor was a 
very close friend of ex-Governor 
John Connallv. 

When he returned home 
to Houston, he put the tape in 

who is always out to con a fast own minds about anything- 
buck. Lately he may have be- even UFOs.] 
come a CIA stooge. He stole the Lars Hansson then be- 
tape “Dallas Revisited” from a gins aseries ofvacillations about 
local Kennedy researcher who Greer. Like the old song goes, 
had spent 17 years researching “First you say you do and then 
that *final fatal shot”. Hansson you don’t-Then you say you 
claims he made the tape for will and then you won’t-You’re 
‘Bon Gritz and John Lear and undecided now -etc., etc.” 
was distributing it around the Hansson and David Lifton then 
country. begin a series of vaudeville acts 

to try to convince the world that 
BUSH INVOLVEMENT Greer didn’t shoot Kennedy. 

This is described in Bill Cooper’s 
Bob Grodin is another book “Behold a Pale Horse”, 

phony. He was hired by Con- Pages 2 15-22 1 w: No, no com- 
gress as the photo-interpreter ment!]. The whole charade 
expert on the Zapruder film. culminates with Hansson ap- 
Grodin is NOT a “photography pearing on ’ Inside Edition” 
expert”. His real job is to write again reversing himself saying 
phony books on conspiracy that Greer DID shoot Kennedy. 
theoriesandleadyouawayfrom The reason is obvious as 
William Greer. A close investi- 
gation of Greer would “blow the 
lid off’ of the whole “New World 
Order”. A Greer investigation 
would even suck George Bush 
into the Kennedy assassination. 

Grodin and Hansson ap- 
pear in a handout paper called 
“Conflict-the Dorff Report” 
(Feb. 1990). They get into a 
donnybrook about the “Dallas 
Revisited” tape. Grodin states, 
“What appears to be a chrome 
plated .45 automatic pistol is 
actually the chrome on the 
driver’s side door, next to Nellie 
Connally”. What Grodin fails to 
explain is how the “chrome on 
the door” gets into Greer’s left 
hand, comes up across his 
chest, points toward Kennedy’s 
head as Kennedy’s head ex- 
plodes, then goes back down 
across Greer’s chest and disap- 
pears into the front seat as the 
limo speeds toward the under- 
pass. John Lear says that the 
same piece of chrome must also 

his VCR and called his neighbor be stuck on the side of Greer’s 
over. The neighbor viewed it head in frame 3 13. Grodin is a 
stoically and said, “So now you liar! [H: Could it be that this is 
know. I don’t want to discuss the cause of Gritz’ consider: 
it.” He turned and walked out ation that Greer wasn’t the 
of the house. “shooter”? Seems a bit of 

We told a local retired CIA disinformationilappiug going 
employee about the “Dallas on in the “in” group of revela- 
Revisited” tape. He confirmed tors. This, by the way, is 
that “Greer did it.” certainly nothing new within 

Lars Hansson is an ama- that particular group who 
teur “fly-by-night” journalist can’t seem to make up their 

Hansson is setting himself up, 
so Grodin then follows him, ridi- 
culing him and trying to de- 
bunk him. It didn’t work, Any- 
one with an I.Q. of at least room 
temperature could see through 
these CIA phonies. 

[H: I do have to agree that 
the so-called 3ntelligence” 
agents are just about the most 
silly and ridiculous nit-wits 
around. Some of the “stuff” 
sent to us to try to shut us 
down is about as phony as any 
three dollar bill and still they 
persist. I suppose they are so 
trained to not allow a point to 
be missed that they “over- 
kill” to the point of nausea 
and become the birdbrains 
t.hemselves. Then, there is 
absolutely nothing more in- 
credibly amusing than a pro- 
grammed intelligence agent.] 

The movie “JFK” is a 
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old. Second, absolutely no men- 
tion is made of the real power 
behind the assassination-the 
Gehlen Organization; Werner 
Von Braun, Walter Dornberger, 
Reinhart Gehlen, and the Cali- 
forniaNazis; Reagan, Nixon, and 
William Clark. [H: Well, it 
wasn’t all THAT bad, friend- 
they just missed a few points 
and yet it was the best that 
has been allowed projection. 
I will note, however, that it 
becomes obvious that Bush 
despises Reagan and did in 
fact have connections with 
the hit-man, Hinckley, who 
shot Reagan. Bush’s son had 
an appointment for dinner 
with this person at the very 
time of the incident. Look it 
up-and I suggest you start 
with THE JOURNALS.] Third, 
Bob Grodin spent two weeks in 
Dealey Plaza doing a remake of 
the Zapruder film! The lies are 
getting so thin they would in- 
sult the intelligence of a rabbit! 
jH: Even one of those “killer 
rabbits” of Jimmy Carter 
fame!“] For the real star of 
“JFK” see the movie “The 
Catholic Bible Salesman”. Nice 
try, Stone. Nice trv, Grodin! 

**** 

Dharma, let us change the 
subject but remain in the mate- 
rial of R.R. as listed as number 
“7” in sequence. It is so timely- 
now that FEMA is in control of 
California and other states this 
very day, that I think our read- 
erswill enjoy it more than Bush’s 
“Nixon” impeachment in- 
volvement, Watergate and back 
to being present in Dallas on 
that fateful day when JFK was 

monument to the stupidity of murdered. Of course, remem- 
the human race. First of all, to ber-Nixon was there alsc+but 
anyone who can read, the Gar- “...can’t remember where I was 
rison story is at least 20 years on that day”!!! 
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Martial Law Plans For USA 
7/2/92 #2 HATONN 

CSTI and FEMA 
CALIFORNIA SPECIALIZED 

TRAINING INSTITUTE 
and FEDERAL EMERGENCY 

MANAGEMENT AGENCY 

QUOTE: 
About six years ago, I 

(R.R.) had a friend and drinking 
buddy who was “career army. 
He was assigned duties with the 
California Specialized Training 
Institute (CSTI) which was based 
at Camp San Luis. He was 
discouraged and disgusted to 
learn that certain portions of 
his army were training to fight a 
new war against avery unusual 
enemy, the citizens of the 
United States of America! A 
plan called “Rex 84 u from the 
Federal Emergency Manage- 
ment Agency (FEMA) wouLd 
suspendtheConstitutionand 
install martial law1 The au- 
thors of this plan included San 
Luis Obispo residents Luis 0. 
Giuffrida, William P. Clark, and 
Edwin Meese. Disillusioned, 
my friend left the army. He was 
not at all happy with the politics 
of the new military. 

In May 1986, the Christic 
Institute of Washington D.C. 
brought a lawsuit against the 
federal government under the 
RICO statutes, which indicted 
many members of the U.S. 
Government with assassination, 
illegal arms dealing, and drug 
trafficking in Central America. I 
told my friend of this lawsuit 
and mentioned some of the 
names involved; Oliver North, 
Richard Secord, Albert Hakim 
(an alumnus of Cal Poly), 
Theodore Shackley, Thomas 
Clines, and FrankTerpel. These 
last three names really shocked 
him. These men were involved 
inoriginatingCSTIandhadbeen 
instructors there! 

In 1987 I learned about 
Lt. Col. James ‘BoA Gritz’s 
many trips to Southeast Asia to 
look for POWs and MIAs. 

(Editor’s note: Please see Gn’tz’s 
books for all the revolting details 
of our government’s drug busi- 
ness in Southeast Asia.) Col. 
Gritz brought back accounts of 
the many POWs that were still 
being held in prison in Laos and 
Cambodia. Very peculiar; every 
time he was about to make con- 
tact with POWs, they were mys- 
teriously moved. He thought it 
was all just rotten luck until he 
was sent into the “Golden Tri- 
angle” in Burma to check on 
reports that General Khun Sa 
had POWs. 

Well, Khun Sa had no 
POWs but he told “go” he 
thought our government was 
stupid for buying so much 
heroin from him. Bo was 
shocked!! Now his failure to 
contact POWs started to make 
sense. The very people who 
were appointed by our govern- 
ment to bring back our POWs 
were the middlemen who were 
drug trafficking with Khun Sal 
On video tape, Khun Sa named 
Assistant Secretary of Defence 
Richard Arm&age as his best 
customer. He also named 
Theodore Shackley andThomas 
Clines as part of the U.S. 
Government’s drug trafficking 
team. The same Shackley and 
Clines named in the Christic 
lawsuit and the sameShack@ 
and Clines who helped Ronald 
Reagan Mtablish CSTI! 

Shackley, who was then 
Deputy Director of the CIA un- 
der George Bush, his assistants 
Thomas .Clines and Frank 
Terpel, have for manyyears been 
in charge of drug trafficking, 
assassination programs, and 
establishment of anti-terrorist 
training facilities (or terrorist 
training facilities) such as CSTI. 
Terpel, of the Terpel-Wilson team 
who sold C-4 explosives to 
Libya’s Muhamar Quadafy, also 
helped set up a training school 
for terrorists (or anti-terrorists?) 
in Libya. President Reagan or- 
dered an air strike against Libya 
to retaliate against the terrorist 

training camp. This training 
school was established, not by 
the KGB, but by the CIA. The 
stoic silence of my CSTI friend 
told me I was ‘right on”. 

Through the Special 
Forces Association, a local re- 
tired “Green Beret” obtained 
the address of Colonel =Bo” 
Gritz in Sandy Valley, Nevada. 
With a member of the Christic 
Institute, we went to see Bo and 
brought him the video tapes 
about murder and drug traf- 
ficking in Central America. Bo 
was amazed. He said “Why, 
they’re saying the same thing 
I’m saying.” Sure enough, the 
“left wing,” Christic Institute and 
the “right wing” Bo Gritz were 
giving the same account of drug 
trafficking, assassination, and 
gun running. We concluded- 
IT’S TIME THAT THE “RIGHT” 
AND THE “LEFT”, THE DEMO- 
CRATS AND REPUBLICANS, 
THE LIBERALS AND THE CON- 
SERVATIVES, THE BLACKS 
AND THE WHITES GET THEIR 
ACT TOGETHER AND REALIZE 
WHO IS REALLY SCREWING 
US! There is a huge amount of 
information available from the 
‘Center for Action” in Sandy 
Valley, the Christic Institute, 
the Mae Brussel Research Cen- 
ter, Barbara Honegger (author 
of “October Surprise”) and 
many other persons and orga- 
nizations. 

When we returned from 
Nevada, I set about to learn all I 
could about CSTI and FEMA. 
The best information is con- 
tained in an audio tape .of a 
radio interview by Dave Emory 
of “Radio Free America #32”. 
This tape is about 3 hours long 
and tells how CSTI was initially 
formed. To briefly summarize, 
you will remember the protests 
and demonstrations against the 
Vietnam War. These demon- 
strations greatly upset Gover- 
nor Ronald Reagan. He, being a 
veteran of World War II, World 
War I, the Civil War, the Indian 
wars, thought that these pro- 

tests were very unpatriotic, so 
he created CSTI to deal with 
these ‘dissidents”. CSTI could 
also control protests against 
nuclear power at Diablo Can- 
yon, environmental protesters 
such as “Earth First”, abortion 
rights protesters, minority race 
protesters such as Uhuru and 
SLA. He anticipated protests 
against the next “Vietnam”- 
the invasion of Nicaragua. This 
invasion was already staged and 
called “Operation Night Train”. 

In 1968, “The King Alfred 
Plan” appeared in a novel “rhe 
Man Who Cried ‘I Am”‘. The 
author, John Williams, claims . 
it is a true document and had to 
write a novel around it to get it 
published. kt zuas a ~Zan b 

?vund up, inc-fute, and 

eliminate 20 milLion Blacks 
in the United States. In 1970, 
it appeared as Luis Giuffrida’s 
thesis at the U.S. Army War 
College. Governor Reagan liked 
it so ‘much he made Giuffrida 
the Commander of CSTI at Camp ’ 
San Luis where it was the pat- 
tern foe “Operation Cable 
Splicer”. In 198 1, President 
Reagan made Giuffrida head of 
FEMA (replaced by Stickney), 
where ‘King Alfred” became 
“Rex84”. “Rex”means’Reacii- 
ness Exercise” and is also Latin 
for “King”. This plan, by 
Giuffiida, assisted by National 
Security Advisor WUiamClark, 
Attorney General Edwin Meese, 
Colonel Oliver North and oth- 
ers, called for susmion of 
the Constitution, declaration 
of martial law, and incarcera- 
tion of all who protested 
agaiust it. 

DuringtheIran-Contrahear- 
ings, Congressman Jack Brooks 
attempted to question Oliver 
North about this plan to sus- 
pend the Constitution and de- 
clare martial law. He was 
immediately interrupted and 
squelchec tij the chairman, 
Senator Daniel Inouye. 

Today this plan is still in 
effect. Quoting from Bo G&z’s 
newsletter: 

The U.S. Congress 
is now considering a bill 
(HR 4079 and S. 2245,. 
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National Crime Emer- ULTRA and its use on assassins later exchanged for cocaine. died. 
gency Act) which could such as Mark David Chapman, Do you think that a couple of In 1989 General Khun Sa 
declare a NATIONAL John Hinckley, Patrick Purdy Syrian terrorists could have exported 3000 tons of heroin. 
EMERGENCY for five and many others. The 900 ele- advance information about the The US. Government is still his 
years if it is signed into ments of the U.S. and British secretitineraryofthe president’s best customer. At a half mil- 
law. Under existing ex- governments. The “October helicopter schedule a whole lion dollars per pound, do you 
ecutive directives, the Surprise” about how Bush and month in advance without some think the governm ent is go- 
Constitution ofthe United Casey flew to Paris to make a collusion with the ‘Secret Gov- ing to lose the profits from 
States of America can be deal to hold the embassy hos- ernmentA? Today George Bush thousands of tons of cocaine 
suspended and martial tages until after the 1980 elec- is on very, very friendly terms and heroin by imprisoning 
law declared under condi- tions. p: Don’t miu today’s with the Syrians-[or hadn’t drugums? Wake up America! 
tions of a national emer- earlier writing. Bush’s own you noticed?] 80% of the drugs your children 
gency. The Federal Emer- investigators have now Abbu Nidal and Monzer use come in through U#. Gov- 
gency Management cleared Bush completely and Al-Kassar were involved in the ernment channels. CSTI AND 
Agency (FEMA) is already announced he was not in Paris December 1988 bombing of Pan- FEMA WILL IMPRISON PRO- 
in place to enforce such a at “October Surprise”-are Am 103 which killed 259 men, TESTERS, DEMONSTRA- 
decree. you ussrprised”?] The sav- women and children. The pur- TORS,HOMELESS, GUN-OWN- 
In the early 1900’s, the ings and loan scandal which poseofthebombingwastoelimi- ERS, DRAFT EVADERS, TAX 

Panama Canal was originally involves the president’s son-. nate a CIA team who was de- EVADERS, TOO! 
planned to go through Nicara- and others. fecting from the CIA and planned In the 50’s and 60’s 
gua. This is the most practical For many years covert to ublow the whistle” on the Marseille, France was the heroin 
location for a canal. Today the actions have been undertaken CIA and the usecret govern- capital of the world. From there 
Panama Canal is obsolete. No which would mandate the me&‘! the heroin came to America, the 
supertanker, aircraft carrier, or FEMA/REX 84 plan. In a recent To provide credence to French Connection. Some of 
battleship will fit through it. A book an Israeli Mossad agent this article, the author would the channels were the Mafia, 
new canal is planned for Nica- states that his agency knew for like to state that he has per- Cuba, the military, and the off- 
ragua. The only economicalway months a terrorist attack was sonal involvement with many of shore oil drilling platforms in 
it C~II be constructed is with planned on the Americans in the persons and incidents here the Gulf of Mexico. The oil 
ADM’s-atomic demolitions. A Beirut. The guards at the Ma- included. Persons in the Intel- drilling platforms were pio- 
synchronized detonation, in an rine barracks were ordered to ligence Support Activity (NSA), neered and owned by a Hous- 
earthquake active area, of 250 stand duty with UNLOADED Office of Naval Intelligence, ton, Texas based company 
million tons TNT equivalent of WEAPONS! U.S. intelligence White House Staff, Christic In- named Zapata Offshore Oil. 
nuclear explosions30 miles long KNEW AN ATTACK WAS IM- stitute, etc. [H: He, however, The heroin was unloaded miles 
will instantaneously blast a ca- MINENT AND DID NOTHING did not have nor has he had out at sea from fishing boats to 
nal large enough to allow super- TO STOP IT. [H: Yes indeedy- now, any contact until this the platforms. From the oil 
tankers and aircraft carriers to moreconfirmation that I don’t material arrived, with Hatonn drilling platforms the heroin 
pass each other. Do you think fool around with your intelli- or my scribe. He is still totally went ashore via the normal crew 
this may cause protests and gence in the JOURNALS. I unhnown to my scribe.] One and equipment boats, thereby 
demonstrations? [H: Here is simply don’t hnow what more incident happened over 36 years avoiding customs and inspec- 
some confirmation for all you you need for confirmation.] ago. During the Korean War, I tions. The president of Zapata 
little deniers of what we have Another plan to imple- was in the U.S. Marine Corps OilwasGeorgeHtiefiW*er 
given you. Absurd? No, ment FEMA was another at-’ with the U.S. Sixth Fleet in the Bush. As Director of Central 
planned and ready! We gave tempt to assassinate Reagan in Mediterranean. In a conversa- Intelligence, Bush was the com- 
you a fhll description of ex- June 1986, in Venice, Italy, by tion with a French lady in Mar- mander of the world’s largest 
actly how it would be palled shooting down his helicopter seille, France, she told me her drug trafficking operation; As 
off-1 “Marine One”. This plan was husband was killed at Dien Bien president he is commander-in- 

Tounderstand theneces- aborted because in May the Phu, French Indochina (Viet- chief of the military which in- 
sity for CSTI and FEMA one Christic Institute filed theirlaw- nam). pH: How many of you eludes CSTI and FEMA. [H: 
must consider the staggering suit against the U.S. Govern- readers lcnew that Vietnam And the uheadn of FEMA is a 
amount of information about ment, naming many of the per- WAS FRENCH INDOCHINA?] -KISSINGERANDASSOCIAT~ 
covert operations that is avail- sons who were to participate in She was very bitter. She said, STOOGE.] 
able to those who care to look the June assassination. Abbu “We’re only there for the Today (December, 1990) 
for it: Drug trafficking on a Nidal and Monzer Al-Kassar heroin.” Then she really 300,000servicemenandwomen 
global scale. Assassinations were the “Syrian terrorists” who shocked me. She said, “Your are facingaconfrontation in the 
which go back to the Kennedys were to carry out the assassina- government finances our war in Saudi desert, which could very 
and Martin Luther King. The tion. They were partners with Indochina.” Why were we sup- well become World War III. Not 
development and distribution OLIVER NORTH, RICHARD porting the French war? For a a shot has yet been fired, but 
of AIDS. The assimilation of SECORD, AND ALBERT “piece of the action”- opposition, demonstrations, 
hundreds of Nazi scientists, HARIM IN PROVIDING THE HEROIN! This war evolved and protestsare growing across 
doctors, and intelligence agents POLISH AR-47s AND PORTU- into thevietnam War inwhich the country. Need there be more 
under “Project Paperclip”. Mind GUESE AMMO FOR THE CON- over 58,000 Americans and justification for the existence of 
control programs such as MK/ TRAS. These weapons were millions of southeast Asians CSTI and FEMA? 
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This may be the end of quot- [a22 with con-t %&de*the 
ing on this above matter but it system) tell me that them are 
sure is not the end of the story, 1ILQ/or “things” @anned for 
is it? Now, did this person the 23rrl or 25th of JUZ~!! 
“plagiarize” JOURNAL MATE- GOPSI??! I suggest you get 
RIAL FROM OLD HATONN or is dg because the %ctionSn 
this just possibly TRUTH, read- m gofng to get 11u)m and 
ers? THERE ARE A WHOLE momnastyasyoumovea&mg. 
LOT OF ONES WHO KNOW Enough for this writing. 
THE TRUTH-BUTCAAPTGET Thank you. 
YOU TO LISTEN, SEE OR ACT! Hatonn to bid you a good- 

I have now had seven day. 
sources, including this one, 

Learning To Trust 
God Within 

‘.. 

6/ 16/92 SANANDA 

Greetings, precious little 
dove, Druthea. I AM Sananda. 
I am known by many labels, 
Esu Immanuel, Jesus Christ, 
Pale Prophet, etc. I am not fet 
upon your place, although I 
bring instructions as Governor 
of your place in service to the 
Lighted One Source. 

I walked upon your place as 
Son of Man AND Son of God in 
my spiritual awareness. I came 
then some 2000 years past in 
your counting to instruct and 
prepare God’s people (those who 
abide within His Laws and bring 
lighted Truth) for THIS time of a 
Great Cycle transition of your 
species. I come with THE HOSTS 
OF GOD to bring His children, 
lost and now found in Godly 
intent, to His places prepared 
for you ones. You- are my 
younger brethren and God has 
entrusted in me responsibility 
for your spiritual evolvement 
into the higher places He has 
prepared for you. There are 
many who travel with me, in- 
cluding our beloved Commander 
Hatonn, who has chosen per- 
haps the most difficult task of 
Historian and “telling you like 
it is, thorns and all, upon your 
place”. 

problems are. In this way you 
can then face them (problems) 
and begin the healing. If you do 
not KNOW of your illness or you 
DENY it deliberately, it only 
spreads in devastation of un- 
balance within you. Yes, it is 
quite shocking, alarming and 
frightening to begin to look at 
“how bad it really is” in unbal- 
anced condition upon your 
place. Often it even seems hope- 
less and overwhelming. KNOW 
that it is NOT hopeless unless 
YOU make it so by not accept- 
ing your responsibility and part 
in cleaning up self, and there- 
fore bringing balance back to 
the whole. 

Part of your growing into re- 
sponsibility, chelas, is learning 
to depend upon YOUR INNER 
GUIDANCE from Creator and 
His Hosts of Lighted Source. 
ALL that you encounter OUT- 
SIDE of self will be measured 
within and discerned within as 
relating to self and Truth. I am 
referring most especially to your 
spiritual directions of daily ac- 
tivity and interchange. Are your 
interchanges balanced? Do you 
give more than you receive or 
receive more than you give? Do 
you know that you can, with 
God’s presence requested and 
abided by, achieve balanced 
interchange in all of your trans- 
actions and interactions? IF 
THAT BE YOUR INTENT IT WILL 
BE ACCOMPLISHED! 

I tell you this that you know 
when she first became aware of 
us outside of self, she denied for 
a long, long time and went 
through terrible testing with 
doubts, confusion, poor self- 
value and self-centered ego. She 
was frightened. In less than 
three years she has grown be- 
yond her fear and doubt and 
now acknowledges she remem- 
bers her commitment to God. 
Does that mean she never 
doubts or does not sometimes 
become afraid? NO. The dif- 
ference is she now FEELS and 
KNOWSourpresence,ourguid- 
ante and our protection. She 
has secured her lifeline with 
God and has felt that INNER 
strength and knows she can 
confront any problem or situa- 
tion given and receive guidance. 
ALLOFYOUCANANDWILLDO 
THE SAME! 

You each will stand naked 
WITH GOD in responsibility to 
Our One Creator for that which 
YOU DO and HOW YOU THINK 
AND BEHAVE. You each are 
fully accountable for selves and 

Yes, WE know that you find 
it easier to get answers outside 
of self for self in opinion or ex- 
pert judgement by others. It 
also means that you deny God 
within opportunity to 
strengthen your bond of inner 
KNOWLEDGE when ever you 
seekoutside FIRST. Let it FIRST 
be inside that you find Truth 
and then allow the verification 
and validation of that which 
you KNOW to unfold, for ex- 
ample within these transmis- 
sions. Most of these lessons are 
NOT NEW to any of you reading 
herein! We are simply remind- 
ing you each of that which is 
already known WITHIN. If some 
idea or concept of teaching feels 
unfamiliar, it does not mean it 
is untruth! It simply means you 

ignorance is a valid excuse for a do not KNOW or REMEMBER 
time. ONCE YOU ARE GIVEN yet. Sit with GOD whenevervou 
OPPORTUNITY TO KNOW AND sit to read these JOURNALS 

When you ones realize and 
accept that your ONLY security 
lies with Trusting God WITHIN, 
you have reached a most won- 
derful pinnacle in understand- 
ing and growth. You will accept 
your instructions and you will 
act upon them. Sometimes you 
will stumble and bumble and 
get really frustrated with self. 
This will pass and God will carry 
you when it seems you cannot 
take another step. 

Like a diagnostician, he 
(Hatonn) recognizes and reveals 
to you ones the disease within 
selves and upon your place that 
you may understand WHAT the 

STILL REFUSE OVER AND 
OVER AGAIN, you must face 
the consequences of your own 
making and refusal to know. 
God does not force, EVER. You 
ones are in your linal sorting, 
wheat from chaff, within selves. 
YOU will decide your placement 
and whether or not you will 
remain bound for perhaps an- 
other millennia in lower physi- 
cal compression (material ex- 

and LIBERATOR AND ALL 
WHICH COMES TO YOUR AT- 
TENTION. You cannot ever learn 
to trust God within if you do not 
allow His attendance in your 
daily experiences. 

Does this scribe write these 
instructions from Sananda for 
self as well as YOU? Yes, she 
does. It does seem, in human 
perception, that our scribes are 
somehow more in tune and with- 

Druthea, precious dove, has 
now reached a point in her ex- 
perience ofjob and commitment 
whereby she now finds JOY in 
her work and fulfillment of giv- 
ing. THAT was a tough, tough 
pinnacle to reach, where she 
feels it is no longer a burden 
which she cannot handle. She 
feels blessed and honored and 
we, too, are blessed and hon- 
ored by her participation. For 
your work and responsibility is 
NEVER EASY, precious ones, 

istence) is entirely up to you. out ego opinions. THEY ARE but it may certainly seem so to 
And you thought College test- MORE IN TUNE AND YET SO others and to self WHEN you 

ing was difficult?! 
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CAN YOU BE. Druthea is hu- 
man. She makes errors in per- 
ception on occasion, although 
she has learned and grown to 
Trust us. And her INNER 
strength is unbreakable, al- 
though she may not yet see it in 
self. 
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bring JOY into WHATEVERwork established! 
you do in -behalf of God. Learn- 
ingto fly is as much a JOY to DO 
as YOU allow in perception of 
same. So you fall? Fall Forward 
into God’s wings and then jump 
again until your wings become 
strong with God’s love given you 
to regive to your brethren. What 
a gift your lives are, if only YOU 
could see what I, Sananda, see! 

I am most humbly grateful 
and in deep appreciation for 
you, Druthea. You are growing 
so beautifully and I am honored 
to be a part of your growth as 
you are a part of mine and so it 
is with each ONE of you of my 
blessed brethren. Let us close 
that you each may ponder these 
words within selves with God 
present for clarity and under- 
standing. I AM Sananda, One 
with God in His Service of Love 
and Truth. Walk gently together 
and then you will be ready to fly. 
So be it. Salu. 

4th OF JULY, cont. from page 1 

This includes “undercover” 
contacts with the old buddies in 
Cuba to check on final status 
and get instructions and give 
instructins. 

Let us look to that Yugosla- 
via %-isisn again for a moment 
without getting emotionally in- 
volved. What does the press 
and Bush say about it and the 
troops as questioned regarding 
the 150,000 U.S. troops sta- 
tioned in Europe under NATO- 
if they aren’t used against the 
kind of bloodletting seen in 
Sarajevo. What does Bush say? 
“...that doesn’t mean that it’s 
going to be injected into every 
single crisis area.” 

SOUTH AFRICA TAKEOVER 

Anyone taking note of South 
Africa and DeKlerk rattlings and 
“force” tactics against the 
“blacks”? It is happening, little 
ones, the take over of South 
Africa and ALL RESOURCES by 
the British Elite. And what of 
Algeria and Nigeria? Note 
please, that Nigeria has “light 
crude oil” against which the 
price of oil for the world is 

JAPAN GIVES IN 

Ah yes, Japan said day-be- 
fore-yesterday that they would 
not play the “Russian Game” 
and lower lending rates, etc. I 
note that after Aso (Ah-so) sud- 
denly “blew” in massive erup- 
tion without prior warning ac- 
companied by myriads of earth- 
shakers and rollers on the same 
day in point-they decided to 
lower the rates yesterday. 
Who gets the benefit of lowered 
prime rates and discounting? 
BANKS AND INTERNATIONAL 
MONETARY FUNDS WHO LEND 
MONEY TO PLACES SORT OF 
LIKE RUSSIA-ALONG WITH 
THE ELITE WOULD-BE KINGS. 

HOW TO “READ” AND 
“HEAR” NEWS 

Balance EVERYTHING YOU 
HEAR AGAINST THE JOUR- 
NALS AND LIBERATORS. 
What is happening in Yugosla- 
via, for instance: Watch and 
listen to who is doing what. 
Lord Carrington (Great Britain) 
is in the nation as representa- 
tive for, of and authorized by 
the U.N.? No, Lord Carrington 
is there because HE IS HEAD, 
THIS YEAR, OF THE 
BLLDERBERGER secret soci- 
e&y of Elite World Contdhs 
under the Committee of 300. 
He is “Chairman”, this Lord 
Carrington-chairman of the 
board. By the way, he was a 
former secretary-general of 
NATO. How convenient to have 
the head honcho involved in the 
“solutions” to little uprisings. 
Further, as the C-130 giant 
cargo planes bring “tomato soup 
and tuna fish” (according to 
news announcement) into “the 
besieged Bosnian capital”, they 
make return runs bearing gold 
and drugs. Of course, only a 
portion chosen for public be- 
trayal is published for your 
eyes-only the’ uyour-eyes- 
only in-group” gets the REAL 
dopB--Br, er-news! 

By the way, chelas, Sen. Lloyd 
Bentsen, U.S. senator from 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

Texas-is 12th in ranking WHAT OF PEROT 
importance in the Bilderberg WOULD HE HELP? 
society and a major participant 
at the Evian, France 1992 meet- Perot is the best candidate 
ing May 2 l-24. Yes, I do have a money has bought! Precious 
major listing and you would ret- ones, when I told you yesterday 
ognize a lot of the players. Yes, that Bush had “secondedm 
and another U.S. representa- Perot’s nomination to the Coun- 
tive was Sen. John Chafee; and cil on Foreign Relations (CFR), a 
Sen. Charles Mathias from political power arm of the Elite 
Maryland was also a major in- 300, it could only mean that 
vited “guest”. Then, of course, Rockefeller and Kissinger had 
was also Paul Volcker, former set him forth for membership- 
chairman, Board of Governors that, in turn, can only mean 
of the Federal Reserve System that Perot is a member of the 
(yours) and David Rockefeller, established Establishment! 
Chairman, Chase Manhattan 
Bank International, and on and MEETINGS WITH SPACE 
on. So what do you think you ALIENS 
might have NOW in Yugoslavia? 
Ah indeed-a stand-off between I have been buried in copies 
“bankers/ Elite” and ‘Rus- of the pictures of”space-aliens” 
sians” perhaps?? with Bush and Perot at Camp 

Isn’t current history interest- David. I find Mr. Bush extremely 
ing when you are actually in- entertaining (seriously) as he 
formed of the places and play- perused the pictures and in- 
ers? 

HIV CRYSTALS? 

What else might be of inter- 
est? Well, you are told, with 
great flair and purpose, that 
your astronauts on the shuttle 
are GROWING HIV VIRUS “be- 
cause crystals grow better and 
with less flaws-in space.” Oh, 
and what of “space-like” labo- 
ratories on the planet? OOPS!! 
What could this little informa- 
tion mean? It means that you 
now have your proof and confir- 
mation that what I have told 
you is absolutely and uncondi- 
tionally correct: HIV virus is a 
crystalline man-made virus and 
can be recreated (or destroyed) 
at will-actually, in any envi- 
ronment. And what else do they 
say? ‘.... this research can save 
millions of sheep annually who 
die ofvisnavirus of sheep!” HIV 
is nothing but results of Bovine 
Leukemiavirus and sheep visna 
virus which then mutates every 
time it is introduced into DNA 
hosts. (See the JOURNAL; AIDS 
THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE.) 

formation. The article and pic- 
tures are the most ridiculous 
outlay of total nonsense as can 
be conjured. Of course we have 
met with your leaders-and 
worse, for the press and Elite, 
we were photographed. The pic- 
tures in point however, are not 
worthy of even the British Intelli- 
gence Service. By the end of the 
day of the paper’s release, you 
will note that every minor news- 
caster and weather-man had 
his face and head superimposed 
on the picture. I’m afraid I have 
to disappoint you, chelas, we 
are not nearly that ‘far-out” 
appearing and the show-and- 
tell presented ones not nearly 
“tall” enough. Know however, 
that it simply lays more ability 
to spring aliens on you when 
the time is right-and the time 
is going to be “right” very soon. 

PHOTON BELT 

REMINDER: IF YOU ONES 
ARE GOING ABOUT SAYING 
THAT “HATONN SAID - - - on 
the 25th of July or thereabouts 
there would be, etc., etc.“, you 
are putting your foot into it- 
VERY DEEPLY. We have pre- 
sented EXACTLY WHAT YOUR 
SCIENTISTS ON EARTH IiAVE 
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ALREADY PRESENTED AND erhood and get some very dirty tor: Insisted on knowing source vate bet with whoever is respon- 
DA TED!!! and malicious games played on (outside mainstream literature) sible for this (I told him it was a 

Confirmation of the disclo- you-the-people. and evaluating should be made space commander) [H: Gee, 
sure had come in from Austra- Dr. Young presented the fol- based on where this is coming thanks Pierre, could this be 
ha (wherefrom came the article lowing thoughts to a caller yes- from. “Sounds like astrology, how disinformation get& 
published first (in the LIBERA- terday: “Would you be upset if not astronomy. “Hokum* (U.S. spread around perhaps?] “in 
n>R-after hounding from the you bought car insurance and slang: claptrap; bunk). Seemed capacity as a private citizen”. 
public to discuss the subject), the accident didn’t happen? or, concerned how I got his num- He would enjoy to confront 
New Zealand, Great Britain, would you blame ones who saw ber and was defensive about Hatonn about it. So you11 be 
Russia, MassachusettsInstitute probability of a massive acci- any information. receiving some pressing phone 
of Technology scientists, dent in which you would PROB- 4. Hertzberg Institute of calls from scientists as soon as 
Palomar Observatory personnel ABLY be involved and warned Astrophysics, National Re- they receive the info. 
(MILITARY!!), ETC. you so that you purchased in- search Council, Dr. Donald My amateur astronomer 

YOU WILL ENTER INTO A surance-and it didn’t involve Mortan, Director: This is the friend, whodoesnot thinkmuch 
PHOTONBELTOFSOME2000 you after all? Do you not need most prestigious. Spoke with about the PB, says I should be 
YEARS IN DURATION AND the insurance either way? You one called John McLeod who cautious about my identifica- 
YOU WILL EXPERIENCEIT AS can’t buy insurance after the says he will look into it and tion because they11 probably 
PRESENTED-ALTHOUGH fact!! evaluate. The fact that it is summon “a bloody 
THE JULY 15TH, 23RD AND/ Allow me to share a message associated with spacecraft and paddywagon” to fetch. 
OR 25TH, 1992 IS AN OPEN from a friend who has done a lot ‘ETs” enables him to pretty me....Perhaps you could cap- 
OUESTION-MARK! You are of research on the matter as to much”calibrate in my mind the ture this telephone slug-out on 
already being bombarded with publicity, etc.: validity of this source”. Also tape for the larger audience?? 
photon waves and thus the prob- QUOTE: thinks nothing of the claim of [H: Perhaps YOU would like to 
lem with sun-screens and visible strobe lights in the night take the phone call, P.C.?? I 
“ozone holesn. The pinning of a To: Commdr. Hatonn skies seen by astronomers. would be most happy to meet 

date to July 25th, -1992 was to 
cover an attempt to ignite the 
radioactive -field around your 
planet (and thus the reason for 
need of dark eye protection). It 
also would coincide with a time 
of “null” energy experience in 
which you would be brought 
into total control of military 
power and that is STILL 
PLANNED-IF YOU MAKE IT 
PAST THIS VERY WEEKEND IN 
POINT OF PRE-PLANNED 
“FOURTH” ACTIVITIES. 

I also have several reports of 
massive military movement and 
exercises (serious in intent but 
under guise of “exercises”) for 
the 23rd of July. Now, do you 
prefer I NOT TELL YOU OF 
THESE REPORTS? 

I personally more nearly 
agree with ones who expect the 
PHOTON “BARRIER” a decade 
later than 1993. But you ARE 
being bombarded with photons 
NOW AND IT WILL STEADILY 
WORSEN AS WILL THE LIES 
ABOUT IT. The entire scenario 
is totally under control and or- 
chestration of ones on earth 
and/or in your “near” atmo- 
spheric space. It is total at- 
tempt to gain or hold su- 
premacy-by Earth people. 
This is simply a masterful at- 
tempt to “blame” space broth- 

From: A.E. Does know of legitimate at- with these people and discuss 

RE: Scientific Reaction to tempts by JPL to”track” space- anything they desire-but 
Photon Belt in Canada craft but so far no revealed until MAN can get his own 

“intelligent signs” if indeed facts correct-why should I 
[This is the “same” Canada there are any other civilizations handle your problems? Nei- 
who was just told by the Queen “out there”. ther am I nor have I ever been, 
of England that it would never I also spoke with Paul particularlyinterestedinthis 
be allowed to divide and who Feldman, same place, who says Photon Belt or any other ex- 
has had the entire fishing in- it sounds “suspiciously like cept for the major movement 
dustry totally and inten- crazy-talk” and wonders how into LIGHT. How areyouones 
tionally destroyed by the Elite. many other subscribers have ever going to bring credibility 
Further, this is the Canada been unduly alarmed and of- to the world “audience” who 
which bans material of in- fers to allay their fears. fH: already disbelieves through 
formational value, burns Now, chelas, these are the hype and sensationalism? I 
books which are considered same types of “scientists” come as a Host for all mighty 
‘%a&&’ and incarcerates per- who allayed uy~urfearsn about Creator Source and to bring 
sons for “speaking openly on the seriousness of AIDS, information regarding the 
somesubjectswhich dealwith nuclear war, recession/de- DMNETRUTH-howdareyou 
Khazarians” and is basically pression, unemployment- ones “cast blame” on our 
run by the ADL @ranch of and the Kennedy “single bul- “crew” for your inability to 
British Intelligence). So keep- let theory?] Although it is READ?] 
ing this in mind, please read true that Earth goes thru a Will keep you updated on 
on.] 25,000 year cycletermed scientific community’s response 

1. Norman Brotten, Secre- the “precession of the equi- as we go along here. So far 
tary, Canadian Astronomical nod’, the source of this out- Canadian scientists are having 
Society: Said he is unfamiliar lay is erroneous. [H: The a ball with this “fine entertain- 
with PB but will bring it up at a SOURCE OF THIS OUTLAY IS mentR. 
national meeting with col- ERRONEOUS?? HOWWOULD P.-June 23rd. 
leagues in Halifax in a week! THIS ENLIGHTENED SCIEN- *** 

Very nice, patient and most TIST KNOW?] Information has I am sure they are! So would 
polite. been misconstrued and the up- I be! I remind you ALL to go look 

2. Bky News / National coming “south.delta aquarid” at the introduction to my writ- 
Museum of Science (k Tech- meteoritic shower that peaks at ing on the Photon Belt. I said 
nology: Not a clue. Graciously 9:00 AM Tuesday 28 July for that I did not even want to men- 
referred me to the following: the “photon belt”. [H: Getting tion it becaruse the communit_y 

3. David Bunn Lapp Ob- uncomfortable, anyone?] & ofNewA.aers, ChcvurezerSd 
servatory, Dr. Sequest, Direc- seriously wants to wager a pri- Fortune-teZZers had ~h~d-3~ 
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informed _F Qll M such YOU go look at the red, blue, 
phenomenon. I have been gold and white (alongwithgreen) 
blasted for that “attitude” also lights on “some of those stars” 
and my “assumption” that you and you decide who might be 
ones would already KNOW! telling you “josh-junk”. 
READERS: YOU CANNOT Moreover, if it is so far-fetched 
HAVE IT BOTH WAYS!! Is it about danger from space de- 
better to =expect” something, bris, yours or ours, why would 
make preparations and be se- your government put a whole 
cure or simply perish in the defense system in near space to 
storm when it hits? shoot down those “asteroids” 

In Southern California this and sort-of “forget to tell you 
day-are you not told that mo- about it until NOW?” 
mentarily you can have a mas- I shall most certainly capture 
sive ‘Big One” quake which this “telephone slug-out on 
could kill hundreds of thou- tape” IF they, indeed, contact 
sands-and thus, prepare with me. I rather doubt there will be 
emergency supplies??? Is it lost any confrontation ATALL!! That 
if you are PREPARED and need kind of information would NOT 
the supplies not? Will they not BE WANTED TO BE BROUGHT 
be worthy to have WHEN IT TO YOU-THE-PEOPLE AND 
COMES DOWN?? SCIENTISTS ARE SHUT UP 

When I write warnings I FASTER THAN ARE ANYONES 
ALSO SAY: DO WHAT YOU WHO MIGHT “TALK”. These 
WILL WITH THE INFORMA- onesare havinga”ball” at “your 
TION, TRASH IT, LAUGH AT expense”, Pierre, NOT MINE. 
IT, LISTEN, SEE, HEAR AND 
OR DENY!! WHAT IS IT THAT STRANGE RADIO WAVES 
YOU DONT UNDERSTAND?? 
FURTHER, I tell you over and I have just received a clip- 
over again that my information ping and reminder to “share, 
will always be taken from al- please” withyoureaders. The 
ready available information for “light blasts” and uexplo- 
we write JOURNALS and a pa- si~ns~onregularlyintervalled 
per. I am not interested in sequences prior to allof these 
sensational news blurbs from earthquakes and volcanic 
unknown sources. or fortune- eruptions this week are .NOT 
teller Tarot cards-YOU WILL new. THE SAME THING HAP- 
ALWAYS BE GIVEN WHAT IS PENED BEFORE THE SAN 

FRANCISCO QUAKE ON OCT. MOWN AND ALREADY PRE- 
SENTED!! 17TH, SOME YEAR OR SO 

If, further, you were told PAST. 
the truth by your scientists, QUOTE from right out of 
astronomers and politicians- the San Francisco paper: 
you wouldn’t have a problem Scientists said 
would you? So be it. I would, Thursday that they 
however, suggest that a upre- detected strange, 
cession of the equiuox--rotith ultm-low-frequency 
delta aquarid” meteoritic radio waves before 
shower that is upcoming on the Oct. 17 North- 
July 28th+ounds pretty sin- em California 
ister to me! What does he earthquake, a pos- 
possibly mean? Shooting sible breakthrough 
stars perhaps? How come+ in thefield of earth- 
shooting stars? (catch one quake prediction. 
and “put it in your pocket and The signals 

save it for a raiuy day” I be- were recorded by 

lieWeyourtunegoe8). Whyare . equipment unre- 
there shooting stars? What lated to earthquake 

kind of ‘%formation” do you work, at least up 

REALLY get? until now. The 

No strobe lights in space? equipment was set 

up under a con- For you who “have a ball” 
tract with the and great “laughs” at some 
NQV~ to explore funny improbable space-crews, 
new WQYS to de- I suggest you consider the fol- 
tect SubmQrines. lowing: Perhaps you should 
Stunfotd Univer- speak with the man and family 
s&y researchers inYuccaValley THIS WEEKwho 
presented their watched their auto straddle a 
findings at the massive chasm which opened 
meeting of the before them with the first major 
American Geo- quake (after regular blasts of 
physical Unfon, both sound and light). The car 
and many of the was teetering on the edge of the 
seismoIogicQ1 ex- crack so he called for help to 
per& at the big “pull it out- as the front wheels 
meeting were im- were into the crack. But, before 
pressed. ETC., the help could get ‘attached” 
ETC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . and pull-the second major 
END OFQUOTING. quake hit and when the dust 

settled enough to continue- 
LAST “LAUGH?” the car was gone! The crack 

was”moved” and the auto sank 
Before I leave this document in the “liquefied earth” like a 

to go to the Editors for printing rock in a puddle. Chelas, ONE 
I have a last comment. thing causes that sort of liq- 

uefaction: ELF pulses of sca- 

Tapes &Z Transcriptions 
In addition to audio tapes of 

meetings with Commander 
Hatonn, THE WORD is now of- 
fering written transcriptions of 
some taped topics. 

Donations to cover the costs 
of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, 
$6.00. for two tapes and $2.50 
per tape for three or more. The 
transcriptions are $3.00 each. 
(Mexico or Canada add $0.25 
and other foreign countries add 
$0.50 per tape or transcriptions.) 
Postage is included in tape and 
transcription prices. 

Since we are not set up to 
take credit card orders, please 
send check or money order to: 
THE WORD, P.O. Box 6194, 
Tehachapi, CA 93582. Call 805- 
822-4 176 if you have questions. 

If you desire to automati- 
cally receive tapes from future 
meetings, please send at least a 
$50 donation from which tape 
costs will be deducted. We will 
try to notify you as your balance 
reaches zero. 

Special Order tapes arenoted 
below by * and are not automati- 

. 

cally sent since this material is 
either already in print or will be 
soon. Available written transcrip- 
tions are noted by #. 

The following is a complete 
list of meeting dates with the 
number of taDes in bold in naren- 

theses and mentioning if the meet- 
ing has a special focus: 
2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4); 
3/21/92(2); 3/28/92(l); 4/4/92(3); 
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Commu- 

nity Church; 
4/13/92(l) # “What is a Semite?“; 
4/17/92( 1 j # “Who Were the First 
Christians?“; 
4/25/92(2) * # “The Photon Belt”; 
4/26/92(3); 
5/1/92(l) “L.A. Riots and The Big- 
ger Plan”; 
5/2/92(3); 
5/8/92(2) radio talk show; 
5/9/92(4); 
5/l l/92(3) * “Silent Weapon s For 
Quiet Wars”; 
5/l 6/92(3); 5/23/92(2); 
5/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and 
Places In Between” tapes l-3; 
6/l/92(3); 6/4/92(2); 
6/6/92(4); 6/13/92(3); 6/21/92(3). 
6/27/92(2); 
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, 
Salt Lake City, UT; 
6/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and 
Places In Between” tapes 4-6; 
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK, 
Salt Lake City, UT. 
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lar (praua) energy! I suggest 
that the last laugh may not be 
funny in the. least!! 

Salu and have a good, peace- 
ful and “daring” day laughing 
at God and the Elite adversary. 
You are in REAL TROUBLE, 
World! Remember-I don’t 
have any care as to whether or 
not _ you believe there are 
space-aliens and/ or bogie- 
men. You are simply in REAL 
TROUBLE and it would be- 
hoove you to begin to take it 
with some level of serious- 
ness. 

I would also ask that you 
who “represent Hatonn” giet 
your stories straight for the 
em on face is not of my doing! 

Support Radio 

7/5/92 #l HATONN 

I now ask you readers to send a card 
of appreciation to Sam Russell at 
KKK RADIO, 3595 South 1300 
WestinSaltL&eCity,UT84119. He 
hosts a talk program called “Open 
Mind” on K-TALK and again, on 
very short notice, we conversed and 

Nevada Corporations 
With the continued uncer- 

tainty in this world, there is one 
question that keeps coming up 
regarding Nevada Corporations: 
“Can they be set up today for 
future use?” The answer is yes! 
There has been talk for years that 
Nevada would change some of the 
Corporate law that makes Ne- 
vada so desirable. We have seen 
the State Legislature stand up 
against any changes that would 
reduce the number of corpora- 
tions that are etablished in their 
state. Any changes that go against 
the incorporator mean less funds 
for the state. 

The State of Nevada is wholly 
funded by the State Gaming Tax, 
State Sales Tax , Federal Fund- 
ing, and fees charged to Nevada 
Corporations. With no income 
tax in Nevada, the Legislators 
must be careful with the changes 

had a most informative evening of 
sharing. Perhaps’ if we see to it that 
these daring speaker& and receivers 
are kept on the airwaves, there may 
yet be opportunity to share greatly. 

“I don’t know what it measured, The 
Richter scale is down there.” 

that they add to Nevada Corpo- 
rate Law. There are, however, 
Federal influences thatwould like 
to see the laws in Nevada changed 
so that they could no longer be 
used as a hiding place. The IRS 
has tried in the past to get the 
state Legislators to allow the IRS 
direct access to information about 
the individuals behind each Ne- 
vada Corporation. Fortunately, 
they have stood firm so far, but 
the strong hand of the Federal 
Government (or those agencies 
pretending to work for the Fed- 
eral Government) will probably 
not give up their efforts to close up 
one of our last valid shelters. The 
Federal Government owns three 
quarters of Nevada and the state 
could not maintain their current 
budgets without the funds re- 
ceived from the Federal Govern- 
ment. This type of an arrange- 
ment can make blackmail very 
easy when the Feds want some- 
thing. So the long and short of 
this is, there is always uncer- 
tainty as to the direction of Ne- 
vada Corporate Law. 

A Nevada Corporation can be 
created today for a future uncon- 
firmed use. This type of Corpora- 
tion is called a Shelf Corporation. 
The Corporation is created but 
nothing is actually dohe with the 
Corporation until such time as 
the Corporation is needed. Maybe 
a future business deal, some fu- 
ture land purchase or even just to 
use if that is the only way to 
remain private in the future. As 
long as a Corporation pays its 
annual $85.00 fees, the state con- 
siders it to be in “Good Standing” 
and still alive no matter if the 
Corporation is being used or not. 
So in these uncertain times, you 
can get prepared for the future 
without necessarily knowingwhat 
the future will hold for you. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
ABOUT NEVADA CORPORA- 
TIONS CALL CORPORATE ADVI- 
SORS CORPORATION AT (702) 
885-9638 OR WRITE TO THEM 
AT 2533 N. CARSON ST., SUITE 
645, CARSON CITY, NV 89706. 
ASK FOR CORT CHRISTIE. 
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Our New Look 
Regular readers of THE 

PHOENZX LZBERATOR have 
probably noticed various 
changes in appearance and 
presentation of the paper 
over the past several weeks. 
These changes will continue 
for awhile and are one vis- 
ible result of Commander 
Hatonn’s restructuring of 
THE LBERATOR’S manage- 
ment and operations. 

Another change is our of- 
ficial business name, now 
THE PHOENIX LLBERATOR, 
INC., and our new mailing 
address for subscriptions, 
comments or general com- 
munications is: 

THE PHOEMXLIBERATYIR 
2810 W. Charleston Blvd. 

Suite 66723 
Las Vegas, NV 89102. 

Phone orders may con- 
tinue to be placed at 1-800- 
729-413 1 for the present 
time. 

This restructuring has 
been gradually implemented 
to relieve America West Pub- 
lishers (already overworked 
with book and JOURNAL 
publishing activities, plus’ 
speaking engagements) &om 
a growing burden they gra- 
ciously carried from the time 
of THE LIBERATOR’S incep- 
tion and evolvement from the 
smaller newsletter called the 
PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS. The EXPRESS, in 
turn, evolved from THE 
PHOENIX JOURNALS as a 
mode for more rapid delivery 
of communications than the 
JOURNALS could provide. 

Again, please note our 
new mailing address and 
know that your warm notes 
of support and other 
sharings are appreciated and 
treasured beyond our ability 
to adequately express, or of- 
ten, even acknowledge un- 
der the work load of our pro- 
duction schedule. We thank 
you for being there at just 
the right times and at just 
the right places, else we 
would certainly have 
stumbled and fallen along 
the way. And, as Com- 
mander Hatonn put it, above 
all, the sharing and the car- 
ing are really what this is all 
about. 

--The Editors 
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Subject Index 

The subjects indexed are 
ones suggested LJ ,sm- 
mander Hatonn in this 
week’s LIBERATOR. The 
JOURNAL number is in bold 
Qpa and in parentheses 
followed by the relevant page 
number(s) therein. 

KAL 007: (44)43,50,128. 

William Greer: (3)29. 

Pleiades Series 
JOURNALS List 

Effective immediately the 
following JOURNALS 
must be ordered from: 

TEHACHAPI DISTRIBUTING, 
INC. 

P.O. BOX 1911, SUITE 122 
TEHACHAPI, CA 93581 

l-805-822-9545 
CalI for prices and shipping. 

No credit cards accepted 

8. AIDS, THE LAST GREAT 
PLAGUE 
22. PLEIADES CONNECTION 
VOL. I 
31. LET THERE BE LIGHT 
PLEIADES CONNECTION 
VOL. II 
32. I AND MY FATHER ARE 
ONE PLEIADES CONNEC- 
TION VOL. III 
33. MURDER BY ATOMIC 
SUICIDE PLEIADES CON- 
NECTION VOL. IV 
34. PHONE HOME E.T. 
PLEIADES CONNECTION 
VOL. V J$lS INCLUDES 2 
TAPES1 
35. THE SACRED SPIRIT 
WITHIN PLEIADES 
CONNECTION VOL. VI 
36. HUMAN THE SCIENCE 
OF MAN PLEIADES CON- 
NECTION VOL. VII 
37. SCIENCE OF THE COS- 
MOS TRANSFORMATION 
OF MAN PLEIADES CON- 
NECTION VOL.VIII 

Mind Control: 

PROTOCOLS: (14) 184- 
2 10; (20)150, 159- 183; (29) 
71,75,98, 103-179. 

USA/FEMA: (12)lO; 
(31)163-166. 

SOVIET UNION MANI- 
FESTO: (13)77-8 1; 
(23)20,26,40,52,60. 

HinckIev,Bush,Rearran: 
(29)22; (30) 118. 

JOURNALS List 
THESE WORKS ARE A SE- 

RIES CALLED THE PHOENIX 
JOURNALS BY ENTITIES FROM 
HIGHER REALMS TO ASSIST 
HUMANKIND IN UNDERSTAND- 
ING HOW TO MOVE THROUGH 
THE “TIMES OF TRIBULA- 
TION” THAT ARE UPON US. 
JOURNALS ARE $10 EACH. 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 
NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 
SANANDA 
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL 
REMOVED 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC 
DISASTER 
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGED- 
DON 
6. SURtiAL IS ONLY TEN 
FEET FROM HELL 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 
12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE 
PHOENIX 
13. SKELETONS IN THE 
CLOSET 
14. RRPP* 

*RAPE, RAVAGE, PLUNDER 
AND PILLAGE OF THE PHOENIX 
15. RAPE OF THE CONSI’ITU- 
TION 
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE 
DRAGON 
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 
18. BLOOD AND ASHES 
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED 
UNIVERSE 
23. BURNT OFFERINGS 
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEV- 
ENTH SEAL 

SAN ANDREAS FAULT, 
PANAMA CANAL, 
NICARAGUA:(30) 125. 

BEIRUT, MARINE BAR- 
RACKS:(43) 67. 

25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 

ANY NAME: KHAZARS 
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNER MANUAL 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 
30. MATTER ANTI-MATTER 

38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 
4 1. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 
PLANET ZIONISM Is RACISM 
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 
47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS 
VOL. I 
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 

EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES I & II (BOOK) 
$15.00 
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES III & IV 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES V & VI 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 4 PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XIII & XIV 
(BOOK) $20.00 
EX 5 PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI 
(BOOK) $25.00 

FOR IloFORMATIOI CONTACT: 

America West Publishers, 
a Nevada corporation 

P.O. Box 2208 
Carson City, Nevada, 89702 

ORDERS ONLY. PLEASE 
MASTERCARD OR VISA 

l-800-729-4131 

THE PHOENIX’ LIBERATOR 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR is 
published by THEPHOENELB 
ERATOR, Inc., 28 10 W. Charles- 
ton Blvd. Suite G6723 Las Ve- 
gas, NV 89102. 
Subscription orders may be 
placed by mail to the above ad- 
dress or by phone to 1-800- 
729-4 13 1 for the present time. 
Subscription rates are: $20 for 
13 issues (US); $22 (Canada/ 
Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 26 
issues for $40 (US); $44 
(Canada/Mexico); $60 (Foreign); 
or 52 issues for $75 (US); $80 
(Canada/ Mexico); $110 (For- 
eign). Single copies of back is- 
sues are $1.50 each. 
Ouantitv Subscrintions: $97.50 
for 25 copies of 13 issues; $135. 
for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); 
$250 for 100 copies, of 13 is- 
sues (US); $500 for 100 copies 
of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 
100 copies of 52 issues (US). 
UPS postpaid Continental US. 
Alaska, HI., Canada, Mexico and 
Foreign, call or write for ship- 
ping charges. 
Back issues of THE PHOENIX 
LIBERATOR/EXPRESS. Mini- 
mum order 5-49 copies of one 
issue $0.75 each Postpaid in 
the Continental U.S.A. 50 cop- 
ies of one issue $15.00 plus 
$7.50 shipping. 100 copies of 
one issue $30.00 plus $11.75 
shipping in the Continental 
U.S.A. 
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & For- 
eign orders please call or write 
for additional shipping charges. 

CoDyriaht Statement 
COPYRIGHT 1992 by Tm PHOENLX 
LIBERATOR, Inc. Reproduction of this 
newspaper for private, non-profit use is 
expressly encouraged, as long as the con- 
tent and %egrity is not altered. For com- 
mercial purposes, reproduction is strictly 
forbidden untiI permission is granted in 
writing from THE PHOENLY LIBERA- 

With a good conscience our only 
sure reward, with history the final 
judge of our deeds, let us go forth 
to lead the land we love, asking His 
blessing and His help, but knowing 
that here on earth God’s work must 
truly be our own. 

- Jo@ F. Kenne@ 
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